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Scout museum coming to Murray

By CHARLES BONEN
Staff Writer
After more than two years of doubt and deliberation, the long wait is over. The
national Boy Scout museum is Murray's.
Murray State and community officials this morning reported the success of
their $2.5 million museum fund-raising campaign to the Boy Scout executive
board, and BSA officers confirmed the 1981 agreement designating MSU as the
museum's new home.
Meeting at the Marriott Crystal Gate Hotel in Washington, D.C. on the 75th anniversary of the founding of the Boy Scouts, BSA officers formally announce
d
their $7 million collection of scouting artifacts will be housed in MSU's former
laboratory school. The collection includes more than 50 Norman Rockwell
paintings.
MSU President Kala Stroup skid BSA officers were "impressed with the support of the community of Murray and the state of Kentucky." Scout executive
s
felt the $2.5 million fund-raising-campaign conducted by local leaders was
"in
Itself a guarantee that the museum will be handled with interest and care
for a
long time to come," she added.
Stroup, museum Director Darwin Kelsey, fund-raising chairman Sid Easley
and MSU administrator Don Kelly met with the BSA National Executive Board,
Advisory Council and top BSA officials including Ben Love, chief scout executive
.
They also met yesterday with museum trustee members, and in both meetings

•

were "extremely well received," said Stroup.
"They were very excited and obviously very pleased," said
Kelly They were
both amazed that a community the size of Murray could put
this thing together,
and also pleased with the level of interest and support."
Easley attributed the fund drive's success to "the contacts
the people in the
community have with other donors throughout the state." Virtually
all funding
originated in Murray and Calloway County, whether through direct
contributions
or contacts with contributors, he said.
•
Easley also credited "the pride the state had in securing a museum
that was a
one-of-its-kind." The Commonwealth of Kentucky contributed
a $550.000 development grant, and $500.000 in an interest-free loan and a donation
came from the.
James Graham Brown Foundation.
Engineering and architectural planning will begin immediat
ely for the
50.000-square-foot building, which Kelsey estimates will eventuall
y attract some
150,000 visitors per year. Planning will take about half a year and
renovation at
least another six to nine months, Kelsey said.
"The hope is we can open at least by May of '86," said Kelsey.
k
The $2.5 million will pay for the first phase of a projected $6
million development: $1.4 million will pay for building tenos.ation and $1.1
million for exhibits
and programs. Another $3 5 million still to be raised will
go toward program
(Cont'd on page 2)
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News In Brief
Legendary Chinese 'wild man'
reported captured in mountains
PEKING ( AP) — A legendary Chinese "wild man," a little
over three feet tall and covered with hair, has been captured in
the mountains of Hunan province, according to a Chinese
newspaper. But others suspect it's a short-tailed monkey„
The creature is being kept in a heated apartment in the city of
Wuhan and "drinks water with a dipper, eats food like a man and
produces sounds like an old man," according to the Shenzhen
Special Economic Zone Daily.
The paper quoted the Chinese Society of Wild Man Research in
Wuhan, which has been wrong before in claiming to have found
tip Chinese version of the Abominable Snowman.
The society's last find was in October but that turned out to be a
short-tailed monkey, the official Ching Daily said in Peking today, casting doubt on the latest report's credibility.
China Daily, an English-language newspaper, quoted leading
anthropologists as saying they had been informed of the
"discovery" but won't believe it until they examine the creature.
A spokesman for the Paleoanthropology .Institute in Peking
said'4t was informed of Wilhan's claim but added: "It's not worth
going. We believe it's a monkey, not a wild man."

Elsewhere...
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Fotsch: Briggs & Stratton
eyes full fall production
expected to occur in mid-summer
Dick Fotsch, manager of the
before the plant reaches full pronew Briggs 8.r Stratton small
duction in September.
engine manufacturing plant in
Fotsch,29 and before coming to
Murray, told the Murray Rotary
Murray supervisor of manufacClub yesterday that the plant is
turing engineering at Briggs &
expected to be in fUll productior.
Stratton's Milwaukee operation,
by early September.
went on to say that the Murray
This will be the third of three
plant will manufacture the combeginning production phases
pany's "bread and butter" proscheduled for the Murray operaducts, the one.cylinder 3 and 31,2
tion, the youthful manager said in
horsepower engines, and will be
emphasizing that the company's
tooled to produce 5,400 a day.
remodeling of the former Tappan
plant on East Main is "basically ... When asked during a questionand-answer period at the concluon schedule."
The first piece of production
equipment is being installed this
(Cont'd on page 2)
week, he said, and production of
carburetors is expected to begin
Dick Fotsch, left, is shown ,with
in mid-April. A step-up in producKenlake Foods Plant Manager
tion involving production of
Dan Morris.
another model of carburetors is

By The, Associated Press

SEOUL, South Korea — An opposition leader stepped off a
plane today onto South Korean soil to take up his fight for
political reforms, testing his government's word that he will not
be returned to jail. Police keep thousands of Kim Dae-jung's supporters away from the airport.
TORUN. Poland — The court that convicted four secret police'
officers in the murder of a popular priest tells the defendants
they "soiled the good name" of Poland. A priest urges worshipers
in the church where the victim preached sermons in defense of
Solidarity to prepare for confrontation with the Communist
regime,
WASHIN
A
GTON — When President Reagan said in his State of
the Union address that "our alliances are stronger than ever" he
was clearly overlooking the breakdown in the defense pact with
Australia and New Zealand and the almost ignored 1947 Rio
Treaty.
HARDWICK, Vt. — Weary cross-country skiers trudge in from
a morning in the snowy fields and head for the fireplace. A few
are anxious to graduate to tougher trails. Others can't wait to
retire their skis for the day. At Camp Wapanacki, a recreatio
n
camp run by the New York Institute for the Education of
the
Blind, the blind take on the hills when the ground is frozen and
the
snow is knee-deep.
ONALASKA. Wis. — Shocked residents of this small town
prepare for a Mass this morning in the church where a man who
called himself Elijah and said he objected to girls reading from
the Bible during Mass opened fire with a shotgun and killed three
people, including the parish priest.

Aid cutbacks: over 1,000 would hurt
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer.
More than 1,000 Murray State
students would find it harder to
pay for their schooling under
"'President Reagan's proposed
cuts in student aid — and many
of them couldn't afford it at all.
Johnny McDougal, MSU
Director of Student Aid, says
that of the 3,298 students receiving federal aid, up to one-third
would be directly affected by the
cutbacks. Of those approximately 1,100 students, anywhere from
60 to 75 percent "could be af-

fected to the point where they
couldn't start or continue their
educations," McDougal said.
MSU students would lose a
total of $2.3 million in federal aid
according to McDougal's
figures, which he characterized
ks conservative. The biggest impact would be felt in the
Guaranteed Student Loan Program,. where k372 students now
receiving aid would'become ineligible, and amount of aid lost
would tbtal $645,420.
Those figures assume
students now on GSLs would not

Money matters dominate
large part of board agenda

Today In History
Today is Friday, Feb. 8, the 39th day of 1985. There are 326 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history: On Feb. 8, 1910, the Boy Scouts of
America was incorporated in Washington, D.C.
Today's birthdays: Actress Lana Turner is 65. Actor Jack Lemmon is 60. Actor Alejandro Rey is 55. ABC newsman Ted Koppel
is 45. Actor Nick Nolte is 44. Comedian Robert Klein is 43. Actress
Brooke Adams is 36. Actor Gary Coleman is 17.
Thought for today: "Loneliness and the feeling of being unwanted are I the most terrible poverty." — Mother Teresa,
Nobel Prize-winning missionary.

• MISS ,.
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of This Murray Ledger &
Thetas by 5:30 p.m. Monday.
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
are urged to call 733-1916 bet
ween 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m..
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 P.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays. Officio Hours — a.m.-3
p.m. Monday thru Friday. II
a rn.-12 p.m. Saturday

1'§UNNY
Tonight: Clear and not as
cold. Low in the lower 208.
Light wind.
Saturday: Partly sunny
and warmer.
Extended Iforecairt
,
The extended forecast calls
ifpr cloudy skies and warmer
temperatures with a cb,ance
of rain Sunday and Monday,
and clearing and colder on
Tuesday.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.3
Barkley, Lake
354

s NOW SQUIRREL TREED — What seems to be a frozen scene of
a squirrel on a tree stump fending off an unfriendly dog is just
that. Both animals are sculpted from snow and ice and appear on
the front lawn of .ferr Duncan's residence at 704 Poplar Street in
:Hurray. Anyone wishing to see the sculpture should hurry
though, as the sun is slou I) melting .the chase seene uwa:s
teaIi photo by Kerte Betwore

trisrneforlatearteardeaassesowspaastarmieissasom.

By KEVIN BOWDEN
Staff Writer
An evening of reports 'and
money matters dominated the
lengthy agenda of Thursday
night's Murray school- -board.
with the board voting
unanimously to allocate $8,700
for the purchase of 100 band
uniforms.,
The request was granted after
the board was presented a financial outline of the district's band
activities, as was requested of
Gary Mullins, high school band
director.
Mullins eifplained that the
board's funding would be used
along with a $,15 band fee charged of.students annually.
Steve West also met with the
school board and presented a
proposal to grant $10,115 to
specific school district sports
programs. The money, donated
as a gift, was raised by the ,
Athletic Booster Club. West's
proposal received unanimous
approval.
The football program received
the largest chunk of the gift,
with $2.680, while the rest of the
money included $1,695 for the
basketball program. *1:410 for
baseball, $960 for tennis, $700 for
socce, $360 for cheerleading.
$405 for track and $210 for golf.
The school board was asked to
allow the Booster Club to continue managing„garhe program
for school sports activities,- but
no action was taken. Another
proposal for season tickets
managed by the booster club
.
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opt for Parent Loans to
quested by Harry Snyder, exUndergraduate Students, which
ecutive director of the Council
McDougal feels would not be
on Higher Education.
financially realistic for most
MSU students -received $7.1'
students. Reagan has offered a
million in federal aid in 1983-84:
modified PLUS program as an
43 percent of the students enrollalternative to current federal
ed half-time or more received
aid, but McDougal says that is
some type of federal grant, loan
"just not a feasible approach to
or employment assistance.
financing higher education."
McDougal stressed. funding
MSU's figures, like those of
for those programs has been
other Kentucky schools, are becontinued through 1984-85 at aping submitted to the state for a
proximately the same level as
profile of how Reagan's budget '1983-84, and that the same level
proposals will affect universities. The figures were re(Cont'd on page 2)
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was also -taken under advise-.
ment by the school board
"I think that's an area we
should pursue....Don't let it die,
let's pursue it." commented
board member Tommy
Rushing.
A report on the progress being
made In the current change-over
in the method of utility tax
allocation was presented by
school attorney Don Overbey.
"It's going to be a real
(('ont:d on page?)
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City Councilman C.C.
,Lowry submitted the following letter to the Ledger and
Times
"I will not be a candidate
for Mayor in the Democratic
Primary. May. 1985.
"After much deliberation, I
have come to the conclusion
that one person does not have
enough, time to practice
medicine and serve as Mayor
at the same time.
"I want to thank my many
friends for their kind words of
encouragement.
"I've kept my options ()ben
until this date, but h believe
this decialon is in flea best interest of all."
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MUSe11111...

Sid Easley, chairman of the museum fund-raising commitjee. MS1U President Kahl Stroup and museum
Director Darwin Kelsey (1-r) had high expectations before -departing for the national Boy Scouts of
Anierica meeting in %ashington. D.C. They were not disappointed.

Cutbacks...
(('oned from page 1)
of funding is expected in the
1985-86 school year..
Reagan's proposals for the
1986 budget, however, call for a
$2.3 billion. 27 percent cut in student aid. In addition to the GSL,
programs affected include Pell
Grants, National Direct Student
Loans, Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants, and
the Work-Study Program.
Family income caps of $32,500
for the GSL and $25.000 for the
Pell Grant. Direct Student Loan
and Work-Study Programs
would be established. No student
could receive more than $4,000
in total federal money.
a

Court will meet
Tuesday afternoon
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court will meet in regular session on Tuesday, Feb. 12, 1985 in
Judge -Executive George
Weaks' office in the courthouse.
The meeting will begin at 3:15
p.m. and is open to the public.

Furthet, Reagan proposes
that no student under 22 could
qualify as an independent student, a prerequisite for receiving aid. That requirement that
could disqualify more than 500
MSU students for more than $1
million in federal assistance,
McDougal estimates.
The $4,000 cap would affect
nearly 200 MSU students and cut
about $126,000 in aid funds; the
Pell Grant eligibility 'change
would affect more than 100
students and more than $100,000
in aid; and the Work-Study Program cutback would affect nearly 100 students and about $75,000
in aid.
The National Direct Student
Loan cuts would affect about 135
students. Although MSU could
loan the same amount of money
(approximately $500,00 )
because it is allowed to re-loan
payments collected from
previous borrowers, students
from families over the $25,000
cap woould become ineligible.
McDougal explained.
Most MSU students receiving
federal aid depend upon it for
the majority of their education
costs, McDougal said. F9r in'stance, the average GSL loan to
the 2,071 who received them in
1983-84 was $1,735. The average

Pell Grant to 2,034 students was
$1,047.
The GSL program is MSU's
biggest federal aid source, with
$3.6 million budgeted this year,
and appears most likely to be
cut significantly. The government subsidizes interest
payments while the student is in
school and picks up defaulted
loans. While the program now
provides fixed, low-interest
loans (currently 8 percent for
new borrowers), the PLUS program does not subsidize interest
while the student is in school,
and interest fluctuates at 3 percent above Treasury Bill rates.
"I would be very much concerned about counseling
students, 'You can borrow
money at 12 to 15 percent interest and let that accumulate
for four years,' " McDougal
said, "That's nearly like saying,
'Sign up for financial disaster.'"
Reagan's proposals would
particularly hurt regional
schools such as MSU, whose
enrollment is drawn from
middle-class and largely rural
populations, McDougal feels.
The gap between educational
costs and family income is
widening for those groups, and
- t e aid cuts would`widen it furter. he said.

(Cont'd from.page I)
enrichment and a $2 million endowment, Kelsey said. BSA has
already pledged $500,000 to the
endowment, which is intended to
support the museum along with
admission costs.
The BSA artifact collection,
enough 'to fill five tractorrriving this
be
trailers, w
Kelsey and
spring.; w
museum curator David Conzett
will begin cataloging the items
in the Wrather West Kentucky
Museum. Temporary displays in
the Wrather are possible, Kelsey
said.
State economic development
officials have estimated the
museum could generate about $3
million per year for the local and
state economies, including more
than $1 million in direct expenditures in Calloway County.

BSA officials' enthusiastic
reception of local leaders in
Washington contrasted with the
often tense relations between
BSA and MSU over the past two
years, as officials negotiated
funding levels. At times, it appeared likely the museum would
be pulled out of Murray.
BSA accepted MSU's proposal
for the museum in October of
1980, and the two parties signed
a 10-year operating agreement
in August, 1981. The contract
called for MSU to provide the
$2.5 million building and pay for
its renovation and maintenance.
MSU has also been funding the
museum staff.
Subsequent to the contract
signing, Kelsey and consultants
developed museum design plans
requiring $3 to $5 million in expenditures. The university had
put no funding limit on the plans,
according to Kelsey, but had only appropriated $300.ann

BSA supported the $3 to $5
million plans, and meetings between BSA and MSU officials in
the spring and fall of 1983 produced no agreement. BSA requested a funding decision by
the end of the year. In
November, a local fundraising
committee of community
leaders and businessmen was
formed.
In January of 1984 BSA and
MSU agreed upon a revised
plan, allowing MSU to open the
museum if $2.5 million could be
raised by 1985. The fund-raising
committee actually did not
reach that figure until the middle of January, but in a meeting
Jah. 30 BSA executives said they
would recommend reaffirmation of the original contract.
BSA closed its former
museum in North Brunswick,
New Jersey, when it moved its
headquarters to Irving, Texas in
1979.
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44,

authorized to negotiate some of
the specific coverages included
in the company's bid.

School hoard...
(Cont'd from page I)
headache- for MES (Murray
Electric System )," said
Overbey. He referred to problems caused by part of the
school district's being located on
the MSU campus. MES will have
to conduct intensive breakdowns
of power usage in the dormitory
area of the university-, according
to Overbey. He added that the
March 15 change-over date was
still "reasonable" and that the
change-over should be at least 90
percent completed at that time.
In other action, the school
board approved several changes
in meeting times and locations.
The Feb. 25 meeting will be held
in the Murray High School
cafeteria, while a brief business
meeting will be held Monday,
Feb. 11.
Two committees were formed
by board President Doris Cella:
a Teachers' Benefit Committee,
with trustee Richard Crouch as
its chairman, and a conTrnittee
to explore extra services provided by teachers, with Rushing as
chairman.
The board, during its more
than three hour longs meeting,
also approved a building insurance bid presented by Indiana Insurance Co. Superintem
dent Robert_Glin Jeffrey was

In a report presented by Jeffrey. it was pointed nut that rhITing a four-day period from Jan.
29 to Jan. 31, the absentee rate in
the school district was between

Fotsch...
(Coned from page 1)
sion of his remarks if the plant
would operate nine months and be off three each year because of
seasonal markets, Fotsch strongly emphasized that such a
schedule would never exist.
"Of course," he said,"because
of seasonal needs for out engines,
there will be fluctations in production. Not many lawn mowers
are sold when snow is on the

Gannett reports
net income rose
by 17 percent
WASHINGTON (AP) — Gannett Co., publisher of 85 daily
newspapers including USA Today, says its 1984 net incOme
was $223.9 million, a 17 percent
increase over the previous year.

Standard Ranger 4x4
Option: Black Rear
Step Bumper.

5.9 percent and 10 percent of the
district's total enrollment of
1,287 students.
"We're doing all right," said
Jeffrey about attendance during
a time of the year when schools
usually report problems in
absenteeism due to the weather
and student health problems.

The corporation, which also
owns six television and 16 radio
stations, reported Wednesday
that earnings in the fourth
quarter of 1984 increased 23 percent over the previous quarter.
Advertising volume for the
two -year -old national
newspaper increased 78 percent
over the fourth quarter of 1983,
and the newspaper's operating
losses declined in the quarter-toquarter comparison.

Correction
The number of petition
signatures that will be needed to
schedule a wet-dry election lp
Murray is- approximately 1,300,
not 2,800 as stated in yesterday,s
o.
Ledger and Times.
The incorrect figure was based on 25 percent of the 11,184
people who voted countywide in
the November general election.
However, the wet-dry election

will be held in the city only. The
number of people who voted in
the city in November was 5,221,
according to County Clerk Marvin Harris, which.means about
1,305. signatures would be
required.
Also, cost of the election would
be about half the $4,000 to $5,000
quoted by Harris Thursday.
Those figures were for a countywide, not citywide, election.

ground, but there will never be
any nine-months-on-and-threemonths-off production schedule
at the plant."
Fotsch told the Rotarians that
a major factor in the plant's
remodeling program being on
schedule has been "the talented
and hard working people" and
the quality of their work.
"It is important for us -to
establish our own image in the
community," he said in explaining the extensive exterior work
nearing completion on the ex-

isting building. "That's Why we
are giving it a different look."
Briggs & Stratton, he said at
one point in his remarks, at one
time did about 30 percent of its
business overseas, but in recent
years this has been "taking a
from
beating"
foreign
manufacturers.
Even so, the company is still
competitive as well as the biggest
and the best in the business, he
said, and is considered worldwide as a "first class operation."
Fotsch was introduced by
Rotarian Dan Morris, plant
manager of Kenlake Foods, the
p,rpgram chairman for the day.
He and his wife, Amy. have
three children — two girls, ages
4 and I 4,and a three-months old
son. They are making their home
on Wiswell Road near the
Southwest Elementary School.

I

506.N, 12th Murray, Ky.
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royko says

Poor losers found in
congressional district
Residents .of Indiana's 8th Congressional
District are being denied representation in
Washington in a blatant abuse of power by
Democrats controlling the House of Representatives. Richard D. McIntyre was elected to the
House from the 8th District last November, but he
still is on the outside looking in.
The election was a close one. Mr. McIntyre was
certified the winner over Democrat Frank
McCloskey by a scant 34 votes in December. Mr.
McCloskey demanded a recount, which was not
unexpected.
Now the recount has been completed — by county election commissions that were dominated by
Democrats in 11 of the 15 counties comprising the
8th District. Mr. McIntyre again emerged the winner—but by the more substantial margin of 415
.votes.
The Democrats are turning out to be poor losers.
Rep. Tony Coelho of California, chairman of the
party's congressional campaign committee, insists the returns still are not conclusive. He points
out that 1.000 ballots were ruled invalid in a
precinct with a heavy pro-McCloskey vote, but
conveniently ignores the fact that thousands more
were ruled invalid in precincts that favored Mr.
McIntyre.
Election officials in Indiana are satisfied that
the election of Mr. McIntyre was on the up-and:
up, but the Democratic leadership 19 the House is
Insisting that the seat remain open untilthe House
Administration Committee, which it controls, has
had a chance to "investigate" the case. The investigation, of course, is a last-ditch effort to find
some reason to giv,e the seat to Mr. McCloskey.
This is believed to be the first time the House
of Representatives has ever refused to seat a person whose election was duly certified by stateelection authorities. If the Democratic majority
is allowed to impose its will in this manner, the
implications are frightening. Why bother to have
elections if the party controlling" Congress can
over-rule the results?
If Mr. McIntyre is not seated,promptly, voters
in Indiana should seek an ord4r fiom a federal
court granting them the representation in Congress that is being denied to 'them by the losing
side in the November election.

by mike royko

Ifs reality time when the
budget axe cuts into your life
The lady has been asked by the
President to bite the bullet, but she's
found the taste not to her liking.
"Did you see what they're going
to do to student loans in the
budget?" she said, in a semihysterical tone.
Sure. A lot of .middle-class
families with college-bound kids,will
be zapped.
"Well, what can be done about
it?', she demanded. "My children
can't go to college without student
loans. We were counting on the
loans. This is terrible."
I suggested that she call her congressman to protest. Or the White
House.
"You know that won't be any
good," she said. "Can't you write
something?"
Why should I?

"Because it's unfair.- We're not
rich. We're just middle-class. Wirie
hardworking. We're..."
I interrupted to ask: You voted for
him, didn't you?
"Yes. Twice. But I didn't know
that he was going to do this."
Well, you've come to the wrong
person for sympathy. My kids are
done with school. So why should I
pay taxes to float loans for your
kids?"
She called me heartless and
selfish, as well as a few other
goodies, and slammed down her
phone.
Actually, I didn't mean to sound
selfish and heartless. The truth is,
I'd be glad'to see my tax dollars used for student loans to her kids. Better that than another $7,006 coffee
pot, a $5,000 hammer or a $600 toilet

seat for the Pentagon.:
But I was just trying to
demonstrate for her one of the.
'realities of Reaganomics.
At the heart of this ethnomtc
system is the sentiment: "Don't tell
me your troubles, buddy, it's every
man for himself."
And I'm sure that with the unveiling of President Reagan's hard-eyed
budget, millions of middle-clais people are in the same position as that
woman. Farmers who are losing
their land. Parents facing big tuition
bills. Smali businessmen. Many
veterans and elderly. The list could
go on and on.
Many of them cheered when
Reagan the Candidate talked about
cutting federal spending. They
jeered when the Democrats talked
about having a heart.

...And then he
patted meon
the back and
Said us folks.on
Social Securrty
should trust
him...

looking back
Ten years ago
Kieth Letterman, local dairyman, received an
award for having the top producing cows in the
state with a yearly DHIA rolling herd average of "
12,852 pounds per cow per year. The award was
presented at the fourth annual Kentucky'
Dairyman's Conference.
The official dedication ceremony for the
Laurine Wells Lovett Auditorium, a campus
landmark at Murray State Vniversity renamed
in honor of Mrs. Lovett. Owensboro, in 1973, will
be Feb. 13.
Don Henry, chairman of the Boy Scout Fund
Drive for Calloway County. said the Kick-off
Breakfast for the drive will be Feb. 10 at the Holiday Inn.
Pictured with a stringer of 30 crappie taken
while fishing on Barkley Lake are Don Rye and
Ken Dean.
Twenty years ago
Airman Jimmy Williams, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bert L. Williams, and Airman Ronald E. Jones,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Milton Jones, both in U.S.
Navy, are serving aboard attack aircraft carrier
usq Coral Sea operating with U.S. Seventh Fleet
in Western Pacific.
Bernice Wilferd and Rob Ray of the Murray
Lions Club spoke about the Kentucky 'Lions' Eye
Bank at a meeting of the Murray Civitan Club at
Southside Restaurant..
N.L. aupy ) Rowland has been named as
"Jaycee of the Month" for his work with the
March of Dimes Campaign by the Murray Junior
Chamber of Commerce.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital
include a girl to Roy and Jane Cothran, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Stubblefield and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Allbritten.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County Circuit Court convened
yesterday with Circuit Judge H.H. Lovett impaneling the'Grand Jury.
Four-H Courses_on_Tractor and Care of Farm
Machinery will start Feb. 10 at the Conner Implement Co., East Main Street, Murray.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital
include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Thompson,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs., Paul Cunningham,a boy to
Mr. and Mrs: Ted Darnell. a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Lane and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. William
Brindley.
Mavis McCamish, Lourelle Forrest and Daisy
Atkins of Murray and Calloway County were initiated into Gamma Chapter of Delta Gamma
Society at a luncheon meeting at the Paris Landing Inn.
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Now they -ice saying to Reagan:
"Hey, I didn't know you were talking about me biting that bullet."
Well, who did they think the man
was talking about? The poor —
those legendary idlers of America?
Ah. but he's already bled that turnip patch, There's not much left
there, unless he goes after the contents of the bag ladies' bags.
The big old cities, with their
hordes of Democratic voter's?
They've been belted around since
the day he took office. A city like
Chicago would have a much better
chanee at getting a few dollars from
this administration if it was,
somewhere in Latin America. And
the cities are taking another beating
in his latest ledger of misery.
7
Did that tuition-tormented lady—
as well as the farmers, and all the
others who took joy in Reagan's talk
of whipping the federal spenders into line — think that the users of food
stamps and the eaters of hot school
lunches coulli bite that bullet ofsacrifice all by themselves?
• -Did they think that the forniula for
keeping ths Pentagon fat and hapy.
while not raising taxes, was simply
to givef another kick to the
down-V-outers?
No, it's reality time. And the reality — if you look at the proposed
budget — is that it's now the middle,
class's turn.
Sure, he didn't tell you before the
election that you'd have to sirik your
chops in that bullet.- I3ut why do you
think he's such a great communicator? One of the tricks to being a great communicator is knowing when not to communicate.
So I don't kno* what to tc.11 that
lady who won't be able to'get loans
for her kids' edileations.
She might .try asking Ed Meese
for advice. He's an expert at getting - low-interest and no-interest loans
from
Or she might consider telling her
kiIs to skip college fora while and
to join the Air Force. That's one place where there's
never going to be a shortage ,of
bucks.
What the heck,lady. the food isn't
bad, medical care and housing are
free, and where else would they ever
get a chance to sit on--a $600 toilet
seat?

washington today
WASHINGTON (AP) — There
was a Jeffersonian theme to President Reagan's State of the Union
speech. Americans are blessed
with democracy and wish to share
the blessing with the rest of the
world.
There's nothing controversial
about the idea. Since Jefferson's
time, the United States has sought
to set an example for less fortunate
countries to follow. Reagan is picking up a banner carried by Wilson,
FDR and several other White
House residents.
But the way Reagan defined this
mission is likely to plunge him into
controversy, and at least one fight
with Congress, which takes a
somewhat different view of the
U.S. role in the world.
Taken literally, Reagan would
have the United States support
rebels in Afghanistan. Nicaragua
and wherever else the ruling
regime was repressive and U.S. interests were considered by the
White House to be at stake.
When Soviet troops overran

letter to the editor

by barry schweid
Afghanistan in 1979, President
Carter' extended U.S. vital ihterests to the Persian Gulf. Carter
warned the Soviet Union he would
not permit a cutoff in Western oil
supplies.
Reagan, in his State of the Union
address, implicitly extended U.S.
self-interest around the world.
"We must not break faith with
those who are risking their lives —
on every continent, from
Afghanistan to Nicaragua — to
defy Soviet-supported aggresSlon
and secure rights which hal/4 been
ours from birth,- the president
declared Wednesday night. Clearly, that means seeking corigressional approval for aid to'the
"contras" struggling to bring down
the government in Nicaragua. Congress stopped U.S. covert
assistance last year. Reagan's
speech signaled a renewal of the
fight and also the divisiveness.
Whatever the outcome, it will be
that much harder to achieve a new
consensus in U.S. foreign policy,
which Sen. Richard Lugar, R-Ind..the chairman of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, has set as
his goal.
The Nicaraguan government has
few supporters on Capitol Hill. But
there is considerable sentiment for
having the United States set a good

To the Editor;
I would like to express the feeling
I have for the Murray City Police
Deprtment. I travel through your
town about every week, and have
had several occasions to stop a
policeman and ask directions. On
every occasion that I have stopped a policeman and asked if a
location would be difficult to find I
have been asked to follow them and
they would take me to the place I
was looking for. I travel all of
western Kentucky, part of Illinois,
and Indiana and your police
department has to be the nicest
group of policemen I have co me in
contact with.
Very Truly Yours,
banny Drcker
.
Evansville, Indiana

8.8

-

example with its democracy here
at home — and letting the
Nicaraguan people work out their
own destiny.
Reagan does not accept so
limited a role. "Support for
freedom fighters is self-defense,he said. Critics question the legality of undercover U.S. aid to the
Nicaraguan rebels. Reagan
disagreed. He called U.S. support
"totally consistent with the OAS
(Organization of American States)
and UN. charters."
While it would disappoint Jefferson, whose optimism was inspired
by the the French and American
revolutions and the European
Enlightenment, there are few
democracies around 176 years
after.he retired to Monticello. They
are outnumbered by repressive
regimes.
Where, then, would Reagan intercede? What did he mean, exactly, in declaring, "We cannot play
Innocents abroad in a world that is
not innocent. Nor can we be
passive when freedom is under
siege"?
A senior Reagan adviser'', brief- ing reporters before Reagan addressed Congress, said the United
States intended to support
freedom -fighters "wherever they
May be."

The official: Who spoke at a briefing on condition he not be identified, said there would be three
considerations: Were e.s. interests threatened? Was the
totalitarian regime subverting its
neighbors? Did it have "viability,"
meaning was power firmly in its
grasp?
Another administration might
hope that dictators would fall clit
their own weight, that the example set by America would inspire people to change their authoritarian
system of government.
Indeed, in Latin America, at
least, there are a few more
democracies than at the start of
Reagan's first term. Taking a
share 'of credit- -for
the Reagan adviser said'the president's policy of deterrence — or
military might — had given people
"the confidence to take risks for
freedom."
But brushing aside a recent overture by President Fidel Castro of
Cuba for better relations, the official said "historically it's hard to
find a first generation revohe
tionary to depart from the
revolution."
In other words, it just isn't good
enough to hope for -the best.
Democracy needs a solid push
from the United States.
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Ski..trip scheduled
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Coining community events 313130LInced—

4: A pA/ior.toot• le%% ot some of his best slies
fruin trips .to Kenya. Hong Kong, Israel and the
isitorS are welcome. To become a
Nile River
inember ut II' \S call 1 442-652. For more infor9:155
. matiim

Friday, Feb.8
Square and round
dancing with music by
Sharecropper Band will
be from 7:30 to 11 p.m.
at Lynn Grove Roller
Rink.
————
Hazel Lodge No. 831
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.

Saturday, Feb.9
Sunday,Feb. 10
Sunday, Feb. 10
Meeting of Captain in Farrell Recital Hall. Memorial Baptist
Wendell Oury Chapter Fine Arts Cehter, Mur- Church. Each one is to
of the DAR has been ray State University. bring finger food.
canceled.
There is no admission
—— ——
charge.
————
Secret Sunshine Sister
Valentine's Dance for
Valentine Tea will be
' ————
Grades 7 and 8 will be
Sunday matinee of from 2 to 4 p.m. in multifrom 7 toll p.m. at Mur- —The Night of January purpose room of
An informal reception for Kentucky Departray Country Club. Each 16th" by Community Seventh and Poplar
Crit
Luallen,
Conunissioner.
oi
the
Arts
ment
member may invite Theatre will be at 2 p.m. Chin-co of Christ.
will he held Tuesday. Feb. 12, .starting at 3:45
three
at Murray Woman's
guests.
Fine
Arts
Gallery,
Eagle
p.m. in the Clara M.
Mond-ay, Feb. 11
Club House. For inforA Secret Sunshine Sister 'alentine Tea will be
Center, Murray State University. Commissioner
Games
-are scheduled
Suburban
Murray
mation
call
759-1752.
Eagles
Lodge
about
.
the
held Sunday, Feb. 10. from 2 to 4 p.m in the
a
few
remarks
Luallen w ill make
at 8 p.m. at Murray
Homemakers Club will
No. 4071 will have a
————
multi-purpose room of Seventh and Poplar
/ipa r1tneld and her perceptions of the state of
Moose Lodge.
Legion Ham meet at 7 p.m. with Jo
Valentine's Dance with
Church of Christ. Each one is hi bring a $2 gift for
arts in the Commonwealth. - Margaret
music by Showdown Breakfast for all Legion -Hancock.
her Secret Sunshine Sister. If you have not been
Trev-at ha n. chairperson of the Kentucky Arts
Second night of "The from 8 p.m. to midnight members and their
————
involved in this program and would like to be,
Ciitintd will speak briefly on the Kentucky plan
Night of January 16th" at lodge hall.
Skate night for
families
will
be
at
10
then come and participate
tot comprehensive arts in education which was
by Community Theatre
a.m. at Murray Lodge Southwest Calloway
drawn up by a task f- orce she heads. At threeepwill start at 8 p.m. at
Saturday School at No. 2011 Loyal Order of Elementary will be
t ion Persons will have an opportunity to meet and
Murray Woman's Club University Church of Moose.
from 6 to 8 p.m. at
Trevathan.
This
Litalien
and
t
ii
h
!W.
speak
informtion
House.
For
Roller Skating of
Christ
has
been
cancel————
The Jackson Purchase Audubon Society-will
first trip to tar western Kentucky since
call 759-1752.
Murray.
will
District
meeting
ed
until
March.
to
the
open
The
reception
is
meet Monday, Feb. 11. at-7 p-.m. at-the 1..iti.A.cah
appointed.
tieing
—
—
—
—
————
be
at
2
p.m.
at
Murray
—
———
Area Vocational Center, 2400 Adams. Paducah.
public mid representatives of area arts orgaruzaAA and Al-Anon will
Meeting of Lottie
pretiont,--the__pc4414rana____ ti“on
Murray Squar-A- Eagles Lodge No. 4071.
.
B Corbin Meriwether
-esp* ia+1,, etic-ottraged to attend.
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U. Naders will dance at 8
Moon Group of First
—— —
Kevil Center, South 10th p.m. at Woodmen of the
Mr. and Mrs. N.A. Baptist Church WMU
Street Extended, World
Ezell, Rt. 8, will be has been canceled.
Hall.
Mayfield.
————
honored at a reception
———
————
Jackson Purchase
Dance featuring Am- in celebration of 50th
Saturday, Feb.9
bush will be from 8 p.m: wedding anniverary Audubon Society will
Writers Pot Pourri to midnight at Murray from 2 to 4 p.m. in Com- meet at 7 p.m. at
will be at 9:30 a.m. at Modse Lodge 2011.
munity Room, North Paducah Area
Calloway Public
Center, Vocatinl 2400
—
—
—
—
Branch, Peoples Bank.
Library. This is open to
Third night of "The The family requests Adams, Paducah. For
all children and adults Night of January 16th" guests not bring gifts.
information call
Interested in writing.
753-9385.
by Community Theatre
————
Mr.
and
Mrs.
will be at 8 p.m. at MurRudy
Board- OF -MurraySweetheart Charity ray Woman's ,Club Riley, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Calloway
County Need
Brunch, 'sponsored - by House. For information will be honored at a
Line will meet at noon at
Sigma Department of call 759-1752.
reception in celebration Pagliai's.
Murray Woman's Club,
of 50th wedding anniver————
————
will be from 10:30 a.m.
AA and Al-Anon will sary from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Sigma
Department of
to 1 p.m. at Pagliai's. meet at 8 p.m. at Farmington CommuniMurray Woman's Club
Proceeds from tickets American Legion ty Center.
will meet at 7 p.m. at
at $3.50 per person will Building, South Sixth
——— —
club house.
go to Need Line.
Mr. and Mrs. W.A.
and Maple Streets.
— — .6- —
— ——
———
.(Pete) Rhodes will be
Board of Directors of
Square and round
Valentine Coffee by honored at a reception
dancing with music by Murray State Universi- in celebration of 50th Kentucky's Western
Sundowners will be ty Women's Society will wedding anniversary Waterland wll meet at
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at be from 10 a.m. to noon from 2 to 4 p.m. at Ellis 6:30 p.m.'at the PlantaVALENTINE COFFEE — t•A warm coiyatmos-phere"is the promise of Pat Harcourt, right, chairtion Restaurant,
Lynn Grove Roller at Wrather Museum.
Center.
man. to the„Murray State Uniyersity Women's Society as she and her conimittee plan the Valentine CofHopkinsville.
Rink.
——— —
fee on Saturda, Feb. 9. from 10 a.m. to noon at %% rather 1dseiiin. Pictured from left are Ann Perrin,
————
Sunclai,
7
F—
eb. 10
—
—
—
—
Mary Conover. Betty Hassell and N1rs. Harcourt. Also helping '1%.,ith_the event are Lucy- Lilly, Juanita
Work shops for
Valentine Coffee,
AA will have a closed
Delta
of
Meeting
_Lynn, NIolly Boggess-.-Joan- Mau pin and 84.1.te-Taylur.
Department of Murray meeting at 4 p.m. at sponsored by Youth parents lef --elementary
Adult elephants drink Woman's Club has been American Legion Fellowship, will be, held children will be in the
Reindeer roam a
Building, South' Sixth following the 10:45 a.m. 'Calloway County School
as much as 50 gallons of canceled.
8.8°. A.P.R.
broad belt of 'snowy
and Maple
,Streeta, For service at First Board Office starting at
———
water a day.
Financing Rate on 5-10
country in northern
5 p.m. For information
information call Presbyterian Church.
Pickups Through 3-31-85
Europe and Asia. Their
call Joy Waldrop,
753-0661, 762-3399 or
I TAYLOR Ch:'yROLET
close relatives in North
. Fellowship honoring 753-3033.
753-7764.
America are called
— — — -the Rev. Jim Simmons
———
Reservations for
caribou
Sa ma r&M a h f ou d: and his family will • workshop on "Life
senior, wills' present a follow the 7 p.m. wor- Power: Coping Skills for
116•1111111111•1111111111611111•11•111111•111111112
PsiTERT AN 'YOU
trumpet recital at 2 p.m. ship service at Pesonal Empowerment" at Kenlake State
Park Feb. 14-16 should
Bargain
be made by today by
.011.1
.
11
calling 742-6661.
Matinees
753-6798
'
11-5
Satin Pillows.'
1.01(,' (.01.11)(111
————
Sat. & San.
Murray State UniverBoxes
Music
S',Ichets
Heart
Shaped
TM MURRAY IMAM
II Seats $2.
sity and State DeparS()ode!' Heart Chests Plush Animals
ment of Agriculture will
•
sponsor West Kentucky
Crystal He-art Boxes , Magic Mirrors
S
•
Barrow Show starting at
10 a.m. in Livestock and
Exposition Center. Admission is free.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
Conte Meet
have closed meetings at
"Miss E%
8 p.m. at First Christian
Central Center
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
•
14 DIXICLAND CLNTEH 10 a.m 5 p.m.
a
753-7663.
Mon Sat
CHESTNUT STREET
Murray Neighborhood
•
Girl Scout Core will
meet sit 9:30 a.m. at Girl
Scout
Cabin.
•
————
•
Hazel and Douglas
•
•
Centers will be open
A
•
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
————
•
•
Mattie Belle Hayes
•
Circle of First United
S
Methodist • Church will
a
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
church.
a
————
•
Dorothy Moore Circle
of First Presbyterian
HOWARD E ROLLINS JR
•
• Church will meet at 7:15
co.rn•

Registrar-Ion
-.
and a $10 deposit for the Paoli
Peaks Ski Weekend, Feb. 23-24 may be made
through Saturday, Feb.9. in the Craft Shop. Curris Center, or Room 108. Carr Health Building,
Murray State'University. Chat of the trip. will be
$62 which includes lift tickets, ski rentals, lodging and one lesson. For more information call
762-3824 or 762-6119.
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Gifts From
Thc Heart

'Treasure House of Gifts
Special Gifts For
lulu Valentine Many New Itcms
Arming Daily.
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LAST CHANCE SALE!
ENTIRE STOCK FALL &
WINTER MERCHANDISE
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Anne Klein Canvas Totes '10
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Handshake
is problem
LONDON (AP) —
Prince Philip has been
in agony for months
from shaking -too many
hands, and has changed
his once-firm grip to a
limp handshake, the
British tabloid Daily
Express said.
"The prince has been
suffering in silence,"
the tabloid quoted a
royal aide as saying.
"It's the first, anyone
has heard of it. You
have to give him credit:
he has never shirked
shaking hands."
Like the rest of the
royal family, the
63-year-old husband of
Queen Elizabeth II
shakes the hands of hundreds of people each
week during official
duties and visits.
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---''Parents Raise a
)Stink Over Boy's
Foul Mouth

DEAR STUMPED: If your son
and his classmates want Billy to
stay overnight, then obviously
Billy isn't "shunned by his
peers"—it's their parents who
don't want him around.
Liberal-minded parents love

their children as much as you
Love yours,so please share your
concerns with Billy's parents.
It's not unusual for a child to
entertain his peers with X-rated
information in a bid for popularity. Don't panic; it's neither
contagious nor fatal.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I am the owner of a
profitable retail hardware store with
a good number of employees. There's
one woman who has been with me
for 22 years. I have to- admit she's
loyal, honest and efficient. She
started as a bookkeeper, but now
she's a self-appointed "office
manager." She used to call me"Mr."
but now ahe . calls me by
my first
name.She's very bosay,-acts
like she
owns the place and, to
tell you the
truth, she's beginning to get
on my
nerves.
We don't have a retire
ment
around here, but I wish she'd age
(she's old enough)so I could retire
her with a younger woman replace
who isn't
so bossy. They say a new
broom
Sweeps clean. What do you say?
THE BOSS
DEAR BOSS: A new broom
may sweep clean, but the old
broom knows where the dirt is.

Edward
D. Janata
S. Co.
Um.,Nom vve
.
...••=11••••••••
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Judge transfers former fugitives

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Several of us
mothers have a common problem. It
concerns a boy (I'll call him Billy)
who is a bad influence on our
children. They are all in the third
grade, but this Billy is wise beyond
his years. He gets his information
(about sex) from hanging around
his older brother, then spreads
around what he has heard to the
boys in his class. He tells them
things about sex that most adults
have never experienced, and his
language is pure filth!
Our )3bris want to invite Billy to
stay overnight, but we're afraid of
what Billy might teach tntrn. Besides, most of us have younger
children at home,and we don't want
Billy here talking about Lord knows
what.
I understand Billy's parents are
very liberal-minded,so don't suggest
we talk to them. Maybe if they read
this, they will understand why their
son is shunned by his peers.
STUMPED

•

DEAR ABBY: Last June, I lent
my girlfriend my jacket, and she
lost it at the restaurant where she
was working. In'September she gave
me $50 to replace the jacket, but I
spent the $50 on something else.
Well, just before Christmas there
was a fire at that restaurant, and
while they were cleaning up, my
jacket was found in the basement.
My girlfriend had it cleaned and
monogrammed with my initials and
gave it to me as a surprise Christmas
present.
The problem: My girlfriend says
now that I got the jacket back, I
should return her $50.1 feel that she
was irresponsible in the first place,
and it shouldn't matter that the
jacket was found six months later.
A friend of mine suggested I give
her the jacket back instead of the
money, but now that it's monogrammed, I want to keep it.
I told my girlfriend that I will do
anything Abigail Van Buren thinks
is right.
JACKET BACK
DEAR JACKET BACK: She
lost your jacket,and you accepted
$50 restitution. Fair enough.Six
months later, she gave you the
jacket, monogrammed as a gift;
she didn't sell it to you.

CINCINNATI I AP) — pointed by Hamil
ton
Former fugitives Alton County Common Pteas
Coleman and Debra Judge Richard A.
Brown, who are charged Niehaus to defend ColIn two Cincinnati-area eman against 'Charg
es
slayings, were im- that he and Ms. Brown
properly transferred by fatally beat Marlene
a federal judge from Walters, 44, of subur
ban
federal to state custody, Norwood. Coleman
and
a lawyer for Coleman Ms. Brown, who now
says.
consider themselves a
U.S. District Judge common-law married
Walter H. Rice of couple, are also charged
Dayton did not have the with injuring Mrs
.authority to permit the Walters' husband,
transfer of Coleman and Harry, and stealing
Ms. Brown from federal their car in the
attack
to state custody after last July 13.
sentencing them on Jan.
Rosenwald's motion is
7 in a kidnapping case, to be argued before
said Coleman's lawyer, Niehaus at a hearing
in
Peter Rosenwald, in a the judge's court
document filed with a Tuesday.
court Thursday.
Coleman and Ms.
He contends that Rice Brown, both
of
lost his jurisdiction over Waukegan, Ill., are also
Coleman and Ms. Brown charged with the
to the U.S. attorney murder in the slaying of
general after sentencing Tonnie Storey, 15, whose
them to prison terms of body was found in a
va20 years apiece for the cant Cincinnati house
July 1984 kidnapping of last July 19. County ProKentucky college pro- secutor Arthur Ney
Jr
fessor Oline Carmical filed a motion Thursday
Jr. Carmical was found asking that the trial
unharmed in his.;car date for Coleman and
trunk the next day in a Ms. Brown be mqved up
Dayton park.
• from June 17 to April 29
Rosenwald was ap- in the Storey slaying.
•Wol-Mart Sells tor Less

Ney sald'he based his from Dayton to
Cincinmotion on his inter- nati on Jan.
7, impretation that Ohio law mediately after
Rice
requires the pair to be sentenced them.
tried within 120 days of
Common Pleas Judge
their arrival in Cincin- Simon Leis Jr.
is
nati. Coleman and Ms. presiding in the
Storey
Brown were brought case.

Weather Breaking Sale
It's been too cold & icy to
get out, BUT now that the
weather is Precking(?) we are
''celebrating with a sale you
have to come to!
Special Shipment and
Special Store Hours:
Sat. — All Day
*Sun. — 12-5

Kirby's & Electroluxes
75.00 - '350.00
iimaiewariV2 Year Warranty
for all
Hoover & Eureka Uprights
'30.00

Murray
Vacuum Store
201
N. 5th

I Mort Sells for Less •Wol-Mart Sells
or Less

759-4494

•Wol•Mort Sells for Less •Wal-Mart

WAI:MART

li.ewanv
I •••••••••••

R. Randall Saladin
522 West Main
502-753-7401

Financial Focus Series
By Randy Saladin
Prior to the Economic contribute,
and what
Recovery Act of 1981, rate
of return we
there was little incentive receive.
to save. The fastest
Consider another simgame in town was spending, buyin g on credit ple example. Assume
and paying with dollars both the wage earner
that were worth less and and a working spouse
less. Why save when are eligible for the maxyour after-tax dollars imum $2,000 contribution
and income produced — that's a total $4,000 anfrom those savings were nual contribution. If you
taxed and the original have a taxable income of
principal
was approximately- $36,000.
methodically nibbled you're in the 33 percent
away by inflation. For tax bracket. If you plan
example, if you had to retire in just 15 years
$4.000 of pre-tax income and only manage to comto invest and you were in pound your investment
a 33 percent tax bracket. at a mere 8 percent
after taxes you wOuld without an IRA, that
would
have only $2,680 left. If amiAnt
acyou received a 12 percent cumulate to $88,690 —not
return, you would earn bad. With an IRA, your
contribution
$321 in interest — all tax- annual
able. So, after taxes, you would grow to $108,608 at
would have $215 left. Can the same compounded
you believe it? From rate of.8 percent. If the
$4,000 in earnings, even if yield were increased to
you received top-dollar just 12 percent. your
Interest, all you would retirement fund would
have left is $2,680 which grow to $149.119 with
would earn an after-tax your IRA account! Of
when
you
net of $215. Like the old course,
storekeeper said, "With withdraw your nest egg
numbers like these, you it will be taxed as orcan't make it up in dinary income. But, like
most people, you'll provolume.".
The creation of In- bably be in a lower tax
dividual Retirement Ac- bracket at that time:
counts (IRAs) gave usa
The moral is, by deferreason to modify our ring taxes and getting
thinking. New rules reasonable investment
allow all wage earners to results, you would be bethave an IRA. even if they ter off with an IRA than
participate in a company by just putting away
pension plan. The deduc- some money each year
tion for the annual con- for retirement. Saving
tribution to an IRA ac- makes sense now. If you
count is $2,000 for worki have not considered the
ing individuals or $2,250 benefits of an IRA acor lin individual plus a count, you owe it to you
non-working spouse. and your family to do so
What this means to our immediately. If you
retirement nest egg don't, you'll be paying in
depends on how much we taxes what you could be
contribute, how long we investing for yourself.

Save 15%
Wal-Mart
Special Kitty
Cat Food
•4 Pound bag 'Nutritionally balanced cat
dinner 'Reg. 1.64

Renuzit Solid
Air Freshener
•7.5

Ounces •Powder Room, Super Order
Killer, Country Kitchen, Rain Fresh or Lemon
'Limit 2

Ban Roll-On
Deodorant
•2.5 Ounce

s 'Regular, unscented or fresh.scent

'Limit 2

Joy Dishwashing
Liquid
•22 Ounces •Llin

Equal Sugar
placement

9e

Packets 'Low calorie sweetener with
utraSweet 'Limit 2

iz-NeNor

int

Valentine Cakes
and Cookies
Small — Medium — Large Cakes
$5.00 — $7.00 — $10.00
Large Chocolate Chip Cookie $5.00
Please Order In Advance

Save 23%
•

'Sizes to fit most American cars 'Unless 4,ou
change your oil filter with each oil change,
a quart of dirty oil stays in your engine
•Limit 2

Kordite,Trash Bags

*Tall Kitchen; 13 gallon, 30 count, No. E3-3044
'Trash &grass; 26 gallon: 20 count, No: E3-2070
'Dispenser packaging 'Reg. 1.97

Sammons Bakery
•

753-5434

8.8 - A.P.R.
Financing Rate on S 10
Pickups Through 33185
4,,,
)
1,stW,IN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
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(Con

RANDY THORNTON
HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
HEADING • AIR CONDITIONING•SHEET METAL

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

102 CHESTNUT

7534111

WATERBEDS
PADUCAH LOCATION CALL
NT
rivv• nu TV PADUCAH

HE

MURRAY LLX'AltON CALL
HILLS SHOPPING CENT(

444-9003 759-4522
• BEDROOM SUITES
• LAY AWAY I FINANCING
• LARGE SHOWROOMS
• Lie41,44S *NO ACCESSORIES
• SERVICE DEPT
• sVE MOVE BEDS

fregi

USA INC
FOR THE

min or

YOUR LIFE

• MURRAY
MEMORIAL GARDENS.
Mausoleum-Cemetery lots
Complete Counseling Service
- 753-2654
641 North

Local churches list Sunday services
Various churches in
the city and county have
announced services and
meetings for Sunday,
Feb. 10, as follows:
————
Sinking Spring
The Rev. Eddie
Young. pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. and
7 p.m. services at the
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.
"As Jesus Taught"
with scripture from

Luke 4:16-22 will be the
morning sermon topic.
Max McGinnis will
serve as deacon of the
week and also will
direct the music. Cindy
Wyatt will sing a solo.
Laura Paschall will be
organist and Sharon
Furches will be pianist.
At the 7 p.m.'iservice
the pastor will speak
about "To Olive Trees
and Two Lamp Stands"
with scripture from

Revelation 11:4.
Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m. and Church
Training at 6 p.m.
———
First Methodist
Dr. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., minister,
will speak about "People Who Care- with
scripture from Mark
5:24-34 at the 10:50 a.m.
service at the First
United Methodist
Church.

INDEPENDENT

NAZARENE

"CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
9 30 urn
Sunday School
It 30 a m
Morilting Worship
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT
McKinney Road, Dexter
,10 00£ in
Slinday_Sch.cool
11 Warn
Worship

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
1100am
Sunday School
10 00 am
Evening Worship
600pm
HURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
Morning Viorship
10
4 45
54
a.ih
m
Evening Worship
6 Ram
Wedne
Waren y
•30 m

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES

BETHESDA BIBLE CHURCH
Benton Syrrisonie Hwy Symsonia
Sunday School
9 45a m
Morning Worship
11 Ram
Wed Evening
7
p

Compliments Of

Taylor Seed Co.
753 5742

bnn Grose Rood

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

ELAII
llRtFR

Dodge

MURRAY DATSUN
CHRYSLER-DODGE
604 S. 12th St.
753-7 1 14

Plymouth

Kentlicky Fried Ckiekoi
Jack Marshaa.—Franchisee
"WE DO CHICKEN RIGHT"
Try Our Fresh Buttermilk Biscuits
•
• Sycamore at 12th
Call in Orders 753-7101

FORD

1

Parker
1atme,,,,v4f&-- Ford Inc.
701 Main — 753-5273

THOROBRED
COMPUTER

SIRLOIN STOCKADE'
Home Owned & Operated By Ron & Joyce Sallin
Featuring Daily Lunch.& Dinner Specials

Air 'Shopping Center

753-0440

CognOliments Of
Ito

Belcher Oil Co.
Lynn Grove
Feed & Seed
Lynn Grove
Co. 435-4415

Buck's Body Shop
Auto Body & Frame Wort,
1945

900 Sycamore'Established

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Worship Services
10 45 a m
i6600pm
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOW SHIP
Worship
10 30 a m
Bible School
9 30 a fr
Evening Service
6 00 p m

METHODIST
BETHEL UNITED
Monwig Worship
.
0 30 a m
Sundry School
10-30a m
and & 4th Sun Night
6 00 pm
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Homing Worship
11 00am
1st k 3rd Sun Night
7 00 p m
COLDWATER UNITED
Worship Service 11 00 lit k 2nd Sunday
10 -00 a.m 3rd k 4th Sunday School 10 00
am. tat& 2ndSunday 11110a in 3rd k eth
Sunday
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
ND
Worship Service
9 00
Sunday School
9 45
DEXTER.HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10 00a m
Worship
11 00a.m..6.00pm
FIRST METHODIST'
Worship
6 45 & 10 50 a m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service•
11 OD a m
Sunday School
10-00a m
METHODIST
GOSHEN
10.00 a m
Church School
Worship.Service
.
11 00 am
Evening Soc. War
0i30 pm
HAZELUNTTED METHODIST
1000am
Worship
11 50 a m
Sunday School
INDEPENDENCE
10 Ram
Sunday School
Morning Worship
It Ram
KIRKSEY UNITED . Sunday School .
WOO Cm.
Morning Worship 1100 am
Evening Worship
7-00 ism

yNIT£1)

BAPTIST

AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
OLYPMIC PLAZA •MURRAY• 753-7733

Bel

CHRISTIAN

753-5142

ER
BD
Morning Norshlp
II 10 am
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
CHERRY CORNER
Horning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 00p m
CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
10 00 a m
11.,00 a m
COLD WA TER
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Seraces
6 do pm
COLIDWATER.BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Horning Services
11 Ram
Evening Services
6 00 p m
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Sim
630pm
Sunday; School
10 00 a m
Worship Service
11 00am
Sunday Night
00 om
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
-.undo School
10.00 am
Morning Norsrup
1100am
t'vening Worship
6 Ob p m
Aedkesday Evening
-7 Rpm
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morrilrig Worship
11 00 icm
Evening th'orahlp'
645 1.3 m
• • EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning,woriiiip
11 Ram
Evening Worship
6 30 pm
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
Il Ram
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 am
Worship
10 45 a m & 7 00 p rn
Church Training_
15.00 p m
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 sham
E•••-mc
6 45 p m

CATALOG SHOWROOM
WI WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD

Sunday
MT HEBRON
Worship Service 1000 a m lit Sunday &
11(0 3rd Sunday. Sunday School 1100
a m..ist Sunday - 10 00 a m 2rid. 3rd k
4th Sunday
PALESTINE UNITED
1010 am
Sunday Schack •
11 00 a m
Worship
RUSSELL'S CHAPEL UNITED "
9 45 a m
Worship'
1.1 00am
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9 45 a m
Sunday School
10 45 a m
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening
STOREYS CHAPEL UNITED"
1010 am
Sunday School
• 1.11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
UNT/ED
TEMPLE HILL
.
1000am
Morning Worship
_11 00 a.m.
Sunday School
W AY MEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
WOO a m.
.
Sunday _School
11 110 sin
Morning Service
Pastor William J Prett

GRACE BAPTIST
•9 45 a m
Sunday School
10 45 am
Morning Worship
6 05 p m
Worship
Singing Eve
HAZEL BAPTIST
9 45 a m
Sunday School
1100am
Morning Worship
5 00 p m
Church Training
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
700pm
Wednesday Evening
HILLTOP BAPTIST
10
00 a m
School
Sunday
It Ram
Worship Service
s 30 pm
Evening Service
KIMSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 am
Evening Worship
7 30 p m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Preaching
.1100am 4600pm
Wednesday Night
700 p m
'
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11 Ram
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE:.
tin Sunday
2 00 p m
3rd Sunday
2 00 p m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
i050am
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Worship

11 00 a m
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
II Ram
Evening Worship
600 p m
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 00 p m
NEW PROVIDENCE:
•—• 1000am
Sunday School
Preaching Sen
1100am
.
OiOIp m
Ng-M.,

Sonthside Shopping Center
753-3321

kerr
Twee

00000

dram

TERRY'S PAINT
Si DECORATING CENTER
Wall IL flaar_Cavaring

HILLMARK DIST.
PADUCAH
410.4

LYNN GRO'.h.
5'45 a m.
Worship Service
10 45 ispi
Church School
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
900 am
Warship Serrite
10.30 a.m.
Sunday School
UNITED.
CHAPEL
'
WASON'S
10 00 a.m
Morita!
,
11 00 a m
Sunday School
MT CARREL
Sunday.
am
2nd
10'00
Worship Service
400 Sunday. Sunday Schoo110•01
ii
am lot 304-400 Sunday. 11 am. 301

•••

10

LUTHERAN

IMM ANITI. LI-TITER.AN
Sunday School 4
s 41 am
Bible Class
:0 tin a m
Worshlts
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10 45 am
Evening Worship
. 6 00 p m
SEVENTH & POPLAR
lAorsjup Service
6 30 a m
Skidy
9 45 a m
Worship Semite
10 40a m
Evening Worship
6 00 pm
Sled Bible Study
7 30 p m
Winter
700 pm Summer
LISICIN GROVE
Morning Worship
10-511rift"
Evening Worship
6 00 p

COMM OF CHRIST
ALMO
Bible Study
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
Evening Worship DEXTER
.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
Morning Vs orstflp
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
Morning Service
Evening Worship
Wed Worship
'•
HAZEL CHURCH
• OF CHRIST
Bible Study
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Mid-Week Worship

It) 00 a m
11 IV a m
6 00 p m
10 50 a m
6 kip rn
11.1 50 a m
A tkl p m
10 00 a m
If OD a m
1-0-10 a on
10 45a m
6 OD p m
7 30 p nt

HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 00 a ril
Morning Worship
11 00 arc
Evening Warship
6
p in
- KIRKSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 00 e tv
Morning Worship
10 50 a in
Evening Worship
• 7 p n.
,Sunday & Wednesdays

MI' OLIVE
.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
10.0D rn
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Homing Worship
6 00 p
Evening Warship
NEWOONCORD
10 50 a rn
Morning Service
6 00 p
Evening Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE.
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
'
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
PLEASANT VALLEY
10 45 a m
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
OAK 01(11V E
Ii .1 tit
I. in
and l

Worship

I"Nivkasrry
First Worship
.
S 30 a m
Sunday School
9,30 a.m
Second Worship
IS-Ram
Evening Worship •
6:00 p m
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10'50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Study
Bible
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
Ii Rum
700pm
Wed Eve Bible Study

OWENS CHAPEL
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
6 30 p m
Evening Worship
PLAIN GOSPEL MISSIONARY*EAPTIST
MISSION
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Worship
6pm
Worship
POPLAR SPRING
OD a m
Morning Worship
6 10 pm
Evening Worship
SALEM BAPTIST
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
7 i5 p m
Eveoling Worship
SCOTTS GROVE
.
_
Worship Service
WOO a.rn
Evening Worship
6.
SINKING SPRING
00 a m
Morning Worship
30 p In
EvenuigANorship
.SPRING CREEK
io 00 a m
Sunday School
11 Rum -Morning Worship
6 30p m
Training Union
7 30 p m
Evening Worship
7.30 p m
Wed Worship
ST JOHN BAPTIST
CHURCH
.
9 45 am
Morning Worship
-" 11 00 a m
MiNdSchool
SUGAR CREEK
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
6 45 p m
Evening Worship
WEST FORK
I1110 a...
Making Worship "
6,00 p m
Silhday Evening
7 00 p.m
Wednesday Evening
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
.10 00 a m
Sunday School
• 10 •50am
Morning Worship
p
Worship
Evening
Roc.. Fvo,,ng

' Termite & Pest Control Co.

Pete Clayton. Mgr. •20 Years Experience

753-6433
Chevron

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON

"Your Only Full Service
Chevron Station"
Mickey Cochran-Owner/Manager
1417 Main
753-2593
Let Us Entertain You

Murray
Theatres
rff,PIZZA HUT

'de

•Pino•Poste•Sondwichts
12th & Chestnut, 759-4646

'

•

Vaughn's Plumbing
Jimmy Lamb, Owner
501 N. 4th
753-6168

J.H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME
75'3-2411

201 S. 3rd.

Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEI
II'El.
Sunday Si hool
10 00 a try
Worship Service
11 '01111 in
Evening Worship
7 00p m
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
1000 a-m
Morning Worship
11 00am
Evening Worship
6 30 p
.m
Wed Service
7 30 p m
TEE Oil RUH OE JESUS
CHRIST Almo Heights
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Service 11 00 a m k 7 00 p m
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
n054-kidivatee Rd nun Ser
10-11 am -7 Rpm
wed Bible Study
7 00 p m
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Sunday School
ao a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Sunday Evening
7 00 p m
•
Nile
7 00 p m
NY RH• PE\II.i'OSTAL
7 Oft p m
ICI 341a m
loi p
I P.INITY CHRISTIAN
CENTER
10th at Callovvay
10 OD a•Tb.
Church Sy
.
Worship
11 OD a m
6
p rn„
Sunda, Evening

a

I N ITEI
NTECt iSTAL
liii ItC14 NKIA ii /NCORI
Sunday School
1000am
Korstuo Sen.
1100arn 60Dpm
in ed
It ,
I
7 tat p
LAKE LAND APoSTOLIc CHURCH
Sunday Services
10 00 a .rn
600pm

CATHOLIC
ST HENRY'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
5 00 pm.
9 00 a m
ST l.EOS
CATHOLIC CHI"'UCH
Sunday Masses
6 00 pm Sat
s 00 a m Sunday
11 OD a in Sunday

Saturday
Sunday

EPISCOPAL
ST JOHN S EPISCOPAL
6 00 a rn
Hot!, Communion
9 15 am
Christian Education
10 30
Holy Communion

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
753-3540

Building Blocks & Reedy Mix Confroto

East Main Street

GOLDEN
CORRAL

COR

Home Of The
Famous 40 Item Salad Bar
753-3822
!I ----- 719 South 12th

ppp

Open Ail Year

O t

p Fresh Fruits

9-fillbilly 'Barn

Vegetables

JCPenney
E%eryda), Loysest Prescription Priers
Glendale

Byron Forims. Pharmacist
113chind Big John's) 753-4175

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
)
CALLOWAY SERVICE
753-1423 or 753-0182
Industrial Road

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Watchtower
10 30 a m.
Bible lecture
•
9-30a m
SEVEN-11i
Sabbath School
13 ,rship

vs'y ADtENTIST
Sat 9 15 a m
Sat II nOurr

KEEL'S VACUUM
SALES & SERVICE
Home Owned & Operated by
Max & Marie Keel
Bei-Air Shopping Center

WAL-MART

Specializing In Plate Lunches And
All/You Can Eat Fish Dinners
Nordin, Ky.
437-4871

753-2380

UNIROYAL

5125. 12th

753-4563

APIIIM
‘
ir 4=6 nu l
g
jfj
THE SAVING,PLACE—

of S. 12th

LYNN GROVE
SUPER MARKET
Lynn Grove, Ky.
Owners: Ruble & Johnnie Taylor

WESTERN SIZZLIN
STEAK HOUSE®

Compliments of

BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED

SUPER AMERICA
OPEN 24 HOURS
801 COLDWATER RD. 753-8574

'Complete Milling Facilities'
Indvstriol Rd..•••753-5378

MURRAY AUTO
AUCTION

Joe Todd
Motor Soles

Introducing Our New 8 Item Hot Bar
Now Serving Steak, Prime Rib & Seafood
12th Street
759-9555
Hours

Sun.-Thurs.

ie. Todd & Lam H.I.

DEALERS ONLY • THURSDAY 6:30 P.M.
753-1300

5075. 12th

753-2114

6 Days A Week 6-1

753.8971A

kl Air Shopping Coster

489-2533

N. 12th St.
Attend Church
R•gulorly

Break toot Served
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m

South 12th Street
Southold* Center

Storey's
Food Giant

County Line Grocery

6 a.m.-11 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
a.m.-Midnight

Math

Murray Moose
Lodge #2011

•

408 N.
4th

153•
679

641 Super Shell
Opon 6:30 e.m.-Closo 11:00 p.m.
Senduy Open 8:00 o.m.-Closs 10:00 p.m.
Smith 12th -Phone 753-9131

4' •
vg,

JO

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company
Jobbers et Oben Oil Sortmlerets
Serving Calloway, Oreves end Carlisle Comities

34

Y.-0-H---:•••• •

1 ••

Indust
Mr Pi
Apple
Ameni
Briggi
Chrysl
"Della,
Dupon
Ford
OAF
Gener
GenCe
Goodr
Goody
Home
I.B.M.

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

I.

•

IN
(AP)
large:
d e v
multn
posal
four r
tian
establ
headq
Mr(
the (
(Disc
Other
being

753-2706

Carroll Tire Service
And Wheel Alignment
ill

Thi
Blair
speal
10:50
servl
Bapti
Bai
will
conce
trig s(
Th(
direc
Scott,
Med14

We install auto glass"
Auto Paint Material

Rey lAcKnIree, PharliKist

1' o Blocks East

Se
Jo
mini
the 8
and
the
Chur
"VI
Fron
seri'
16:8trig
even
"Are
Whe(
ture
23:37
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COUNTRY CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT

Hwy. 121

CHURtil OF JESUS CHRIST
or LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 16th St
Sunday School' •
II 00 a rr.
Sacrament Meet
11 Yri a in
"

Rt 1 Murray

Wed.& Fri. 1 p.m.to 4 p.m.

Greceries & Casella.

CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER
DAY SAINTS

Olympic Plaza

Teacher
Mar-Lar
-7aeramics Certified
*Custom Orders
*Supplies
& Gift Shop
Hours: Tues. & Thurs. 9:30 ens.0o4 p.m.
6:30 p.m,to 10 p.m.

(Cont'd on page 7)

Farmer Ave k 1711 St Murray
11 00 a m
Sunday
"
11 ®am
Sunday,
School
7 30 p m
2nd Wed
12 (10-3 Alt pm
RR 2501 Ned

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9 30 a m
Church School
Worship Service
10 45 a m
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10 00• m
Worship Service
11 00 a.m.
MOUNT PLEASEIrr
Morning Worship
11 00am
Evening Worship
- 7.00 p rn
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 a m.
Worship Service
II 00 a m,
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Service ll00am k 7 00 p m

The Chancel Choir,
directed by Dr. Paul
Shahan, will sing the anthem, "Come Thou
Almighty King." Susan
Howe will be guest
organist.
Church School will be
at 9:45 a.m.; UMYF at 5
p.m.; Covenant Prayer
Group at 5:10 p.m.; and
Missions Video Tape at
6:30 p.m.

SERVALL

In 1
than
Mecct
were I

THE MilltHAV 1.1.:DGElt & fIMES

FRAM% • FIBRE ARV 8, litg5
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Local churches list...
(('ont'd from page 6)

service.
10:50 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
At the 6 p.m. service services at the Grace
the accompanists will Baptist Church. The
First Christian
Dr. David Roos, be Patsy. Neale, Rev. Randolph Allenis
pastor, will speak about• organist, and'Susie the Out Reach Minister.
"The Litmus Test!" Scott, pianist.
The Church Choir,
Sunday School will be directed by Leland
with scripture from
Genesis 22:1-15 at the at 10 a.m.
Peeler, will sing "A Hill
10:45 a.m. service at the
Called Mount Calvary"
Goshen Methodist
First Christian Church.
at the morning hour.
The Rev. Don Dwane Jones will be
Directing the music
will be Margaret Boone Faulkner, pastor, will organist and Anita
with Emily Davis as speak at the 11 a.m. and Smith will be pianist.
6:30 p.m. services at the
organist.
Sunday School with
Betty Riley will be Goshen United James Rose as
Methodist Church.
worship leader.
superintendent will be
He will be assisted by at 9:45 a.m. Regina
Also assisting will be
Johnny Reagan, Joe Ronnie Hutson. Norma Peeler will be organist
Rigsby, Betty Gore, Bill Edwards will give the and Susan Jones will be
Koca, David Reeves, children's devotion.
pianist.
Music will be directed
Marilyn Stickler and
————
by Charles Proffitt with
Bill Van Meter.
Memorial Baptist
Church visitors will be Carolyn Venable as
The Rev. Jim SimEstelle McDougal and organist and Pat Brunn mons, interim pastor,
as pianist.
Nelle Robbins.
will speak at the 10:50
Sunday School. will a.m. and 7 p.m. services
Sunday School will be
begin at 10 a.m.
at 9:30 a.m.
at the Memorial Baptist
————
————
Church.
Poplar Spring
Seventh and Poplar
Roy Gresham, deacon
The Rev. Chester P. of the week, and Dana
John Dale, pulpit
minister, will speak at Culver, pastor, will Gish will assist in the
the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. speak about "Give Me services.
and 6 p.m. services at That- Old Time
Directing the music
the Seventh and Poplar Religion" at the 11 a.m. will be Tommy Wilkins
service at the Poplar who also will sing a solo
Church of Christ.
"What Can WE Learn Spring Baptist Church.
at the morning hour.
Dan Hargrave will Margaret Wilkins will
From THEM?" with
scripture from Luke direct the singing and be organist.
16:8-9 will be the morn- special music. Louise
The ordinance of baping sermon topic. The Short will be organist tism will be observed at
evening topic will be and Tonya Wells wil
4/
1
4be the evening hour.
"Are We Spinning Our pianist.
Sunday School will be
At the evening service at 9:40 a.m., Church
Wheels?" with scriapture from Matthew the pastor will speak Training at 6 p.m. and
about "Seven." A bap- Fellowship honoring the
23:37-39.
Jerry Bolls will direct tismal service and Simmons' family after
the song service. Scrip- business meeting also evening service.
ture readings will be by will be conducted.
————
Sunday School with
Kevin Garner, ICritt
South Pleasant
Allbritten and Jon Rose. Steve Harper as direcThe Rev. Paul
Also assisting will be tor will be at 10. a.m. and McAdoo, pastor, will
Ray Karraker, Tim Church Training with speak at the 10:45 a.m.
Weatherford, Richard Troy Garland as direc- and 6 p.m. services at
Duke, Danny Cleaver, tor will be at 5:30 p.m.
the South Pleasant
Webb Caldwell, Chuck
————
Grove United Methodist
Adams, Sam Parker,
Hazel Baptist
Church.
The Rev. James T,
Jack Rose, Jerry HumHis morning sermon
phreys, Charles Olree, Garland, pastor, will ,.will be based on Psstlm
Lonnie Furr, Em- speak at the 11 a.m. ser- .147 and his childrA's
manuel Manners, vice at the Hazel Baptist sermon on Mark 1.
Junior Duke, Tommy Church.
The Church. Choir,
Richard Williams who directed by Truman
Carraway, Charles
Grcigan, Joe Thornton recently surrendered to Whitfield, will sing
the gospel ministry will "Jesus Is Coming Soon"
and James Gibson.
Bible classes will be speak at the 6:30 p.m. at the morning hour.
service.
,:at1:45 a.m.
Tommy Gaines will be
Music will be directed organist with Kathy ErWestgate Baptist
by Gene Orr Miller with win and Joan Cooper an
The Rev. Charles Oneida White as pianist pianists.
Blair will be the guest and Gwyn Key as
Also assisging will be
speaker at the 9 and organist.
Holmes Dunn, Steve and
10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Sunday.,School with Joyce Gordon, Trudy
services at the Westside Greg Story as director
Ferguson, Frances ErBaptist Church.
will be at 9:45 a.m. and win, Otto' Erwin, Bobby
Barb Roach, soloist, Church Training with
Hill, Richard Nesbitt
will present a mini- Gary Raspberry as and Michael
Parks.
concert at the two morn- director will be at 5:30
Sunday School will be
ing services.
p.m.
at 9:45 a.m. and UMYF
The Church Choir,
————
at 5 p.m.
directed by Tommy
Grace Baptist ,
Scott, will sing "A Joy
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe,
————
Medley" at the 10:50 pastor, will speak at.the
First Presbyterian
The Rev. Thomas
Indianapolis hoping to attract
Schellingerhout, pastor,
will speak about "Isn't
four denominational headquarters the
Golden Rule SuffiINDIANAPOLIS of construction cient?" with scripture
(AP) — This city, 13th assistance and other from Matthew 7:12 at
largest in the country, is benefits are:
the 10:45 a.m. service at
developing a
The Episcopal Church the First Presbyterian
multmillion-dollar pro- and United Church of Church.
posal to try to attract Christ, both now based
The Choir, directed by
four more major Chris- in New York City; the Daniel Craig, will sing
tian denominations to recently reunited the anthem, "0 Be
establish their national Presbyterian Church Joyful in the Lord."
headquarters here..
(USA), now with main Cynthia Scribner will be
Already based here is offices in New York and organist.
the Christian Church Atlanta, and a projected
New members will be
(Disciples of Christ). new Lutheran Church, accepted during the
Other denominations expected to unite three service.
being wooed with offers Lutheran bodies by 1988.
Sunday School will

9:30 a.m. at Martin's
begin at 9:45 a.m.
Sunday School will be informal style mony to the Earth" at
A Valentine Coffee Chapel United at 10:30 a.m. at Martin's Eucharist service will
: 3 0 a.m. at the
will be held following Methodist Church and Chapel.
be at 7 p.m.
Kingdom Hall, -North
the services. It will be at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m_ at
At Good Shepherd,
16th Street Extended at
sponsored by the Youth Good Shepherd United Sunday School will be at
Jehovah's
Utterback Road,
Methodist Church.
10 a.m. and Youth
Fellowship.
M. Steve Lett, circuit Murray.
————
Meeting at 5 p.m.
supervisor for 21 conMr. Lett and his wife,
His morning topic will
First Baptist
gregations of Jehovah's Susan, are guests of the
The Rev. Paul Veazey be "An Introduction To
Episcopal
Witnesses in Western Murray congregation
of Union University, Ephesians" from the
Morning prayer ser- Kentucky and Southern this week, according
to
Jackson, Tenn., will series,"Why Pray." His vices will be at 10:30 Indiana, will deliver a George
Bandarra,
speak at the 10:45 a.m. scripture will be from a.m. at St. John's special discourse on presiding overseer
of
Episcopal Church. An "Restoration of Har- the local congregati
service at the First Bap- Ephesians 1:15-19a.
on.
tist Church.
Emphasis for World
to trap body moisture. That is a per- gious Please tell me if this type of
Hunger will be confect I:reeding ground for bacteria, herpes zost.•,r is cf,,ntagious or not.
ducted. Members of the
which cause perspiration to develop
WMU also will be
an odor. In addition, bacterial action
DEAR READER — To start with.
recognized. The Rev.
on perspiration can cause perspira- you undoubtedly had chicken pox at
G.T. Moody, associate
tion to stain clothing.
some time in your life, whether you
pastor, and Stan GropLawrence E.
You can't expect to eliminate the remember it. or not. Patients who
pel, deacon of the week,
bacteria that cause the problem by develop shingles do so because the
Lamb, M.D. using
ordinary soap. Instead, use a chicken pox virus has -remained 'dorwill assist.
product that penetrates the skin. The mant in their nerve fibers. When the
The Adult Choir,
bacteria live under the skin and can't virus in a nerve root is activated, the
directed by Wayne
be washed off with ordinary soap.
area supplied by that particular
Halley with Allene
You
can
try
nerve fiber develops the painful rash
pHisoHex.
but
will
Knight and Joan
need a doctor's prescription for it. called shingles or herpes zoster
Bowker as accomUse it under your arms regularly for
You did not get shingles from your
panists, will sing
awhile and see if it helps.
grandchildren Episodes of shingles
"Come, Christians, Join
If this fails to work. youtmust rely after exposure to chicken pox are
to Sing."
By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
on antiperspirants. Natural fabrics considered a coincidence
At the 7 p.m. service DEAR DR. LAMB — I am 45 and will cause fewer problems, but won't
However, people who have not had
the Royal Ambassador in good health. I have always per- eliminate all of them.
chicken pox can get chicken pox from
I have discussed this type of prob- a person who has active shingles The
Dedication Service will spired freely. When I first started
be held with the Rev. wearing synthetics, I found that I pro- lem in more detail in The Health Let- blisters that form do contain- the
Earl Warford reading duced a peculiar body odor. This was ter 18-2, Sweating. Antiperspirants chicken pox virus. Once the blisters
fairly easy to control by changing and Deodorants, which I am sending are gone, the infection is no longer
the scripture and Jeff
after a few hours.
you. Others. who want this issue can contagious. The scabs that form are
Brown giving a For the past few years we have
send 75 cents with a long, stamped, not contagious And another person
testimony.
lived in a very humid area, and I stain self-addressed envelope for it to me Cannot get shingles from a person
Sunday School will be my polyester garments under the. in care of this newspaper.
P.O. Box who has shingles, only chicken pox, if
at 9:30 a.m.; Church arms. They look yellow after three or 1551, Radio City Station. New York, he has not had chicken pox before
Training, GAs, RAs. four wearings even though I shower NY 10019.
Only 15 percent of people who have
Pioneer RAs and Ac- daily.t have been trying to buy garDEAR DR. LAMB — Recently I never had chicken pox and are
teens at 6 p.m.; Deacons ments made of cotton or natural had shingles. I had been in close con- exposed with close contact — usually
fabrics, but that is surprisingly hard tact with my grandchildren, who had with contact with the skin area
meeting at 8 p.m.
to do and I suspect that even these chicken poi. I never had chicken pox. involved — will catch the chicken pox
————
garments are beginning to discolor. I During my painful experience, well- from a patient with shingles. HowevMartin's Chapel
would appreciate any help you might meaning friends told me that this was er, chicken pox is far more contaand Good Shepherd
offer.
very contagious, although I know of gious
The Rev. Bill Hart, DEAR READER — Synthetics
no one who contracted them. The docpastor, will speak at often don't "breathe," and this tends tor never told
, NEKSPAPER F.\
me they were conta-

DR.LAMB

Soap erases
sweaty odor
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BRACH
-

2.37

Reç
2.9r7 Ea
Fantasy love Mobiles
Satin hearts with lace,
more in hanging array

Sale Price
1-1b.* Deluxe Salon Chocolates
Broch'se finest assortment includes caramels.
Brazil nuts, creams,more.
MOO vet

-.77
48% unc
29% •1
/
4
21% •1/s
307/s -Vs
33/
1
4 +3
/
4
281/1 •/
1
2
531/2 •3/8
46 +%
3
4 unc
28/
73% -1
/
4
381/4 +
29-%
28% .1/8
11% •/
1
2
1371/4 + Vs

ISOM

Save 3.06
Our 9.94 Pkg.
Men's Pkg. of 10 Pairs Tube Socks
Cotton/nylon blend over-the-calf-socks fits sizes
10-13. 6 prs. white sacks with colored stripes. 4
prs all-white.

Our Reg
9.97
19" Huggable "Sig Heorr
Lace-trimmed, stuffed
musical heart Colors

Ws...IMMOTiTh

Full

Spa 15104 NontyClue

HALF
PRICE

Rsetto-vu
A-0
3 2u r,
Pkg
H.D. Batteries
6-pack C or D
or 8-pack M
I

Inc

Extra Color Reprints
Standard surface
standard size pnnts
from your 110. 126
135 and citsC CORY
negatives (Sorry no
slides)

limit 2

2

Sole
For
Price
15-oz.4 Agree' Core
- Shampoo or conditioner. ForMukls •

+ow Sooes 5..e it
nos fun Fob 11

753-1314
111

111
•

•

_

IOWW

Film Developing
Specsal

limit 2

DeVantits
Mon. & Tues.
All Mexican
Meals

For 88Sole Price
K mart' Aluminum Foil
For cooking. baking 17 x25

2.22

STOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

In 1973, a chartered airliner carrying more
than 200 Moslems home from ,a pilgrimage to
Mecca crashed in Nigeria. Almost all on board
were killed.

2

18% + 1/8
/
4
38 -1
38% .%
12% +%
47% -%
1
2
38/
3
4 +/
38% unc
33% .1/4
4% unc
341/2 unc
52% + 21/4
3131/2 unc
46% unc
19 .%
Our
.1/4
297
- 7.87 Men's Fashion Briefs
Cotton,nylonanore
Solid colors, prints

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

79177AWIMI5P6AIN4i.

7.97

ACmintim

6.

Jerrico
Johnson
Johnson
Kmart
Mary Kay Cosm.
J.C. Penney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Stuart Hall
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
A.L. Williams
C.E.F. Yield

8.8 A.P.R.
Financing Rate on S. 10
Pickups Through 3 31.85
DWAIN
areerharasocow, TAYLOR CHEVROLET
wenorrowsmt*
411/APIneVAWAW1/11/,
,
753 2617 "wow

Our Reg.
8.97 Ea.
The Good
Gong"
Cuddly stuff
animals
with message Cf size

INVESTMENTS

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
'Dollar Gen, Store
Dupont
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear
Home Health Care
I.B.M.

6.9

umimimRil ISa F

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
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Purcell aims for
6th straight title
with MSU tennis

Beamer realigns
coaching staff
for MSU football

By JIM RECTOR
The realignment of the Alurray State football
' Sports Editor
coaching staff has been announced wfth three
Eleven-time Ohio 'Valley Conference tennis
assistants involved in the shuffle.
champions, the Murray State Racers, will begin
Head coach Frank Beamer has' realigned his
their hunt for a sixth consecutive title when the
coaching
staff to fill in the 13ositions vacated by
-----1-986 spring season starts tonight.
Mike O'Cain. assistant head coach and offensive
The Racer netters. winners of the OVC crown
coordinator who recently accepted a similar
the past five years and coached by five-time OVC
coaching position at East Carolina.
Coach of the Year Bennie Purcell. will travel to
Moving up to the MSU assistant head coach's
Belleville, Ill., for three team matches tonight
job will be Mike Mahoney who will also retain his
and Saturday. .
defensive coordinator title.
The indoor lineup has Murray playing MemMahoney, who came to the MSU program as a
pisis_Statalonight. Kansas and Illinois State on
graduate
assistant in 1979, has helped fashion the
Saturday at the Belleville facilities.
Racers' wide-tackle-six defense into one of the
After this weekend. the Racers are invited to
nation's best in Division l-AA.
play, Feb. 15-17, in ttieannual Eastern Kentucky
Beamer Was pleased with the opportunity to
Invitational at Richmond. Teams involved there
promote
Mahoney because of his abilities as a
will be MSU, host EKU. Louisville, Indiana
coach and as a player motivator. "Mike has dolt
State. Western Kentucky. West Virginia. Illinois
an excellent job with us as defensive coOrdinator
•
State. and Miami of -Ohio.
and he very much deserves the title of assistant
The first home match for the Racers isn't
head coach," Beamer said.
scheduled until March 5 when they host
"1 have faith in him and I trust his judgement.
Soikheast Missouri. During one stretch in March
He's
been a real asset to our program," Beamer
t 16th through 24th 1 Murray plays host to eight
added.
straight opponents including Bradley, Michigan
Along with Mahoney's promotion, Mark
State twice and Vanderbilt. Thomas will be elevated to the offensive coorOther top teams on this year's schedule are
dinator's position while retaining his job as coach
Alabama and South Alabama at Tuscaloosa,
of the offensive line.
March 2-3. Tennessee iat•Knoxville. March AA,
"We feel we have made great strides on offense
Indiana tat, Bloomington:. March 14). .Indiana:
and we want to continue in that direction,"
State in Murray, March 22 ). and Memphis State
Beamer said. "Mark is extremely knowledgable
r in- Murray. - A-pril•5r
with offensive,,football having played a runThe OVC tournament will be held in Muroriented
offense under Joe Paterno at Penn State
freesboro,-Tenn.. this year on April 26-27.
and having coached a pass-oriented offense
Other.,dates:to note are. the National Invitational- Tennis Tourney in Orlando. Fla.. May
(Continued on Pg.9)
16-19. and the National Collegiate Athletic
Association championships in Athens..Ga., May
18-26.
Purcell says he plans to start with this lineup
although the-possibility-of changes may-be -deter-mined as _early as tonight:
Singles — No.1 freshman Tony Weetlund. No.2
J7ens Bergrahm. No.3 Bobby Montgomery, NO.v4
FRANKFORT, Ky. As a result, Toon's anSteve Massad. No.5 Joe Carter: No.6 John BrunAP)
— A Court,of Ap- nual salary was also
(
ner. Doubles — No.1 Montgomery-Bergrahm,
RETURNING FOR MORE — Bennie Purcell, Murray State men's tennis coach for the past 16, leads
peals ruling Friday decreased by $3,800,
No.2 Wretlund-Alan Farmer, and No.3 Ma
by example during this workout match last fall. Purcell's team, winner of the last five Ohio Valley Con•
The board's action
could mean that Mar.
Brunner.
• ference championships, will be gunning for No.6 beginning with the first match of the season tonight
shall County High also effectively relieved
. Paul Austin. a redshirted freshma will also
against Memphis State in Belleville. Ill.
File photo by Jim Rector
School has two'head Toon of his golf
be vying for a singles slot
season
coaching responbasketball coaches.
along with Farmer, a junior co
dates and according to Purcell the travel will
sfer.
tend with Morehead and Middle-Tennessee for,
sibilities, which also
that
ruled
The
court
"This is the lineup we'll go with tonight,"
establish how fast his team develops.
the frontrunner slot in the conference this year. ,
the Marshall County meant a reduction in
Purcell said.'But it's not carved instone. I have
, "We've set our sights on 20 wing this year, just
And what about a. shotat that 6th consecutive_ ,
Board of Education and pay of $400.
been known to Make a few dhanges, especially
like'SverVe done in the past, but this is'one of the
OVC crown'? - •
Superintendent
Reed
early in the season."
• • tsamtest schedules we've had in recent years.
"Well," Purcell pondered, "let's put it this
Conder did not follow
The court ruled that
The Racer director, who has accumulated 337
ecord-wise we may not come out ,as good as
way: I never say we can win one until we have it.
procedures
in
proper
the
board did not follow
wins during his 16 years at MSU.says this year's
we'd 11Je, but the experiente will pay off when
Every year it gets tougher and tougher. Winning
1983 when they relieved proper procedures in
schedule is ':the most ambitious" he could find.
we get to the OVC matches later on."
five was hard enough. We'll just have to wait and
Bobby J. Toon of his notifying Toon or reducThe Racers are on the road 16 of their first 19,
Purcell predicts the Racers will have to con
S•
see about No.6." •
C oaching ing his compensation.
responsibilities.
The ruling overturns a
The board voted 4-1 in Marshall Circuit Court
March 1983 to relieve decision and orders the
Toon of his coaching job lower court to rule in
because of his "failure favor of Toon, who
to provide for and coor- sought the extra pay
dinate a comprehensive and incumbent
HICKMAN, Ky. — Johnson who had 16. OCHS Coach Jack Pack
had to sit out, that hurt fensive end, where the They have a tendency to basketball program." responsibilities.
Even without senior for- Mark Waldrop gave the said, "but it's kind of
our defense as much, if Lakers got 17 rebounds, spread their offense and
ward Brad Skinner in Lakers a fourth starter hard not to do that at not
more, than it hurt the Lakers were able to try to pulj you out.
the lineup for half of the in double figures with Fulton County. They our
offense."
dominate. Besides Skin- They're very patient
game. the Calloway 13.
•
have a pair of quick
Overcoming the par- ner's 11, Johnson snagg- and they always give us
County Lakers managThe Pilots weren't guards in those Bishops tisan Fulton
County ed nine boards for the all we want. For some
ed a 10-point victory, without their offensive and they like to get loose
'crowd was as tough as game.
reason it's always a
L.-77-67, over host Fulton weapons either as four and run.
dealing with the Pilots
Calloway plays host to tough game when these
A 16-game winning shall at 8 p.m. Monday
County Thursday night. starters broke the the
"They felt they could themselves, Pack ad- Hickman County in a
streak carrie to a grin- in the first round of the
two teams meet."
Skinner, who picked 10-mark as well. Der- push the ball up and
mitted, but in the end makeup game Saturday
ding halt for the middle school district
up his third personal rick Fitz, a 6-3 junior down the floor on us and
the game boiled down to night. Pack predicts the
FULTON CO (67) — Coffey 13., Flti
Mayfield Middle School tournament at South
foul iri the first quarter, forward, canned 20 when we get into situa20, Mangold 4, Roy Bishop' 17. 0.
rebounding and the game will be a trying 'Bishop
boys Thursday night as Marshall.
13
Totals
—
2642
15-23
sat out most of the first--points, Roy Bishop add- tions like that our
Lakers worked the situation for the Laker's.
they visited the
CALLOWAY CO.(77) — Johnson 16,
In the girls game
half and still came away ed 17 and Oscar Bishop defense suffers. Plus,"
Skinner 10. Potts 22. Waldrop 13. Nix
carom stats to their
Calloway
Middle
School
"Hickman's
Thursday
quick
-night,
with a team-high 11 re- and junior center Hal he added, "when
S. Mickey Garrison 2, Foster 6
Skin- favor.
and left with a 46-45 Calloway remained
and even though they're Totals — 30-64 17-22.
bounds and 10 points.
Coffey had 13 apiece.
ner got three fouls and
Halftime — CC 34, FC 31
Especially on the of- small they jump well.
defeat.
unbeaten for the regular
Picking up the oftenThe game quickly
The host Lakers pull- season (6-0) by whallopsive slack in Skinner's developed into a track
ed off a tremendous ing the Lady Cardinals,
absence was the other meet which didn't do
comeback aft; trailing 36-11.
Laker forward John much for improving the
20-7 in the first period.
Mayfield started off
Mark Potts who col- "Calloway defense.
By halftime, due to a with a 4-0 lead, but
lected 22 points and
"We kind of got into a
Yolanda Greenfield for the night. She picked district tournament guards and the 14 of 57 switch to man defense, Calloway came back to
senior center Jamie run-and -gun affair," carried
the game when up the tempo when both game against North shooting from the field the Lakers cut the lead lead 10-6 at the end of
by the entire team was to, 30-26 led by Harv the first period and
two of her teammates Ann Greenfield (nine MarshalL
In boys action Thurs- too much to overcome. Newton's hustle and never looked back.
fouled out in the fourth total points) and Amy
8,8°C APR.
quarter, granting her Parks (12 rebounds) day, the Murray Tigers James Payne scored 15 leadership off the
Financing Rate on 5-10
Murray Middle School were benched with fouls suffered from a lack of points in the losing ef- benth.
The Lady Lakers had
Pickups Through 3-31-85
Lady Tigers a 28-23 vic- in the fourth period.
outside shooting and fort while Darrell Miller
Tim Armstrong, who two 11-point perforausimpowitsi TAYLOR CHEVROLET
tory over host South
The win was Murray's dropped a 33-29 decision and Chandler Stroup hit the eventual winning mances by April Woods
753 2617 Voir;;;;Itt.
to the South Marshall worked the boards for a basket, scored 14 points and reserve center
third in 10 games.
Marshall on Thursday.
4WRRWWWWW4514150241.,
combined 27 rebounds.
The Lady Tigers hosts.
Greenfield hit 7 of 11
to pace the hosts and Dawn Sledd, who also
The Tigers, now 3-7,
Murray out-scored the Darren McCuiston add- . blocked three shots and
free throws in the final return to South Marquarter and had 11 shall Monday night for a picked up only six points hosts from the field, 14 ed nine. Steven Lovett grabbed 13 rebounds.
points and 12 rebounds 6:30 p.m. first-round from five different field goals to 10, but the chipped in seven points, Erica Muskgrow made
South Marshall squad seven rebounds.
five steals and also
collected 13 points from
Calloway took its first blocked three steals for
I Mart Sells for
20 trips to the line. The lead with 2:37 left in the the victors.
ss • Wal Mart Sells for less•VVal Marl
Tigers hit only one of six game off Armstrong's
Tuesday nieht—tiat,
charity shots.
COMING
shot. Mayfield had a Lady Lakers play the
Monday the two chance to win the game winner of Monday's
NEXT
teams
collide again in as the Cardinals took North Marshall-Murray
WEEK!
the first round of the four ;lots in the final 30 game at 8 p.m. The
middle school district seconds, but missed Calloway girls are seedtrnament. The game every time.
ed No.1 in the district
is set,- for-5430-p.m. at-Calloway's boys, now tdu-rn y- at -S GM TIT
South Marshall
5-1, will play North Mar- Marshall.

-

Court ruling favors
Toon against MCHS

Calloway Lakers out-run Fulton County, 77-67

CCMS boys Walt Mayfield
victory,streak at 16, 46-45

Greenfield picks up MMS.slack in 28-23 win
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UK topples Vandy; ties for SEC lead
By SKIP LATT
Associated Press
NASHVILLE, Term.
(AP) - Junior forward
Kenny Walker turned in
his expected spectacular performance,
but it was freshman
guard Ed Davender who
came off the bench to
give Kentucky a needed
shot in the arm durine a

Va. Commonwealth 77. N.C.
Charlotte 56
MIDWEST
Creighton 68, Drake 56
Indiana 511. Wiacoasin 64
Michigan W, Purdue 84
Michigan St. 64, Illinois 56
Ohio St. 63, Northwestern 60
W. Illinois 80, E. Illinois 73
Wichita St. 80, S. Illinois 56
SOUTHWEST
Bradley 76, W. Texas St. 71
NE Louisiana 80. N Texas St. 74
Texas-El Paso 68, Utah 56
-FAR WEST
Arizona 68, Stanford 56
Arizona St. 61, California 80
CalUorrila 88, Santa Clara KS
Colorado 72, Iowa St_ 70
Nev Las Vegas 47, Pacific 72
New Mexico 76. Brigham
YNLAS

/4

San Diego St 75, Colorado St. 72
San Jose St. 69. New Mexico St..
50
Southern Cal 61, Washington 50

Georgia and Mississippi
State. Kentucky is now
7-4 in the league and 12-8
overall.
"It's nice to be in first
place, but just as fast as
you get into first place,
you can go to sixth
place," Davender said.
With the defeat, the
Commodores, now 8-12
and 1-10, became the
first team in Vanderbilt
basketball history to
lose 10 straight games in
a season.
The Wildcats had
more than a few problems with the lastplace Commodores during the evening, falling
behind 8-3 in the early
going and then seeing a
56-45 lead melt to 60-58
with 2:33 remaining.
But each time the
Commodores challenge d , Walker and
Davender answered.
The two combined for
Kentucky's final 15
foo,frits of the'first half as
the Wildcats took a 30-26
edge into the dressing
room and combined for
9 straight points as the

Wildcats pulled away in things (shooting percenthe second half.
tage) bother me,"
Walker muted the Davender said. "I know
final Commodore surge in time the shooting is
with four consecutive going to come. I had
free throws to put the wide-open shots - the
Wildcats into a 64-58 shots I hadn't been hitlead with 1:07 left.
ting before."
"Every challenge
"The conference race
they put forth, we met," Is really something
said Walker, who hit else," Hall said. "It's
nine of 17 from the floor hard to believe we're
and 13 of 15 from the tied for first, but there
free throw line. are a lot of important
"Everybody played well games to go.
in the key situations.
"It was a most satis"Ed (Davender) did a fying and very imporgreat job hitting the tant win for us. Vanderopen jumper and, if he bilt came out and was
keeps it up, he will open scrappy and aggressive.
up the inside for me and They jumped to the early lead and we knew we
everybody else."
Davender came into were in for a tough ball
the game shooting 38.9 game. But we battled
percent from the field, back and that was satisbut hit on four of five fying," Hall said.
from the floor and made
Vanderbilt coach
all eight of his free C.M. Newton said the
throw attempts.
loss was a disappointing
"We've got to find it one.-We worked hard
(outside shooting) to get ready and then
somewhere and Ed played hard," he said.
came through for us "If Walker gets the ball
tonight," Kentucky down low, he's pretty
coach Joe B. Hall said.
much unstoppable and
"I don't let those they did a good job get"We

played

smart

at

Mae

Walker is

a

very

good

so

her

5-year-old

to

29 points, 18 rebounds

Kentucky.

Walker
'youngest

of

is

the

and five blocked shots

four

sons

as a senior..

husband,

Jerome

around

the

visited

University of Kentucky

figure

Georgia ho

junior

baby grew so tall.

the

leading

in

the

how

out

basketball just run him

pressure

Conference.

on up," said the elder

bother

Walker,

Walker's

"Kenny couldn't have
been byt around 5 years
old,"' Mrs.
recalled.

"I

Walker
luiow

he

retired

69-year-old

executed

his

middle
own dur-

of

high

12.2

than

20

to

more

points

this

season, tops in the SEC.
But he said success
has not changed him.

"I
'm

still

a

small-

town country boy," said
Walker.

dreamed I'd

"I

never

be in the

for the Crawford County

there night after night

position I am today. A

and get the job done."

lot of things happened so
fast when I was in high

meone

me

Walker trimmed the list

with his older brothers,

there was some big folks

of prospective colleges

once

,told

January

In

1982,

so I just cut out the bot-

on my wife's side of the

to

tom of that tub and hung

family,"

Minnesota,

it on the top limb of a

was rough keeping him

Maryland and

tree

In clothes."

And Jerome Walker told

smokehouse.

said.

he

Walker, now
Crawford

"It

20, led

County

High

of that idea," she added.

School to two Class AA

"One of the best things

championships

state

Georgia,

Kentucky,
Pittsburgh,
Auburn.

Zachery he would leave
the

final

decision

"h)m, Kenny

to
the

and

God Lord."

School,

I

didn't

have

time to react to them.
"But

I'm

still

the

OAK, Ky. -

the

had

big

to

for
everything I've achieved in life, and I'm going
to

continue

to

work

hard."

makeup game of a varsity

like they hadn't played
in a week (which they

was

months."

doubleheader beginning

hf,dn't)

the

18 points for the Lady

broke

travelers

Lakers
"
. Lone Oak's Gin-

halftime

off

ny Shaffer was the only

eight, 42-34, at the end of

girls game,
Calloway defeated Lone

other

the

Oak

snow

scorer for the night with
14.

Calloway
managed

to

still

knock

host Lone Oak, 48-46.
Because

of

postponements over the

Amberly Moss who had

past weep, the Calloway
County kirls basketball

Orr

said

was

Its

and he

layoff

was

and

the

obviously

with

was

the

several
stretch.

think you've got it pret-

rebounding.

for

the

down

the

"I guess with all the

ty good, but then you go

layoffs,

a little harder in a game

we've

situation and you start

on most," Orr laughed.

to lose some of that."

"That's

that's

been

the

first

time

N.Marshall beats CCHS frosh

Thursday

night

by

Lady

to

Lakers

8.8

aisiwo
"
444/13

Lady

two.
Saturday
Calloway
Hickman

girls
County

the
host
in

a

day

to

KENTUCKY (4111)-..- Walker 0-17
13-1531, Bennett 14 0-0 2, I3earup 2-6
4-48, Blackmon 2-8 0-3 4. Harden 1-5
0-1 2. Davender 4-5 8-8 16. McKinley
2-20.4)4. Lock 0-0 ILO 0, Jenkins 0-0 1-3
1. Totals 21-47 24-54 68
VANDERBILT (11) - Reece 3-5
9-1 6, Clem 1-3 4-8 6. Burrow 6-13 2-3
14, Cox 5-11 4-4 14, Dulaney 3-100-1
10, Gary 4-8 3-311, Ball 0-3 1-2 1. Mc.
Cabe 0-0 0-0 0.'Totals 24-53 1.4-22 sfi
Halftime
Kentucky 30, Vanderbilt WI Fouled out - Bennett, Reece,
Clem, Ball. Rebounds - Kentucky
39 (Walker 15). Vanderbilt $1 (Burrow 9). AIat. - Kentucky 14
(Harden 7i, Vanderbilt 14 (Cox 4)
Total fouls - Kentucky 23 Vanderbilt 27 A - 15.426

will

play

Monday at 6:30 p.m.

APR.

Through 3 31 8s

//AW

National Basketball tssociation
National 5asketba41 Assobation
EASTIBNCONFERINCE
Atlantic donut
W L
Pct
Boston
41
9
820
Philadelphia
39, 10
7106
Washington
28 24
5371
New Jersey
24 26
480
New York
IS 33
353
Central Division
Milwaukee
34 17
667
Detroit
30 IV
612
Chicago
24 25
460
Atlanta
21 29
410
Cleveland
16 33
327
Indiana
16 34
320
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Michvest(Swum
Denver
31 20
605
Houston
28 21
571
Dallas
27 23
540
San Antonio
25 25
500
Utah
23 27
4611

Kan.uta City

GB
ks
14
17
23%
3
9
12%
17
17%

2

16 33
Paola annum
38 16

A 1..akers
Phoenix
Portand
Seattle
L A Clippers
Golden State

25

22 23
21 30
20 st,
11 38

327 14
686
500
440
412
400
224

Thursday's Games
Cleveland 106 Chicago 90
Washington 126. Detroit 126 3(Yr
San Antonio 120 1. A Clippers 10F,
l'tah 114. Kansas City 96
Houston 112 Golden State 105
Atlanta M. Milwaukee 91. OT
Phoenix 106. Indiana W7
Poitland 133, New York 122
Frsley's Games
No games scheduled
Saturn/y.6 Games
No games scheduled
SumMy's Game
All Star Game at Indianapolis

Kentuck Prep Basketball Besults
Kentucky Prep BasketbaN
Calloway Co 48. Lobe Oak 46
Thursday's Gaines
Casey Co 42. Dar vWe 35
Boys
Clinton co 43. McCreary Ctrl 42
Allen Ctrl 60. PLItevWe 57
Corbin 36 Pulaski Co 31 30T
Bullitt Ctrl 75. Marion Co 44
Cordla 59, Riverside Chr 46
Calloway Co 77. Fulton Co 67
Coy Holmes 52, Campbell Co 48
Campbellavile 71; LaRue Co. 58
Cumberland Co 74, Bowling
Crittenden Co 73. Providence 65 Green
35
Drakesboro 51. Bremen 50 '
!rayless Co '59. Owensboro 57
Elizabethtown 71. Meade Co 61
East Hardin 52, West Hardin 38
Farmdale Chr 77. London Chr 4)9
Estill Co 67 Richmond Madison
Green Co 70, Tompkinsville 46
21
Greenville 61. Lyon Co. 52
FanCy Firm 47, Wingoll
Harrodsburg 66, Mercer Co 43
Franklin Co 73. Mercer Co 46
Hazard 83, Dike Comb.63
Garrard Co 61 Lincoln Co 35
Hopkinsville TO. Muhlenberg Ctrl
Green Co 61. Barditown 43
66
Hancock Co 68, McLean Co 43
Ky Country Day 48. Henry Co 35
Johnson Ctrl 80. Wheelwright 37
Lou Male 79. Lou Manual 74 OT
Knott Co Ctrl 55. Fleming-Neon
Lou. Valley 90, Lou Fairdale 72
44
Lou Western 66. Lou DeSales 39
Lynn Camp 67. Jellico Tn i44
McCreary Ctrl 90, Clinton Co 50
Madisonville 78, S Hopkins 47
Mason Co. 57. Lewht Co 58
Mayfield 57, Pad. Tilghman 55
Middlesboro 64. Bell Co 56
Oneida 78. Buckhorn 53
Reldland 45. Fulton City 41
LONDQN (API Riverside Chr 62, Cordia 57
Leading British dcRussell Co. Si. Casey Co 69
Symionla 56. Farmington 29
tors called on the
Union Co. 48, Christian Co 44
government to ban
linty Hts. Acad 78, Russellville
61
sponsorship of sports
Warren E. 56. Barren'Co 47
events by tobacco comWhtsvIl Trinity 67, Cloverport 40
Girls
panies, saying the
Adair Co. 48, Hart Co 43
practice was influencAnderson Co 48, Boyle Co 34
Barren Co. 52. Warren E 17
ing young people to
Belfry 80. Johns Creek 29 .
take up smoking.
Boone Co. 80, Carroll Co. 62
Boyd Co. 66, Greenup Co 58
A six-man delegation
Breathitt Co. 82. Powell Co 33
led by Dr. John
BreckinrIdge Co. 55. Grayson Co
HaArani, cperc;t,3.^, c‘f

Livingston Central 82 Pad
Tilghman 39
tion
Lou
w Atherton 72. Lou. Present*.
Ludlow 56. Carroll Co 52 VT
Lyon Co 55, Crittenden Co 44
Madison Ctrl 39 Lex Cath 34
Mayfield 58 Heath 44
Meade Co 56, Nelson Co 49
N Hardin 44. Taylor Co 40
Oldham Co 70. Sacred Heart 56
Owen Co 45. Frankfort 12
Parts 47 Bourbon Co 30
Reldland 81. Fulton City 56
Scott High 55. Newport 39
Sedalia 58. Lowe. 42
Shelby Co 56. W Hills 41
Union Co 70 Providence 25
Washington Co 66. Marlon Co 45
Whltesburg 72. Leslie Co 24

•

the British Medical
Association, met with
sports minister Neil
Macfarlane and
demanded an end to.
tobacco-sponsored
sports.
Many sports in Britain rely heavily on
money from tobacco
sponsoring _to attract
the best athletes.

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

girls

and

boys

at 6:30 p.m.
In

MURRAY CHRYSLER-DODGE-PLYMOUTH

• GIVES YOU
2WAYS TO SAVE!

Thursday's junior

varsity

by

10,

Marquardt
unbeaten

32-24.

Liz

led

the

Lady Lakers

(4-9) with 12 points.
LONE OAK (46) - Grimes 2,
Johnson 18, &nit, 5. Nelhoff 2, She.
far 14, Godrnan 6. 'Total' - 15 16-22
R. Total kola - 18.
CALLOWAY CO. (48) - Mom IN.
Malcolm 6, Andaman 8. Hill 2.
Gaillmore 4. Darnell 6, Marquardt 4
Totals - 16-4916-21 48. Total fouls 20.

Local Bowling
Magic Tri
ream
Public Ice
Peoples Bank
Paradise Kennels
Economy Tire
Herndons Auto Repair
Dennison-Hunt
Universal Advertising
Futrell Tile .
Druthers Restaurant
Thurman Furniture
Outland Roofing
Dallas Willoughby Ins
Bank of Murray
Fidelity Credit Corp
High Team Game
Public Ice
Economy Tire
Peoples Bank
High Team Game
Economy Tire
Dennison Hunt
Fidelity Credit Corp

Vi
56
46
13
42
41
40 •
36'
37
31ts
33
32
30
30
29%
SC

L
20
30
33
34
35.
36
SS
39
41%
43
44
46
46
46I,
924
916
903

HC
1110
1196,

High Trani Sc'
Public Ice
Economy Tire
Peoples Bank
High Team Series 1 Ht.')
Economy Tire
Public Ice
Futrell Tile
High Jnd Game SC(
Kaye Redd .
Susanne Cotton
Nancy Buchanan
High Ind Game IBC,
Kaye Redd
Nancy Buchanan
Pam Chaney
High Ind Seriet t SC
Sondra Rice
Jou DarrieLl
Pat Hesselnida
High Ind Series iHi.'
Nancy Buchanan
Sondra Rice

Where more
Americans find
a 12:4m.refund

2592
2567
2528
3149
3130
3062
267
245
236
300
286
287

On Dodge Omni or Charger,
& Plymouth Horizon or Tourismo

8.8% ANNUAL_TAGE

706
706

•

5-SPEED MANUAL,
2.2 LITER ENGINE AND
AM/FM STEREO RADIO
NO CHARGE!'

2

an I promise meryone
this but in a recent survey of
ustomers who got refunds 3
out ol 4 believe they got bigger
refunds than If they 1118 tfleir
own tares 3 out ol 4!

What can we find for you?

We Make t e0Sy to get ,nto a New Omni Charger
Horizon or TOuriSrno with low 8 80,0 final-long Plus gel
S speed transmission 2.2 liter E.ongine and AM/FM stereo
radio at no charge when yost)pus Omni's Charger s
Horizon
packole s of Tow,sma s_d_ts.coun. Manua l Transrmssion

QUALITY BACKED BY CHRYSLER'S
5/50 PROTECTION PLAN.
Every new car Chrysler builds comes with Inited
warranties on powertrain and outer body
rust.through for 5 years or 50,000 miles,
whichever comes first. Deductible applws and
-leases ore excluded ASK FOR DETAILS

'BUY NOW AND
GET 8.8% FINANCING!

HMI BLOCKFound Patricia Leser

RATE

FINANCING**

616
615
606

)oanna Gibbs with 11

Calloway

meet

Mississippi.

points.

I N TAYLOR CHEVROLET
wommetuse,/,
/frt,
k/////'
753 26 1 7
7/#/43Y ///

1/ /

the

take W illie road Satur-

were led

Financing Rote on S 10
Pickups

the

3-2 on

host to Murray's frosh

beating them 40-21.
The

dropped

season. They

County

Calloway

freshman girls packing

until

what

(Continued from Pg.8)
under Florida State's Bobby Bowden. Mark
believes, as I do, that we need a good blend of
each to be successful offensively."
Thomas will be entering his fourth year with
the Racer program. A 1976 graduate of Penn
State, Thomas signed a pro football contract with
the Atlanta Falcons of the National Football
League before joining the coaching ranks.
Along with Mahoney and Thomas, defensive
tackle coach Larry Creekmore was added to the
Racer staff as a fulltime assistant. Last year he
worked as a part-time coach.

Marshall

wasn't

practicing

MSU coaching changes...

visiting

period. Lone

Oak stayed close, but it

able to close the gap to

Lady Lakers as they hit
16 of 21 including

During

the

by

not pleased

through

such a long time, you
tend to lose your timing.

Host 'North

led

basket to run the clock

came

•sent

at

out that the Oakers were

Coach John Orr.

you

and

10-4,

tie

squad

But free throw shooting

practice

third

now

24-all

defensively

his

weak

detrimental, said CCHS

"When y_pu
'
re off for

a

Lakers gave up a final

team couldn't maintain
schedule

double-digit

Calloway,

753-8355

head. I've

we've shot well from the

but

901 SYCAMORE

fight

line in, well, a couple of

scorer

LINDY SUITER

I got here. I haven't gotten

One player who didn't
seem to mind the layoff
leading

YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY

same person I was when

Lady Lakers turn back Lone Oak, 48-46
LONE

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

Sports Tobacco Ban

Commodores
'

hom,e

average

coach, Clyde 'Zachery.

where

to

his

"He would just go out

"I don't know

had

to meet Florida,
while Kentucky returns

farmer

small to play basketball

The Lady Lakers played

Ken-

advan-

points. He has increased

said
school

his size comes from. So-

"Thank God I thought

got an

scramble.".

sophomore,'
averaged

school system.

wasn'
t old enough to go

the

a

recruiting

him,"

to school yet. He was too

near

teams

well.

really

The

custodian

peach

former

and

country

"But he never let the

Southeastern

a

from

ing his final se son.

playing

reckon

"I

their

As

Walker

Recruiters

Walker Sr. Neither can

is

and

play ball."

her

scorer

junior

senior years, averaging

play basketball.
6-foot-9

his

Kenny was learning to,

born to Mrs. Walker and

the

during

In March of that year,
Walker decided to go to

son Kenny could learn to

Today,

shooting

game, but both

tage with depth and we
happened

that ever

tub to the top of a peach
tree

times,"

Newton said. "It wasn't

tucky's

glad she nailed an old

awfully

hard, we just didn't play

Ma Walker nailed a tub to a peach tree
so Kenny could learn to play basketball
- Ola

l'A(4, 14

SCOREBOARD

ting the ball to him.

ROBERTA, Ga. (AP)

I RID %It, I- Elifil Ain A. 19x5

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
68-62 Southeastern Conference victecx over
Vanderbilt.
Walker poured in 31
points and grabbed 15
rebounds and Davender
put in 16 points in 22
minutes of action Thursday night as the
Wildcats moved into a
four-way tie for the SEC
lead with Florida,

College Hoop Scores
College Basketball Scores
Thursday's Games
EAST
Army 80. St. Francis, Pa 72
Penn St. 68, Rhode Island 44
Temple 619, Rutgers 58
West Virginia 86, Duquesne 61
SOUTH
Citadel 7$, W Carolina 70
Georgia Southern n. Georgia St.
so
Jacksonville 72, South Alabama
64
Kentucky 68, Vanderbilt 62
Kentucky St. 63, Campbellsville
40
Louisiana Tech 86, Texan'.
Arlington 61 •
McNees. St. 70, ArIcansai St. 60
Mercer 92. Samford 80
Middle Tenn. 60, Tennessee St. 50
N.C.-Wilmington 58, E. Carolina
56
North Carolina 82. Virginia 73
Old Dominion 75, South Florida
73

&

yslci
(
Ptymouth

MURRAY CHRYStER-DODGE-PLYMOUTH
604 South 12th Murray, Ky. 753-7114'

903 Arcadia St.
oir•n Cam ap
Wiralia•yi. 95 4ar. /hems 753 9204
Mester' Cwd artd else Accepted Alt Meet are. lecetteee

**Financing available through Chrysler Credit Corpotabon I p<ilw.r.at.n9deaiers6 guaiiked buyers Dealer contribution
may affect final pr,ce See dealer for OefailS TBaSeC1 on sticker price of options it purchased ,Separatel.
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This place is a regular zoo, y'know?

LowelMs oldest boatyard

•

By Motor Boating & Sailing
A Hearst Magazine
The first thing you notice about Lowell's Boat
Shop is the smell of the wood.
The pure. clean aroma emanates from planks.
It is stored in the century-old notched beams. It
rises from the ankledeep fresh wood shavings on
the floor which is encrusted with six inches of
•-.
dripped paint.
And it cones-from the sturdy dories, skiffs,
prams and rowboats that have been made here.
one by one, for 200 years.
Welcome to Lowell's Boat Shop. the oldest
boatyard in America.
Located in a crusty old barn of a building on a
bend,in the Merrimac River running through
Amesbury. Mass., Lowell's !Boat Shop has
crafted more than 250.000 boats-since its beginnings in 1793. The antique patterns, first used by
Simeon Lowell..captain and shipbuilder, are now
often adapted for 20th-century purposes. But tite
appeal of wooden boats remains.
A lot more people seem to want wood than a
decade ago:: Jim Odell, Lowell's owner, said in
the February issue of Motor Boating & Sailing.
"Wood has a nostalgic and aesthetic appeal for
them. These boats are such genuine articles."
Ending a seven-generation tradition, Odell is
the first nonLowelt to own the boatyard. The
71-year-old former Weyerhauser engineer
employs five craftsmen. He has incresed annual
production from .a meager 16 boats in 1976, when
he -bought-the- yard, to about-40 boats. In good
years, he,pumps out 55.

SPRINGFIELD, Ohio
(AP) - Jim Waugh
found George in a
Dayton -bar whrere
patrons "were giving
him beer and
everything else."
He took him- home,
cleaned him up, gave
him a decent meal, and
made a home for
George, a rhesus
monkey, on the 100-acre
farm that Waugh and
his wife, Lucille, have in
Clark County.
Also on the farm is an
ostrich, four deer,seven
white fantail pigeons,
two golden rooster
pheasants, a silver
rooster pheasant.
assorted other birds and
fowl;some wild sheep, a
Brahman cow, a
peacock, a buffalo, two
horses, and a timber
wolf that Waugh says
has "a little dog in
him."
Waugh sold his bear

Over the years. Lowell's shipped thousands of
boats to domestic and foreign fishing fleets.
Their flat-bottomed dory was particularly
seaworthy and successful since its angled transom lifted the boat over, braking waves. For
many years. the shop was the principal builder
of dories in the-area. In 1911 production reached
2,000. The yard also contributed to the war effort,
turning out more than 3,000 boats for the Navy
and Coast Guard during World War II.
Today, almost all of Lowell's boats are
customized for individual buyers. Boats range
from 7 feet to 24 feet. dune with galvanized or
bronze oarlocks. a variety of riggings and an
assortment of interiors.
A 10-foot flat-bottomed tender can run $800 to
$1.800; a 20-foot deluxe Sailing Dory can go as
high as $13,000, though the standard model costs
$7,800.
With the advent of fiberglass, many boat
lovers have turned away from wood to avoid long
days of early-season scraping and caulking. To
make his boats practical and competitive. Odell
uses epoxy resins on his boat bottoms to keep out
water. If a customer asks, Odell will coat the entire boat.
---Fm-- not-n bit averse to using technical advances." Odell said. "If you want a leak-proof
boat, and you want that boat to be wood,then you.
have to realize that certain new products will
make that possible. We make the- boats the way
_the,/ have been made for 200 years. but we add
the epoxy. It's a useful compromise."

fishing licenses expired
at midnight. December
31, so you'll need new
ones before hunting and
fishing in 1985. Several
hunting seasons are still
open, and the weather is
bound to warm up
-enough to .let us go
fishing soon, so why not
buy your 1985 licenses
now, while you're thinking of it.
Licenses are available
i•om all county court
clerks an.,at most sporting goods stores, bait
shops, - and similar
businesses. And if you
both hunt and fish,
remember that a combination hunting and
fishing license, at $14 will
save you $1 over the
price
of
separate
license.

The fees from your
hunting and fishing
licenses support the'
Department of Fish and
Wildlife
Resources,
which
raceives
nb
general fund tax dollars.
Wildlife programs in
speaking of Kentucky are financed
And
licenses, remember that entirely by sportsmen
all 1984 sport hunting and tbrollgh their licenses.
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Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods
Your Fishing
so Headquarters
Uncle Jeff's

Sporxs
Specialists
JP

Cedric,
J41, Irk
end
JenaSens4m- _

• ').•
Rods, Reels,
Tackle and
everything else
you need

S02453.1342

7 AM-9 PM

Pittman
Wheel
Alignment

& W AUT
so SUPPLY,t

at.

We Install' Automotive Glass
so and Have a Complete so
so Automotive Machine Shop!
We Also Make Hydraulic
so
Hoses. 753-4563 512 S. 12th

_
.0 Kenlake Marina
.0.)
Complete Line of Fishing
0

On Beautifulkentiicky.Lake

Why Pay More For Your Next Boot?
*Bass Hawk Boats
*Authorized Evinrude
Sales & Service

410 N.4th
753-8346-753-6779

"J.C. Pontoons

f
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and Sporting Equipment

R. 1 Heedist(SO2)474-2245 or 474-2211, flit 171

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service

"I think these birds
are beautiful. Here,
they can get their bellies
full and not worry about
getting shot or hit by a
car."

4_ •

soso
Boat, Motor,Ski &
t
so
0
40 'Pontoon Rentals
0)0) Guide Service, Covered
so
01to Storage,. . Launching
01 Ramp,Tackle, Bait.
01
*0

Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Set.
1-6 See.
Hwy. 641 S.

44,

4- VE-VE.ILIE.E.E.E.E..11111*..E.E.E.E.E.C..ILEEILILIE.4.

0
0

VIP

so

753-0703

808 Chestnut

"It's a shame someone took them out of
the jungle, but you
couldn't put them back
- they couldn't survive.
That wolf would come to
your house to get fell— he doesn't know how to
hunt for food.

Turkey Stocking Continues lu '85
The Department of Fish & Wildlife Resources
has a continuing program to restore the wild
turkey, our largest upland game bird, to its
original habitat throughout the state. ,
The following counties have been stocked this
year: Calloway, Lyon and Hickman counties hartreceived birds from Land Between the Lakes in
Western Kentucky. Hopkins and Jackson counties,
which already have established populations, have
had supplemental stockings from L1311. Jackson
County has also acquired turkeys froni the state
of Missouri. as have Elliott and Owsley counties.
In an Unusual exchange with Iowa, Kentucky has
obtained turkeys in return for otters, which were
obtained from Louisiana. The birds received from this trade were released in Owen and Anderson
counties.
As turkeys become available from various
sources, other counties throughout the Commonwealth will be stocked.
Hunter Safety Classes Scheduled
The Department of Fish & Wildlife Resources
will hold Hunter Safety Training Classes in '
several parts44-the state. Anyone 10 years old and
older is eligible for these classes where,safe hunting practices are taught. Pericins successfully
completing the course will receive.a hunter safety certificate. Presently there ke 33 states which
require.this certificate- before'a hunting license
may be purchased and the following areas in Kentucky require a Hunter Safety Certificate: Land
Between the Lakes, Ft. Campbell, West Kentucky
Wildlife Management Area. Ft. Knox and.
Bluegrass Army Depot.
Goose Season Closed In All Zones January 31
The goose season in the northern portion of the
Western Goose Zone ended January 31, with lower
than expected harvest rates in the HendersonUnion reporting area. This area, which includes
Henderson, Union, Lyon, Crittenden and Livingston counties, reported low numbers of geese
and the harvest quota of 1.400 birds was not reached by the closing date, according to the Depart-"-ment of Fish and Wildlife Resources.
Another portion of the Western Goose Zone, con-'
sisting of Ballard, McCracken and portions of
Graves, Carlisle, Hickman, Fulton and Marshall
'counties,ended the season on January 22 because
a quota of 4,400 birds in the Ballard Zone was
reached. • ,
Exact harvest numbers for the Western-Goose
Zone are unavailable at this time, because all reports from the field have not yet been tabulated.
.Season Closings
If you are a hunter who braves the cold weather
to-hunt. remember rabbit season closed January_
31, quail season will close February 10 and grouse
season closes February 28. Trapping and hunting
season for furbearers also closed January'31, 1985.
The next hunting season will be the spring
turkey hunt, scheduled to begin •April 20.' For a
copy of the 1985 turkey hunting guide, write the
Division of Public Relations, Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources. #1 Game Farm Road,
Frankfort, KY.40601.

so

Black Powder,
Ammunition,
Accessories, Pistols
& Rifles. CVA, Navy
Arms, Thompson Center.

George is Waugh's
favorite.-He rides in the
truck cab with Waugh
when the farmer goes on
cattle-buying trips. He
has a private, heated
room and gets special '
food. Waugh says
George's favorite meal
is spaghetti, a raw
potato, a pear and a
shell about them being
locked up would be the
first ones to kill them if
they were loose.

Eagles Sighted Along Ohio River
For the first time since the state-wide eagle census began in 1979, eagles have been sighted on the
Ohio River between Louisville and Covington. Two
eagles were sighted in Trimble County, between
Milton and the Carroll County line during the annual mid-winter eagle census conducted by the
Department of Fish & Wildlife Resources in
January.
Several sightings have also been reported along
the river to the Gallatin'County line. It is believed that these were probably the same birds seen
between Milton and the Carroll County line.
Meldahl Dam,located on the Ohio River was yet
another location where a mature bald eagle was •
sighted by Pat Taylor. CO from Robertson and
Bracken counties.
A mature bald eagle was also seen in northern
Scott County and an immature one in Madison
County.
Deer Jaw Study Prize Winners Announced
John P. Schweitzer, Alexandria, and Gregory
K. Pickerell, Hodgenville, Were named the winners of Kentucky's first deer jaw study
"sweepstakes" on Thursday, January 24. Approx- pimately 3,500 hunters participated in the study by
sending the lower left jaws from the deer they
harvested during the 1984 archery and gun seasons
to the Kentucky,Department of Fish & Wildlife
Resources.
The prizes were offered as an incentive for
hunters to participate in a study to help biologists
better estimate and monitor the size, growth rate,
sex ratio and age composition of Kentucky's deer
herd.
Pickerel', who harvested a buck with a rifle on
November 6 in Larue County, won a Winchester
"Featherweight"Model 70 in .270 caliber equipped with rings, bases and a 3x - 9x power Leupold
scope. Schweitzer, who harvested a buck with a
bow and arrow on October 13 in Pendleton County, won a Martin Cougar Magnum compound bow
complete with sights, quiver and a dozen Easton
xx75 camouflaged aluminum arrows. A similar
program will be conducted during the 1985 deer
season.

It..E.VE.111F-ILIE.C...-"LE.

We Carry

Waugh picks up
animals at many places,
but most come from
animal auctions at
Royal City, Ind. That's
where he found
Heathcliff, the 6-folt
female ostrich, about a
year ago. He says
ostriches do well in this
climate and that
Heathcliff usually
prefers living outdoors,
huddling against a fence
in the coldest weather.
Heathcliff's diet consists mainly of corn,
though Waugh says she
can Swallow a halfdozen
whole apples in a row.
Almost all the animals
he ke.eas are grain
eaters, because carnivores cost toe much to
feed.
His deer eat mostly
grass on the farm. The
herd includes two fawns
born last summer, and
he sends the does off
each year for breeding.

First eagles since 1979 sighted

Some exempted from licenses
• .
Traditionally. many quiries, many from in- Fish
Wildlife
and
• Kentuckians purchase dividuals
- whose Resources:
their fishing and hunting disabilities are not
. 1I
Contact
your
licenses during the first military related.
regional Veterans Adfew weeks of the new
Only -permanently
Ininistration - (VA)
year. •
and totally (100%)
-*reThat's not su
ising. disabled - veterans; representative
proof
of
but -did you knojw that residing in Kentucky, questing
thousands of sportsmen ''whose disabilities are the eligibility. The address
throughout the state are result of military related is: VA Regional Office,
exempt from purchasing injuries" qualify for free 600 Federal Place,
sport fishing and hunting sport fishing and hunting Louisville, Kentucky
licenses under certain privileges,'according to 40202, or telephone toll
circumstances, and that HB 895. passed by the free, .1-800/292-4562. 21
recent changes in the la* 1984 General Assembly. Send a copy of /he
have extended these ex- The law, which became eligibility rating you
emptions to some disabl- • effective August 13, 1984. receive from the VA to:
Hugh Crump, Directdr.
ed veterans.
-•
stipulates that persons
Kentucky's new law "must carry identifica- Division of Law Enforce?
which allows certain tion indicating they are a ment, Kentucky Departdisabled veterans to totally and permanently ment of Fish and Wildlife
sport fish or hunt Without disabled veteran as a Resources. 01 Game a license is apparently result of military,related' Farm Road, Frankfort,
causing some confusion. injuries" while in the Kentucky 40601. 3) The
Division of Law Enforce-In a recent letter to the field.
ment will then mail you
Kentucky Department of
Qualified veterans
Fish
and
Wildlife seeking,certification of a card certifying your
Resources. a Veterans their exemption should exemption, and keep
Administration ( VA ) Of- lake the following steps, your rating(matte at the
and
Wildlife
ficial said that the VA is as outlined by the Ken- Fish
being swamped with in- tucky Department of Resources central office.
If your certification card
is lost, write the Division
•
of Law Enforcement,
8.8
APR.
and a duplicrite will be
Financing Rate on S 10
sent to you.
Pickups Through 3 31 85

and his lion last fall
because their daily diet
of about 30 pounds of
meat apiece 'cost too
much.
Mrs. Waugh says the
animals belong to her
husband and she has lit,
tle to do with them. But
Waugh says Lucille
likes to toss fruit into the
small animal pen and
watch them race the
ostrich for it.
Waugh has lived at
the farm 26 years, and
earns his living raising
feeder cattle and hogs
for commercial
purposes.
The other'animals are
his pets, his friends, his
pleasure„ atid none of
them arelfdr
But
he can't call what got
him started collecting
exotic widlife.
"I've always loved
horses," he said. "I
grew up in the country
- this is all I know."
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Tree Service ,
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753-0338
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0
0
DON NIcCLURE
GRAYSON McCtURF
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to Seasoned Firewood.
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0
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Racer Illustrated
Murray State,(18-3, 7-1)
vs. Tennessee Tech (13-6, 5-2)
Saturday, February 9, 1985, 7:30 p.m.
Eblen Center, Cookeville, Tennessee

Murray State (18-3, 7-1)
vs. Middle Tennessee State (8-10, 3-4)
Monday, February 11, 1985, 7:30 p.m..
Monte Hale Arena,
Murfreesboro, Tennessee

-GAME NOTES
Although the second half of the OVC season has
just begun, many league watchers are calling this
game the showdown for the title. Tech visited
Murray just two weeks ago when both were tied
for the lead, but left in second place after an 82-73
Racer win. This rematch Will pit the league's best
offense against its best defense as the Golden
Eagles have been averaging 74.8 points per game
while the Racers have given up only 59.0 points.
which ranks them eleventh in the nation in scoring defense. Leading the Tech charge is junior forward Stephen Kite, who is tops in the OVC in scoring with a 17.3 per game average. A leading candidate for OVC Player of the Year, Kite always
enjoys a strong game against the Racers. Tech
has enjoyed a ten-day rest, having had both games
from last weekend, including a critical OVC encointer against Middle Tennessee, postponed due
to snow.
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GAME NOTES4-;
The Racers face two strong foes in this pall
game...the Middle Tennessee Blue Raiders. and complacency. After downing Tech to clair.tak- ole
possession of the OVC lead two weeks ago,"the
Racers had trouble with a youthful, talented, and
physical Blue Raider crew, but still came out on
top by a 63-59 margin. Coach Bruce StewarVa first
year at MTSU is being highlighted by the strong
play of junior Kim CAtoksey, who is second i1 the
OVC with a 17.1 scoring average, and fres
n
Kerry Hammonds, whtFehecks in with 1.3.5 points'
and 8.4 rebounds$4
-r1 outing. Guaril Nead Murray ,
is among the top assist men in the OVC with 96 and
will be looking for the gaps • in the Racers'
.tenacious defense, while Russell Smith will be,
patrolling the paint, heping to add to.his 20 blocked shots,. which ranks him lourtti in the OVC.
•
.
Vada Martin, a senior forward from Montgomery.
Ala.. has provided the Racers some timely heroics in the last two
games. His tie-in and
-foul shot for a three-point play with five seconds left
gave MSI.. a 69-67
win iwer archrival Western Kentucky. Martin
then came back from
an injury to lead all Racers with 14 points in a 64-60
win over Austin Pay
two nights later. -

PROBABLE STARTERS
Murray State
G-Zedric Macklin, 6-5, 12.9
s-Craig Talley. 6-4, 12.9
Lahm, 6-11, 10.9
F-Vada Martin, 6-7, 12.4
F-Chuck Glass, 6-7, 9.9

Meet
Ann Roberson
of the
Home Team

Middle Tennessee State
G-Kim Cooksey, 6.3, 17.1
Cr-Neal Murray,.6-11, 4.6 •
C-All Holland, 6-8,8.5
,
F-Lonnie Thompson, 6-4, 13..4
F-Kerr Hammonds, 6-7, 13:5

Thorobred Computers
and Software Systems

TOWING
24 HOURS

See Ann For
All Your
Real Estate- Needs

Is Now Your Apple Computer
Service Center
We Carry
'Leading Edge
•IBM
'Digital
•Teleyideo
'Apricot
1111111111

2 TRUCKS TO SERVE
YOU BETTER
./

Ann Roberson

24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
Toms

, maul 753-9132

i

Actsssss ves

REALTY
Residence

McCLARD I SHELL

01 u

753-3343

753- 1222

For All Your
Printing Needs

& McNutt

Creative

The Horne Defender
GOLD Edition from
State Auto Insurance
Companies. .covering
your residence and
personal properly
against just about every
conceivable kind of loss,

For health
insurante to
help pay
soaring
hospital and
surgical bills,
check with
State Farm.

Like a good
neighbor
State •••••1 is

more

524 Main

Pak'

Dan McNutt

CALCULATOR:.
I CASH
REGISTERS

For Movie Rentals On
Tuesdays and Thursdays

•Automotive Parts & Paint

Southiode
Court Sq
753-4451
State Auto
Insurance Companios

Or

with exceptionally high
limits. Let us tell you
more about this extra
special homeowners
policy.

Murray
Electric
System

SALES & SERVICE
Factory Trained Mechanics • We Deliver
• Office Supplies • Furniture • Calculators
• Copy Machines & Supplies • Typewriters
COPIERS
SHAW' TYPEWRITERS
101.11111.1

$1.50 DAY

D&W Auto
Supply Inc.

Ii

Gofor the
GOLD!

Larry Krouse
Insurance -

See Us For All Types of Software
OLYMPIC PLAZA MURRAY 753-7733

If your home
and possessions r
oiLaIENLI
are extra
Purdom ,
special...
Thurman

Large or ma'il

Tennessee:. Tech
G-Jirrimy Elliott, 6-3, 13.1
G-Carlton....Clariniton, 6-2, 11.7
C-James Henry5.6-8„3.4
F-Stephen Kite, 6-6, 17.3
F-Lonnie Booye, 6-4, 9.6

Your only Authorized XEROX
Sales Agent in this area

Ross Insurance
Agency
Ronnie Ross
Danny Ross
Jams Ross
Billy Miller

COPIERS - CASH REGISTERS

OFFICE FURNITURE & DESIGN

210 East Main St.
Murray, KY
753-0489

0.4.11e I
Jr.

753-0123
759-9888

TOLL FREE DIAL 1'
& THEN 800 592-3499
512 MAIN MURRAY

GO

Auto
Homeowners
Commercial
Fire
Formowners
Lite
Health

RACERS!

Best of Luck
Racers!
•

Quality Petroleum
Products

Hwy. 641 North
Central Center

Home of the Racer Meetings
Monday at 12 Noon
711 So. 12th

"

Murray, Ky.
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Locatod in the University Center
753-0212
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City and county school lunchrooms list menus for week
Menus for the various conditions, the menus
lunchrooms in the city are subject to change
and county schools for because of food already
the week of Feb. 11 to 15 purchased for the past
have been released by weeks.
Glinda Jeffrey and
Menus as released are
Joanna Adams, food as follows:
service directors for the
---Murray City and
MURRAY CITY
Calloway County
- -- Schools respectively.
Murray High
The directors said
Monday - buenitos,
with the schools being grilled cheese; Tuesday
closed at various times - tacos and salad, fish
because of the weather sandwich; Wednesday

- spaghetti and rolls,
corn dogs; Thursday beefaroni and rolls,
chicken fried steak; Friday - vegetable soup
and sandwich, pepper
steak. Hamburgers,
cheeseburgers, pizza,
chili bar, and a variety
of fruits, vegetables and
drinks are available
daily.
Murray Middle
Monday -' buenitos,
hamburger basket;

Tuesday - tacos and
salad, ham and cheese
basket; Wednesday beefaroni and rolls,
cheeseburger basket:
Thursday - corn dogs,
ham and cheese basket;
Friday - chili and sandwiches, hamburger
basket. Pizza, salad bar

2 . 1
and assorted fruits,
vegetables and drinks
are available daily. :s
Robertson
and Carter
and Headstart
Monday - grilled
cheese, hamburgers,
whole kernel corn, black
eyed peas, mixed fruit,

fruit juice and milk;
Tuesday - pizza, sloppy
joe, creamed potatoes,
peas and carrots, applesauce, fruit juice and
milk: Wednesday beefaroni and rolls, fish
sandwich, white beans,
broccoli w/cheese
sauce, peanut but-

Your Individual
Horoscppe

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Frances Dimke
FOR SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1985

ACROSS

overcome
35 Spoke with
speech
1 Irritates
impediment
6 Small bottle
38 Gaelic
11 European
39 Edible seed
12 Second of two
41 Otherwise
14 Above
42 Damp
15 Supplications
43 Poets
17 Proceed
45 Sched. abbr
18 Lamprey
46 Half an em
20 Fear
47 More pitiful
.021 Weaken
49 Article
22 Propecting tooth
50 Small wave
24 Finish
52 Builds
25 Diminutive
54 Frocks
suffix
55 Mediterranean
26 Man aground
vessel
28 Cillpribe
DOWN
30 Weapon
31 Garden tool
1 Feel regret
32 Attempts to
2 Either

•
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What kind of day will tomorrow be? SCORPIO
To find out what the stars say, read (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
CIE
the forecast given for your birth sign.
You'll make sure that you have the
privacy to accomplish what you set
ARIES r
out to dO. No interruptions make to(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
It should be a merry time for you in day's projects a breeze.
the company of friends and loved SAGITTARIUS
ones. You'll meet people with similar (Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
Socially, you're in top form today.
interests.
Expect interesting conversation and
TAURUS
fascinating newcomers. Travel is a
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Yesterday's problems are gone and possibility.
you're the epitome of efficiency CAPRICORN
regarding work interests. Success is Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Clear thinking enables you to make
forthcoming.
the pieces of the puzzle fit as far as
GEMINI
(May 21toJune 20)
ifX1 your career goes. Improved finances
Travel, good company and pleasant are tlie outcome of today's efforts.
conversation combine to make this a AQUARIUS
special day for you. You are in the ( Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
The unexpected proves to be a pleadriver's seat!
sant surprise. Travel and cultural inCANCER
terests take priority today. Some sign
'June 21 to July 221
There's nothing like a smooth runn- up for a course.
,
ing household. Home life couldn't be PISCES
yor
mew
better. Some will hear of a job oppor- I Feb. 19 to Mar.201
The efforts put into a research protunity now.
•
ject pay off now. A career opportunity
LEO
comes from an unlikely party. Seize
( July 23 to Aug.22
The feedback you get from others the day.'
'regarding your ideas is wonderful. YOU BORN TODAY are naturally
Partners are happily making future drawn to public service and are
humanitarian in outlook. Charismatic
plans together.
•
but inclined to eccentricity, you can
VIRGO
have a mesmerizing effect on others.
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22i
You'll be pleasantly engaged in You work best when motivated by an
overtime work. A project piques your ideal. Do not let temperament underinterest and you'll make valuable pro- Mine your efforts to get ahead. A good
promoter, you'll succeed in advertisgress today.
ing and public relations. The arts and
LIBRA
the entertainment world are also
(Sept. 23 toOct.221
Bobbies and the pursuit of pleasure worth your while to investigate. Birthshould be tops on your agenda for to- day of: Ronald Colman, film star;
• day.
feel_ that yott,re understood_ Carole King,singer; and Mia Farrow,
You
actress.
by a loved one.

A

S
P A_ l N S

8 Possessive
pronoun
9 Near
10 Ambassador
11 Estimate
13 Lassoed
10 IIII 16 Deep yearning
19 Biggest
13
21 Spire
17
23 Standard
measure
25 Worn away
27 Compass point
•
29 Greek letter
32 Drain
33 Peaceful
34 Extras
35 Females
36 Landed
.
property
3/ College officials
40 Transgress
43 Nut's
companion
44 Withered .
49
47 Health resort
48 Soak, as flax
- 51 River in Italy
53 Symbol or
cerium _

3 Demon
4 Fat of swine
5 Trapped
6 Begs
7 Difficult

3

It

/8

Answor to Previous Puzzle
FATAL
SLABS
A
E
S
A
A
A
A
A

IF 5T.R..
T TO FALL
ASLEEP TODAY MARCIE TAP
ME LAJITI-i s,CLIR RULER ..

4.

C

I SAC TAP NOT
A SLAPS-IC'
-_
4 (------/'
,
1

,
• L WONDER. IF HE
KNOWS .$‘11:4172\1- I'LL
DO TO fA IF
DOESN'T!
\

SEND ME A CI-•-;:cD

HEY, WAIT A Mi*JOTE!
5140E5- PONT GO "SPLOT"!

do THAT'S
•A'1ORE
LIKE IT

fl'

264

Unded

SAY5 THAT PEOPLE AND THEO? .
PE15 TAKE ON EACH OTHER'5
CHARACTERI5T,C5
IN T,ME
•
I T

GEE, DO
YOU THiNK
THAT WILL
EVER
HAPPEN
TO LIS?

Ft,

..atur, S. I. a,

Calloway Middle
Monday - crispy fish,
hamburger; Tuesday lasagna, chicken pattie
sandwich; Wednesday
- burritoes/chili, corp.,
dog; Thursday - baked
chicken, fish sandwich;
Friday - steak nuggets,
sloppy Joe sandwich.
Pizza, salad bar and a
variety of fruits,
vegetables and drinks
are available daily.
East, North
and Southwest
Monday - pizza,
roast beef sandwich;
Tuesday - crispy fish,
corn dog; Wednesday breakfast for lunch sausage and biscuit,
cheeseburger; Thursday - baked chicken,
grilled cheese/soup;
Friday - spaghetti/meat sauce, barbecue
sandwich. A variety of
fruits, vegetables and
drinks are available
daily.

BOWLING GREEN,
Ky. (API - A U.S.
District Court jury
awarded $30,000 in
damages to a
Jamestown man who
claimed he was beaten
by law enforcement officials after a drunken
driving arrest, an attorney said.
Larry Helm, 36, had
claimed officers beat
him in the Russell County jail Jan. 1, 1980, after
he was arrested on the
drunken driving charge.'
The charge was
dismissed after a jury
was unable to return a
verdict in Russell
District Court.
Helm sued state
Trooper David Bunch of
Jamestown, Russell
Springs Police Chief
Roger Pierce, a deputy
sheriff-at-the time of the
arrest, and James Dunbar, who was jailer. The
suit asked for $300,000.
The 4ederal jury
returned its verdict late
Thursday afternoon
after deliberating more

than 12 hours.
The jury ruled that
Bunch and Pierce must
pay Helm $14,000 for
violating his civil rights
by ;beating him, said
Helm's attorney, Daniel
Taylor of Louisville.
Jurors also decided
Dunbar must pay Helm
$7,000 for violating his
rights by denying him
medical care after the
beating and for denying
him a phone call to his
lawyer, Taylor said
Thursday. The panel
also found in favor of
Helm for a total of $9,000
in punitive damages
against all three, Taylor
said.
Helm !tad testified
that after the beating he
lost his sense of balance
and was therefore no
longer able to paint
water towers. The painting had been his chief
source of income,
Taylor said.
The lawyer said the
trial was delayed by
Helm's medical
problems.

PaintsNille Mayor Trimble
undergoing chemotherapy

Newborn admissions
Raymond Weihrouch.
and dismissals at Rt. 1, Hazel; Mrs. Joyce ,, ..Murray-Calloway Coun- E. Haley, Rt. 1, Almo;
ty Hospital for Tuesday, Miss Melanie L.
Feb. 5, have been Thomas, No. 30 Green
released as follows:
Acres;
Newborn admissions
Miss Tammy S.
Baby Boy Burchett, Thornton, 738 Nash Dr.;
parents, Debbie and Kerry W. Williams, Rt.
Michael, Rt. 1, Kirksey; 2, Hazel; Miss Mary L.
Baby Boy Tucker, Merrell and baby girl.
parents, Barbara and Rt. 1, Paris, Tenn.;
David, Rt. 7, Mayfield;
Miss Leslye C.
Baby Girl Nance, Adams, Rt. 1, Sedalia;
parents, Shelia and Miss Kela Stiaree ConJerry, Box 1181, ley, Rt. 3; W.D. Foy, 207
Murray;
Patterson, Paris,
Bab
oy Humphries, Tenn.;
pare
, Barbara and
Geoffrey W. Swan, 220
Mars 11, 1103 Brooks, North 13th St.; Thomas
Mayfiel
L. Crowell, Rt. 5;
Dismissals
Luther T. Easley, 832
Alexander B. South Ninth St.,
Villanueva, 1314 Main -Mayfield; Mrs. Mary P.
St.; Bobby G. Blagg, Rt. Hill, Rt. 2, Edmonton;
3, Benton; Miss Diana
Mrs. Martha L.
C. Ridley, 1551 Oxford; Cherry, Box 550, MurMiss_ _Cynthia-R4w-ray÷-Mahlon-D,-Frizzell,
Diggs, 1015 Reynolds, 419 South Ninth St.;
Paris, Tenn..; Mrs. Mrs. Bernice L.
Kathy D. Lee, Rt. 1, Morgan, 1511 Kirkwood;
Dexter; Mrs. Patricia Acie C. Batley (expired)
Weir, Rt. 5, Benton;
Rt. 1.

•

'

1 .Legal
1 •L e.g a I
CIVIL ACTION FILE NO. 84-CI-289
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky. Calloway
Circuit Court.
•
NOTICE OF SALE
•
Dunia Collins, Plaintiff, Versus Oliver
Smith and Calloway County, Kentucky.
Defendant.
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
Jan. 11 Term thereof 1985, in the above cause,
for the sum of Two Thousand Three Hundred
Seventy Seven and 87/100 Dollars. with interst
at the rate of 12(;', per cent per annum from
the 15th day of December 1982, until paid and
its cost therin I shall proceed to offer for sale
at the Court House door in the City of Murray,
Kentucky, to the highest bideer, at public auction -on the 25th day of February 1985, at 1:00
o'clock p.m., or thereabout, upon a credit of
ten days, the following described property,
to-wit:
One acre off of the east side of Grantor's
property by Deed from Claude Collins of
record in Book 146, Cabinet 1, Drawer 1, Card.
170, in the office of the Calloway Courirjr Clerk
said tract beginning at the northeast corner
of Grantor's property corner at the west right
of way of the Duncan-Peeler Road; thence
west 230 feet and along the norther property
line of Grantor's property; thence_soulkh 190
feet to a point 230 feet west of the south east
corner of Grantor's property and parallel to
the Grantor's south property line; thence east
230 feet along the south line of Grantor's property to a corner on the west right of way of
the Duncan-Peeler Road; thence north and
along the west right of way of the Duncan.
Peeler Road 190 feet to the point of beginning.
Oliver Smith derived title to the above
described property by Deed from Dunia Collins dated the 16th day of November, 1981,
which is of record in the office of the Clerk or
the Calloway County Court in Book 162. Card
1701.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale, until
paid, ai4haviog the force and effect of a judgment. Bicid68 will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L kyan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court

said the spokesman,
Nick Frazier.
Frazier said the doctor s began
chemotherapy and are
"optimistic that he will
respond well and be
back home and return to
his normal activities
soon."
'"James really appreciates the concerns
local people have expressed," Frazier said,
but he added that Trim2 .Notic .e
ble is being kept in a
relatively sterile semiisolated environment.
Friends may write, but
Face
only family members
Brick
are allowed to visit and
';no flowers are permitStart At
he said.
L
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Jury gives damages
to man said beaten CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

PAINTSV1LLE, Ky.
(AP) - Paintsville
Mayor James Trimble,
hospitalized in Lexington with acute
leukemia, is expected to
respond well to
chemotherapy and be
able to return home in
four to six weeks, a
family spokesman said.
Trimble was flown to
St. Joseph's Hospital in
Lexington by helicopter
Jan. 28 after suffering
what was first believed
to be a heart attack. But
doctors said the proNEANitH/L•f„ L.,406017ER FACifi blem was a shortage of
TAe0057F•VOLI5, rWHOY CA4T41„. oxygen in his blood
WHEN THE KOCX5 caused by an oversupp5T4RT SLCWI N5 ly of white blood cells
vicor OTHER UP,
CHUCKLE..CkuCKLE„ due to the leukemia.
.••••-•"

-

ter/banana, fruit juice
and milk; Thursday tacos and salad,
cheeseburger, sweetened rive, mexican beans,
carrot-raisin salad, fruit
Juice and milk; Friday
- vegetable soup and
sanwich, pizza,
macaroni and cheese,
later rounds, pineapple
chunks, fruit juice and
milk.
---CALLOWAY COUNTY
---Calloway High
Monday - crispy fish,
roast beef sandwich;
Tuesday - lasagna,
chicken pattie sandwich; Wednesday burritoes/chili, corn
dog; Thursday- baked
chicken, fish sandwich;
Friday - steak nuggets,
sloppy Joe sandwich.
Pizza,. hamburger,
salad bar and a variety
of fruits, vegetables and
drinks are available
daily.

'1359..1.00

Vowel! &
Son Inc.
IL Martin,

P

I

'IN
587./301

•-•2 .NOtice
Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds Pont Cad Buick
JUDY Williams Tax
Service. Reasonable
rates. Call for arr appoIntment 496-2524 or
435-6486.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
2 .Notice

6. Help Wanted

l'At:F: 13

24. Miscellaneous

30. Business Rentals
49
Used Cars
53. Services Offered
NEEDED, babysitter OAK & hickory 1173INESS real estate 1979 COUGE
LICENSED Electrician
R
XR
7,
for 3 and .5 year old. firewood. You haul, $20 for rent. Appzoximately 26000 miles,
excellent for residential and
500 to 2000 sq ft. in Bel
Approximately 25 hours a rick Call 437-4829.
condition, $5600 or best commercial. Heating
Mr
Center.
Ideal
per week. Call 753-4801.
for
PIONEER UKP-7606
and air condition, gas
offer. Call 759 1524.
retail or professional
PART-time help. Must auto -reverse car
installation and repair
1979 PONTIAC Sunbird
be responsible & willing cassettee radio. Bass, offices. Call Paducah Auto,
under 50,000 mi., Phone 753-7203
502-443-8461.
to work any hours. trible loudness, music
good on gas, $2700. Call APPLIANCE
Qualified individuals search. $100 o.b.o. 759- FOR lease, 604 Olive
SERVICE. Kenmore,
St.; 3.000 sq. ft. of office 753-8192 between 4p.M.apply in person at 1728 before 5p.m.
Westinghouse,
11p.m.
space.
3
months
Payless
free
Shoe
Source, /SEASONED firewood FREE towing, road
1983 FORD Escort wa• Whirlpool. 22 years
rent
with
3
yr.
628
lease.
Central
Shopping oak, hickory, mixed
experience. Parts and
service, travel service,
Call collect: Wayne oon, 5 speed, 28000
service. Bobby Hopper,
maps, $10,000 death Center. Murray, Ky. hardwoods $30/rick
miles. Call 437-4524.
Mayes
502-582-1
400.
42071.
delivered. Min. order 2
Bob's Appliance Serinsurance, traveler's
ricks. Call John BAT!
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
checks., _ magazine, bond
. 32. Apts for Rent
50. Used Trucks
9. Situation Wanted
753-0338.
Business 753-4872, 436service & more. AAA
WILL do babysitting In SEASONED oak 1 BEDROOM apt. Ap- 1962 CHEVY pickup. 5848 (home).
759-9673.
pliances & water fur- Call 753-2621.
my home day & night. firewood. Also will do
Call 753-6043.
tree trimming, remov- nished, 482 per month. 1974 DATSIN pickup.
Aluminum
Excellent condition.
Do Something Nice WILL do typing In my ing, and shaping Call 753-0595.
Servic
COUPL
$1250.
e Co.
E
Call
of
shrub
753-9571.
female
bery.
home.
Call
Call 753-0887.
For Yourself.
graduate students will 1978 INTERNATIONAL
Aluminum and vinyl
Will do housecleaning, 753-5476.
share a 3 BR house near conventional 350 cumCall BIBLE CALL
siding. Custom trim
references . Call 436-5606
WHIRLPOOL microwave MSU and downtown. mens engine, recent
work. References.
- afternoons.
759-4444
oven with 700 watts cook
753-6577 or call collect overhaul. 1975 Fruehuf
Call Will Ed Bailey,
ing power, Only $4.50 443-1071 for Kathy.
Children's Tape
42' reefer, ribbed
13. For Sale or Trade
753-0689
week. Rudolph Goodyear. RICH heat bills? Try aluminum floor, kern
759-4445
GEORGE Hodge and
753-0595.
RAROLD'S Tree Serthis new R30 (10 1/2 lite walls. 438-2837."
NORTH 641 Craft & Son. We buy trade and
inches Insulation) 1 BR 1982 3-15 GMC pickup. vice. Topping, cutting.
Flea Market, Murray, sell used furniture, 25. Business Services
apt., 3 mi. east of town. Extra sharp. Rally trimming, etc. Also.
Ky. Now open weekends appliances and TV's. JOYCE Noel Tax Ser- Call 753-8848.
wheels, white letter clean-up work. shrubb°
(spaces available). For For sale: used freezers, vice. Short forms still TAKING applications tires, 4 speed. Call ery & over grown areas
information call 753- refrigerators, ranges. $7:50, long forms $15 for Section 8. Rent 753-1596 or 753-5905.
Fast, dependable ser• washers & dryers, used
4566.
and up (includes Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 1983 CJT JEEPT-Call vice. Insured. For free
bunk beds, regular Federal
estimates call 437-4607.
& State). In BR. Apply Hilldale after 6p.m. 753-7644.
beds, bedroom suites, home
service for Apts., Hardin, Ky. 1984 TOYOTA -4x4. Ex- INSULATION blown in
dinette suites, couch & elderly
or shut-ins. Call Equal Housing tra cab, SR5 sport by Sears. TVA apchair sets, odd chairs & 489-2440
between 8a.m.- Opportunity.
15 Years Experience,
truck. Low mileage, proved. Save on those
couches, shelves &
8p.m.
for
appoint
ment
perfect condition, 753- high heating and coolReferences, Free
bookcases, pots, pans or
33. Rooms for Rent
information.
1342
or 438-5529 ask for ing bills. Call Sears
and dishes. 010 Dixieland
Estimates.
753-2310 for free
ROOMS near campus. Eric.
Shopping Center.
estimate.
boys
only.
Call
753-5561.
Richard W. Jones
51. Campers
14. Want to Buy
Tax Service
34. Houses for Rent
1977 JAYCO 20 ft
1 ACRE of land 1 or
Confidential professional
3 BEDROOM house In self-contained trailer,
miles from Hardin. Call
service.
BS
in
accountin
g
WE TAKE
air & awning. Call
Murray. Call 753-5561.
759-1668 after 5p.m.
with 14 years experience
3 BEDROOM house, 435-4429.
THE CAKE
30 -PIECE com*Boxing
in preparing personal,
Fruit aaskois shipped na1639 Miller, Murray. CHEVROLET motor
memorative half dollar
business and farm returns
home,
*Fram
fully
tionwide, Gorilla-Grams.
492-8225.
ing
self
conset. Will pay $2000 & up.
tained, $4000, will trade.
94 West and
Balloon Bouquets, Rent-AAlso, United States
*Born
Posts
37. Livestock-Supplies
Cloyn or Monkey, Cakes.
Call 436-2508.
Oaks Road
proof & mint sets.
*Fence Posts
Free Delivery. VISA & MC.
Call 753-3215 for appoint753-4330.
000 BALES of hay, 52. BoatsMotors
753-9280
*Treated Lumber
ment day or night.
$2.00 a bale. Call 435WANT to buy standing
14 FT. fiberglass fish
4237.
*Metal Roofing
PtRSONALIZED timber. Call 492-8877.
Valentine gifts; ladies WANT to buy new or ZEIT Long Tailor Shop: GRAIN fed calves, 300- boat & trailer, 40 hp
*Form
Hardware
Alterations, tailoring, 600 lbs. .45 cents a lb. Johnson motor, fix up
panties, appliqued used canoe. If you have
sweatshirts, aprons. Let one for sale, call 759- specializing in narrow- Grain fed cow .25 cents real nice. 200 E Yamaha
ing' lapels. Drapes a lb. Weened calves all 3 wheeler, like new. Call
us can your gift! Faye's 1663 after noon.
made. 400 S. 4th, kinds all sizes. Call 753-6132.
Monograms, Down15. Articles for Sale
16 FT. Stinger bass
9a.m.-5p.m., 753-1396.
753-3625.
town, Murray. 753-7743.
boat, 115 Mercury. Real
1 BLACK sofa, walnut RESUME disertation- 38.
Pets-Supplies
good condition. Call
bedroom suite, 1 oc- word processing. Pro
SOFTWARE
casional table, 2 gold & fessionaly, prepared and CHIHUAHUAS, AKC, 435-4429.
Industrial Drive
SOLUTIONS
1 pink chair, and 2 returned to you by mail. small males, $125. J&J 2 2' INBOARD
fiberglass boat. Tandon
Excutive Secretarial Kennels, 901-782-3268.
-lamps.
Call
753-4044
Murray, Ky.
or
Quality software
Service. Lexington Ky. FREE, nine pups, most trailer, $2000, will trade
753-1558.
Phone
759-1099
Call
436-2506.
at discount prices
males hound and poinMATCHING twin beds 606-276-4523.
ter mix. Raised outside, 53. Services
for your apple,
with mattresses & box
Offered
need good homes now or
springs and matching
MIKE HODGE'S
C-64 or IBM PC.
CARPENTEft, 27 years NEED work on your
will
dresser, $250 Call 436be
put
to
sleep
TAX SERVICE
trees? Topping, prun753-2320
Available at Ken-Mur experience. At this time ing, shaping,
2106.
Enrolled To Practice
complete
taking interior work.
Located inside
Antique
Shop,
Route
94
Before The IRS Bachelor
Also, taking suitable removal and 'more. Call
halfw
ay
betwe
en ,
John's
B.OVER'S TREE
Degree in Accounting at
Murray and Aurora,' exterior bids on SERVICE
Saving Center
for ProMurray State 8 years of
watch for red shop sign buildings. Get on the fessional tree
care.lists now. Call for W.A.
Open:
experience preparing Inin yard. No phone.
753-0338.
& Son collect 345-2024.
dividual, Business. Partner3-7 PM, Mon.-Fri.
ODD Job specialist,
Desks, files, chairs,
43. Real Estate
ship, __ and Corporate
1-5 PM Sat.
folding tables,
returns. Low rates and
BANK of Murray & Fm
plumbing, fencing. You
Piotess)onal
hundreds of satisfied
H.A. repossessed proname it. I do, ft. You
5. Lost and Found
clients. Now preparing
perties. Other listings,
Stump'Removal
buy, I install'. You.
3 MINIATURE
Murray-Calloway Co.
returns day or night-call
break, I fix. Call 436Service
Schnauzers. mother &
Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
759.1425 . for
2868.
an
pup, lost at 134 West &
753.8148 or Ron Talent
Call 474-2774
appointment
783. Call 759-4004.
753-9894.
1016
Jeffers
on
or 474-2741
RROWN dr white beagle
3MREET-15Airrr"r-A-7 FOR . sale, by _ owner,
lost around Sldridge
Paducah, Ky.
vacant lot & rental
SERVIC'
E
,
Federal
and
DILL Electric is now reSwifts. Reward. Call
442-4302
state tax returns property across from winding
527-8076.
electric motors.
prepared your place or Murray Fire Dept.. on Call
753-9104.
WHIRLPOOL heavy duty mine. No extra charge! *Poplar. Call 753-9251.
6. Help Wanted
FENCE sales at Sears
washer with 4 cycles. Free pickup and delivFree Estimates
now. Call Sears 753-2310
46. Homes for Sale
of work lone Only $6.00 per week. ery. Phone 436-5574. .
759-1983
for free estimate for
Bills piling up? Looking Rudolph Goodyear, 7533 BR brick house, full
your
needs.
for -a way out? DON'T 0695.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
basement with 1 BR
Plumbing &
BE LAZY, get WHIRLP
OOL 17 Cu ft
12x65 MOBILE home. upstairs apt. & 2 BR LEE'S CARPET Electric. Call 437-4740.
motivated. Call 762-3839
with textured Furnished, undrpin- garage apt. Located CLEANING. For all THWEATTS Alternato learn how I can help steel
door. Only $8.00 per fling. blocks, nice. Also, 11/2 block from hospi- 'your carpet & upholst- tor, Generator & Starter
you start building per- week. Rudolph
Goodyear '81 Chevrolet 3/4 ton tal, 713 Elm. Call ery cleaning. For a -free Service (rebuilt lir
re•
sonal and financial 753-0595.
pickup, extra nice. Call 502-395-4756.
estimate call 753-5827. pairedi. Route 01, Almo.
success. YOU CAN
3
BR home in Hardin, 1 Satisfied references.
498-8588.
KY, 42020. Shop
change your life for the 16. Home Furnishings
1984 Buccaneer 14x70, acres, central air &
(502)753-8742.
better!
heat,
full basement.
WRITECI75=v77-111WILL haul white rock.
y step-up kitchen, 2 BR, 2
IntigatIon Residential
dryer with 3 temp selec- bath, central heat & air. Only serious inquiries
sand, lime, rip rap and
CAMPBELL WELL
tions. Only $4.00 per dishwasher, under- call 437-4713.
masonary sand, coal,
SALESMAN
DRILLING
week. Rudolph Goodyear, pinned and much more
dirt, gravel, fill sand.
114c1(enne
49.
Used
.
To
Cars
Local
retail
753:0595.
Price reduced. Call
Call Roger Hudson.
Call Collect
753-9644.
1968 PONTIAC LeMans,
753-4545 or 753-6763.
business looking
901-352-3671 or
20, Sports Equipment
89 CHAPERALL 12x52. $550. Call 753-3868.
901 352 5704
for aggressive perGUNS, Rogers Gun 2 BR in Fox Meadows, 1977
Prix, red.
Aluminum and Vinyl
Free Estimates
son. Sales
Shop; S&W 44 mag. has velvet drapes, car- loadec7Wse call after
siding and Aluminum
$375, M/36 $200, M/19 peted, dinning table, 6p.m. 759-4505.
FORREST Constructrim for all houses. It
$250. M/27 $245, M/459 radio, T.V. center. 1477 THUNDERBIRD. tion. All types of constops painting.
All inquiries
$330, M/60 4245, M/66 chair, table, floor lamp, PW, bucket seats, struction & remodeling,
$270, Ruger Super Black other. extra's refrigera- Pioneer stereo, 92xxx additions & new house
confidential. Send
Jack Glover
tor. stove, gas heat, ac. mi, $1500. Call 753-6398 blue prints. Call
Hawk $240. 759-9673.
resume to Ledger
753-1873
$3,400.
Call 753-9672.
753-9688.
PADUCAH Gunshow
or 753-3879.
& Times P.O. Box
February 9-10, 10.5.
1977 TOYOTA, snow GENERAL
guns, accessories, 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
tires, runs good. $600. REPAIR. 15 years ex- P AINTING1040-G.
Coins, knives, related 3 BEDROOM trailer.401972 Plymouth. new tires, perience. Carpentry, paperhanging.
Items. McCann Gun- gastheat, in Hardin. Call new brakes, radiator, concrete, plumbing, commercial- re1500. Will trade. Call roofing, siding. NO JOB sidential. Free esEASY ASSEMBLY shows. Tables available 759-1417.
TO SMALL. Free es- timates. References 25
3 OR 3 BR, furnished, 436-2506.
WORK! $600.00 per 100 call 502-851-3377.
AC/natural gas. Shady 1978 LINCOLN, new timates. Days 753-6973, yrs. experience
Guaranteed payment.
24. Miscellaneous
Oaks 753-5209.
Tremon Farris 759-1987.
No experience/no
tires, excellent condi- nights 474-2276.
=ERING by Sears. ROOFING. Plumbing,
sales. Details send self- M" DIRT blazer bike TRAILETr for rent.
e
tion, $2500 or best offer.
Sears continuous gut- Siding, Additions,
addressed stamped en- for sale. 4 years old. Brandon Dill, Dill's
Call 435-4.414.
ters Installed for your Painting, General Carvelope; Elan Vital- 332, Good condition? $35 Trailer Court. Must have
73 FORD Galaxy, $250, specifi
cations. Call pentry. P.A. Molony Co
references.
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft. firm. Call 753-0126.
make a good work car.
Sears 753-2310 for free 7 5 3 - 8 6 2-8 . Free
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
ANTIQUE oak wall
Chevy
truck,
'65
$175. estimate.
Estimates.
MANAGER trainee, if phone. Also, glass 30. Business Rentals
All kinds of truck parts
you qualify you will showcase. Call 753-4330.
access
ories. '78
&
receive • $1500 for two SUPER -Tuner
Honda moped, excellent
3
months while in school. Pioneer car stereo,
condition, 4250. Call
$24,000 per year after Rockfort Fostat
commer
cial
Two
759-1211 after 5p.m.
e
graduation. Sales & punch, 40 amp. TS
6906
'75 RABBIT. Good
buildings located
management ex- Pioneer speakers, 2
way
-shape Good gas mile4th & Sycamore.
perience helpful. Call Pioneer tweeters. Must
age. Reasonably priced.
901-885-3074, 8: 30a.m
sell together. Call 759753-4494
Call after 5p.m. "Mov
9:30a.m. only
4877 between 4 & 8p.m.
ing" 759-9969.
DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LiASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753 2617

ROOFING!

53

Services Offered
APPLIANCE REPAIR .
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinatos and
Brown Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dishwasher s, refrigerators,a etc. Earl
Lovett. 354-6956 or 7535341.

PAINTING

5.3 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
IIIET BASEMENT' Ihe JOINERS Tree Ser.
make wet basements vice
30 years ex .
dry
Work completely perience Also bucket
guaranteed
Call or truck for hire Call
write Morgan Con
753-0366
struction Co Rt 2. Box •
We do custom •
409A Paducah, Ky
• homing.
42001 or call 1-442-7026
•
753 8298
•
• CARTER
STUDIO
THOMAS ELECTRONIC
300 MAIN ST SUITES •
•
1 North 3rd Entrance
SATELLITE SERVICE
•
REPAIR & SALE
5 ?
1yanted
Hwy. 94 at Lynnville. Ky
61.150 and up

WOOD, any type up to
4 !ong & 12 diameter 4
nìi S of Murray on 641
753-9251

502-382-2823

INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
1.
WALLPAPERING

Orimys

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
C vER
20 YEARS
EXPERIENCF

a FREE ESTIMATES*

SOLID WOOD CABINETS &

SEWING Machine ReRAISED PANEL DOORS
Bach • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
pair. All makes and
GUNCASE
S
•
MANTLES
• BOOKCASES
models Industrial.
KITCHEN :7-ABINE I TOPS • VANITIES
home and commercial
CUSTOM BOIL T FURNITURE & FURNITUR
E REFINISHING
38 yrs. experience. All
COMPITITIVE minces Drop
& Sae Our Display
work guaranteed. Kenneth •Barnhill. 753-2674, •
e•oo
Murray
eo.
1212
6.SMain
.
Stella. Ky

436-2999

FARM
LUMBER

Valentine

welin.s

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

OFFICE
FURNITURE

etc.

CRYTS USED
OFFICE
FURNITURE

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

Think how happy your "special someone v. ill
be when she (or he
reads the persoanl
message from you on Valentine's Day,

,

Buird a memory, compose your message and
Malt Or phone it to the Classified Adveilising
Department. The cost is low
Your message will appear in the special Valentine Love Lines featured in the Classified Section of this newspaper on February 14

Send the coupon below or dial 753-1916

1:11EN out

sHOLAR

experience important.

HOME

FOR RENT

INVITATION TO BID
Sealed proposals will be received by the
Calloway County Board of Education at
the office of the Board, 2110 College
Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky until 1:30
p.m., Thursday. February 28, 1985, for
the furnishing of labor, materials, services
and equipment required to construct
1985 Alterations to Calloway County
High School, Calloway County, Kentucky.
At the appointed time and place all proposals will be'publicly opened and read.
Separate proposals will be received and
separate contracts awarded, for the
following work:
1. Contract No. 1 - General
, Construction
2. Contract No. 2 - Gymnasium Flooring
3. Contract No. 3 - Telescopic Seating
4. Contract No. 4 - Sound Seating
The Owner reserves the right to reject
any and all bids and to waive any informalities therein.

•

R.N.'s needed-for ICU/CCU obstetrics
and staff nurse positions on 3-11 and
11-7. Experience desirable but not absolutely 'necessary. Liberal benefits..
Contact:
Gretchin Asher
DIRECTOR OF NURSING
901-642-1200 Ext. 626
Henry County General Hospital
P.O. Box 1030
Paris. Tn. 38242

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
ClosedYesterday 302.40
Opened
Today
300.50
Down
1.90

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
6.19

Opened
Today
Down

of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
Compliments

7S3 71,3
We buy Gold. Silver & Oiomondt
Hours: 105 Doily. 11 5 Sunday

6 16

.03

Our love is
the kind that
lasts forever'
Your Wile

Dave: I haven't
spent one day not
loving you only!
I'm yours forever!
Love, Arnie

•

FOR SALE
5 brand new heavy type Buck
Stoves (inserts or free standing,
burns wood or coal). Reg.
Price $795. While It Lasts
$650. This includes trim kits, 3
speed thermostatic blower &
fire screen. Call immediately
345-2487

$4.50
$6.50
57,50

GARAGE SALE
Friday & Saturday
Harrell's Farm Center
Hwy. 94 East just
across RR Tracks.
New and used misc.
.iteens
Tools, Tractor wind
breakers.
Battery Terminal ends
254 each

Mail so that it reaches us no later than Feb
Yodr message will appear on Feb 14.
coupon and check or money order to

11
Mail

Ike Lodge& DIM
Clessifiod Adv•rtishig O•pertimat
P.O. kr 1010
Norm,Ilsostpdry 12071 ,
Veer Ness
Address
Oty

Stets
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Four persons injured in accidents
Two wrecks Thursday
afternoon sent four Murray residents to the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, where they
were all treated and
released from the
emergency room.
In an accident at
about 1:43 p.m. Thursday. Lee Vaughn, 78, of
309 North 7th St., was
reportedly making a
right turn off 5th Street
'onto ,Main Street when
he struck a pedestrian,
Myrtle Spaulding. 82. of
905 Fairlane St.. police

said.
of Route 5, Murray.
Spaulding. the only
Roberts informed
one injured in the acci- police that he didn't see
dent, was taken by am- the oncoming car when
bulance to the hospital he struck it.
where she was treated
Injured in the acciand released.
dent were Lampe and
In a separate incident two passengers in her
at about 5:29 p.m.
Th•ursday, Davis
Roberts, 25, of Route 4,
Murray, was reportedly
northbound on 4th Street
An 11-man, one and attempted to make woman jury returned a
a turn into the Shell sta- verdict Thursday in a
tion when he struck a case involving a former
vehicle driven by Murray physician, finDeborah C. Lampe, 33, ding that physician 20

Verdict returned

THE ACES*
-One of my chief regrets during
. my years in the theater is that I
couldn't sit in the audience and
watch me
— John Barrymer.

4.•

vehicle: Jessica Lampe,
5, and Alerd Lampe, 34.
All three were
transported to the
hospital where they also
were treated and released, according to- a
hospital spokesrdan.

South put on a poor show with his
play of today's touchy game. His
trumps proved to be not quite so
strong as they appeared.
East won his diamond queen and
returned the ace. which South
ruffed. The trump king was refused
by West and the trump queen also
held
South was now stuck. If he led
another trump, West would win and
lead his third diamond, forcing
South's last trump. The defense
would then win two trumps, a diamond and a club. •
South cashed his high clubs and
then played hearts. This would land
the game whenever West had at
least two clubs and three hearts.
(South's last heart could be ruffed
in dtimmy-if. necessary.) However,
iiinvikest ruffed.the third heart, and
cashed the trump ace - and a high
club to set he game by one trick.
The game makes if South discards his losing club instead of
ruffing.
Sje
. second diamond. South
ruffs the third diamond, exhausting
West of that suit, and starts
trumps. The difference is that when
West wins his trump ace, he will
not have another diamond to lead,
and South retains control of his
trump suilt..

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
2-8-A
+872
QJ 7
•6 5 4
•A 8 6 3
WEST
EAST
•A 6 5 4
3
V62
V 8543
*J 82
*AKQ1097
.Q.1105
+97
SOUTH
46 KQJ109
VA K 109
•3
•K 4 2
Vulnerable North-South. Dealer
South. The bidding:
South
1•
4•

West
Pass
Pass

North
2*
Pass

East
3•
Pass

Opening lead: Diamond deuce
BID WITH THE ACES
2-8-B
South hold-1
•A65 4
•6 2
•J 8 2
QJ 105
North
l•
24
,

_Smith
14

ANSWER: Three clubs. A close decision, but the good clubs justify one
more shot at game.
Send bridge questions to The Aces, P0 Box
12363. Dallas. Texas 76225 with self-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright 1965
Ututed Feature Syoderate

urg

percent at fault in a civil
suit charging
negligence in the doctor's treatment of a foot
fracture.
Dr. John Golberg was
found 20 percent at fault
In the $200,000 civil suit
filed by John Boyer.
Boyer was found 80 percent at fault. He is
scheduled to receive
$40,000 from the suit.
The suit alleged
negligence on the part of
Golberg in his treatment of a foot fracture
in 1982, when Boyer was
admitted to the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital and treated by
Goldberg.

Shelburne shot
outside home
LOUISVII
, Ky.(AP)
— A shift foreman carrying a "substantial
amount of cash" was
shot to death outside his
home as he was leaving
for work, and police
theorized robbery was
the motive.
They said that Robert
H. Shelpurne, 58, died of
a gunshot wound in the
throat shortly before 5
a.m. Thursday.

Market released
Federal State Markel Seas Ser
vice February I. 11115
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Include 6 Buying St.
tIons. Receipt*: Act. IWO Let. 1100
Barrows 4 Gilts .50 blither Sows
steady 1.00 loa on RIO lb...
I
1-2 2102411 lb...
150.00-50.50
some 51.00
t'S 1-2 260 210
$411.011-50.110
l'S 2.3 210 tie lb"
615.210-50.50
IS 2.4 t50 VII lb...
$45..54145.40
Mows
I'S 1 2 270 3511 lb..
134.00-40.00
1-3 3110-4.50 lb...
5.10.00-41.00
I'S 1-34.415400 lb...
141.00-46.50
IN IS 5110-1150 lb.,$47.50-51.60
l'S 2 3 3004414) lb...
136.00 30.011
Boars 134•35.50

OBITUARIES
Gil Hopson's funeral today Mr. Easley,
Final rites for Gil J.H. Churchill Funeral
Funeral rites Hopson
father local
are today at 2 Home.
,
Jerrell White and woman,
Saturday for p.m. in the chapel of the theDr.Rev.
dies
Chester Culver
Usher
rites
are
Paul
officiating. Mrs.
Wright Easley,
A.C. Jones
Hazel Brandon is 70, father of Mrs. Rita
conducted
organist.
Fc.isy of Murray, died
The funeral for Arthur
Active pallbearers Wednesday at the Obion
Cletus Jones will be
roreltanforci
ce p
ate li
County Rest Home near
Dale Campbell,
Talre
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the

l

S
chapel of the J.H,Chur- Usher are today at
1
chill Funeral Home. The
p.m. in the chapel of the
Rev. Stephen Cobb will Blalock -Coleman
officiate.
Funeral Home.
Pallbearers will be
The Rev. Charles
Mark Cunningham, Nelson and the
Rev.
Floyd McKenzie, Taz Kenneth Newsome are
Cole, Jim Bolin, O.D. officiating. Mrs.
Otto
Wadkins and Grover Erwin is organist.
Oakley.
Pallbearers are
Burial will follow in
Steven Barnes, Rodney
the Kirksey Cemetery Fowler, Kevin
Fowler,
with Masonic rites at Russell Usher, Tim
the graveside.
Blosser and Ray Usher.
Friends may call at
Burial will follow in
the funeral home after 4 the Chapel Hill
p.m. today (Friday).
Cemetery in Graves
Mr. Jones, 81, Fern
County.
Terrace Lodge, died
Masonic rites were
Tuesday at 11:20 p.m. at conducted
Thursday at 7
the West View Nursing
p.m. at the funeral
Home. He was a charter chapel.
member and life
Mr. Usher, 69, Orrmember of the Garden
vile, Ohio, died Sunday
Ark Lodge No. 595 Free at 6 p.m.
He was a
and Accepted Masons of
member of the FarmMichigan.
ington Lodge No. 382
He is survived by his Free and Accepted
wife, Mrs. Bessie Cobb
Masons.
Jones, to whom he was
He is survived by one
marred on April 14, daughter, Mrs. David
1926( brothers-in-law (Patricia)
Barnes,
and sisters-in-law, Mrs. Newton Falls,
Ohio; one
Flo Jones, Harlansd
stepdaughter, Mrs. Tim
Bowden, Rufus Rule, (Shirley) Overby,
Orrand Mr. and Mrs. O.D. vile, Ohio;
10 grandWadkins; several nieces
children; three greatand nephews.
grandchildren.

a dy Outland,
Fannin, Robert Swift,
Keith Brandon and
Jackie Byerly.
Members of the Men's
Adult Sunday School
Class of Poplar Spring
Baptist Church and of
the Calloway County
Fiscal Court are serving
as honorary groups.
Burial will follow in
Evans Cemetery. _
Mr. Hopson, 68, Rt. 5,
died Tuesday at St.
Thomas Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn.
He is survived by his•
wife, Mrs. Mary Rogers
Hopson; one sister, Mrs.
Mary Elizabeth Moore;
two brothers, Tess Hopson and John Hopson;
tw9 nephews, Gil Hopson and Tommy
Hopson.'.

Union City, Tenn.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Lottie Belle
Simpson Easley; his
daughter, Mrs. Foy; one
stepdaughter, Mrs.
Larah Boyd, Ridgely,
Tenn.; one son, Tony
Easley, Troy, Tenn.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Margaret
Worel, Millington,
Tenn.. and Mrs. Adele
King, Troy, Tenn.; four
grandchildren; four
stepgrandchildren; two
stepgreatgrandchildren.
The funeral is tqday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of
the Whlte-Mahon
Funeral Home, Troy.
Burial will follow in
the Cobbs Chapel
Cemetery near Hornbeak, Kry.
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OM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS

GM

Keep That :11:reat
GM Feeling Kith
Genuine GM Parts

4
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GRAVEL
We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343
435-4319

K AK STUMP REMOVAL
VV.• (01
, Fl`mow.

stumps UP
bet,. the ground
435 4303 or 435 0319.
W.• Now. Ho..1 Po G.."1

In 24

1981 Chevy Monte Carlo
- Power Windows, PoWer.Locks, Wire Covers, Power
Steering, Power Brakes, Air, Tilt,' Cruiser Radio. •

$6977"
8.8 - APR.
Financing Rate on 5-10
Pickups Through 3-31-85
DwithiN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
Aniewhowageo,r#0//
wummanam
ArnmPoi hakW/////'
753 - 26 1 7 "//////'///////*
Me1M07
&ft&

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

641 S. Morrow
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Quality Products at Prices You Can Afford

Halshire Smoked Sausage
Seitz Wieners
Savory Bacon
Beef Patties
Hash Brown Patties

12

We carry many name brands but
if we find a product of equal quality but at a lower price we buy it.
We don't pay for fancy labels and
neither do you.

Orange Juice
Pineapple Juice
Sliced Carrots
Golden Corn
Pitted Cherries

79'
10 Lb. Box "10"
lb. 89`
16 oz.

Brownie Mix
Sweet-N-Low
Appian Way Pizza Mix
Sloppy -Joe Sauce v:/m.at
Dente Potato Chips

16

so ct. 694
89'
89'
75 oz 59'
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BOY SCOUT SECTION

Shades of MSU's founding

Museum story: Murray delivers
By CHARLES HONi.EV
Staff Writer
The turning point for the Boy Scout museum
in Murray. came about halfway into a meeting - r
the -night of-Nov. 15, 1983.
Murray State President Kala Stroup had di"vited community leaders to the meeting at the
Currts C.enter, where she asked them to "put
on your thinking caps" and figure out how to
come up With more than $2 million. That was
the difference between the $300,000 MSU had
committed towird the building, and the amount
Boy Scouts of America considered necessary to
build a quality: national museum.

t.„

The first half of the meeting was less than
productive. The group of about five dozen
businessmen and political leaders peppered
Stroup and museum Director Darwin Kelsey
with questions: Did,..MSU really want the
museum? Who determined it would cost $3 to
$5 Million? Didn't.MSU or BSA know it would
cost that much, and why was only $300,000
allocated?
The atmosphere was one of bewilderment
and, at some points, hostility. The people of
Murray had thought they had themselves a national museum, and now they found they had to
raise $2 million-plus or they would lose it. This

SOLITINC I
izt

Kala Stroup: 'I knew
if ii).e were going to
do it, this was the
only way we could.'

444_
NT,

$3 to $5 million "Cadillac" plan seemed to be
the culprit.
Then up stood Gary Haverstock, an attorney
and board member of the Chamber of Commerce. "I don't think there's any question that
this thing could be the best thing that ever happened to Murray since Murray State University," he said. "I think we need to go for a
Cadillac museum. People want to help...but
we're tired of hitting dead ends."
From that point on, the assembled leaders
stopped trying to figure out what had already
happened and Started trying to determine what
to do. Longtime businessman Max Hurt compared the situation to the founding of MSU,
when area residents raised more than $100,000
from considerably slimmer resources.
Within an hour, a steering committee had
been formed to devise a fund-raising strategy.
Businessmen privately expressed confidence
they could come up with the necessary funding,
somehow.
Before that meeting, the prospects of Murray
becoming the museum's home had looked
bleak. The bAiness community had not been
responsive in a meeting earlier that year, and
Stroup was not optimistic going into the
November meeting. She later acknowledged
she was somewhat surprised by the response of
the community that night. She recalled recently that going into the meeting, "I knew if we were going to do it, this was the only way we
could. I was not positive about the degree of
support for the museum."
Neither were a good many people in Murray,
despite the fact that BSA and MSU had signed
a.contract Aug. 26, 1981 designating the former
laboratory- school on North 113th Street as the
museum's new location. Between that signing,
accompanied by the salutes of Scouts and other
appropriate hoopla, and today's formal
recognition by national scout officers of Mur(Cont'd on page 4)

75 Years To
Be Proud!
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What do these two have in
common?
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Today's Boys—Tomorrow's Leaders

4•

Murray State University

PARKER FORD
A SCOU
and T...
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Both --are„friendly, courteous and
helpful.
Stop by and test drive a new Ford.
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Carroll Tire Service
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'Welcome to the museum'
A specially programmed robot and a staff member will greet visitors to the
National Museum of the Boy Scouts of America. Touch-screen technolog
y
will be used to interview each visitor or'group and compile information on
visitors' age, scouting affiliation, geographic origin, and names and ad-- dresses. The robot will "talk" to visitors, informing them of the origins of
other visitors at the -museum that day. This is an examplf—of the "participatory" nature *of the museum, which will try to invoke visitors in
• scouting and help them appreciate scouting values.

.14

Scout motto worth
remembering in
75th birthday week
On my honor I will do my best
To do my duty to God and my country and
To obey the Scout Law;
To help other people at all times;
To keep myself physically strong, mentally awake, and morally straight.

4.

The Scout Oath is a guide for a young man's life.
Over the years, some 70 million Americans have taken that pledge
to
heart. Since 1910 that is the number of individuals who have been members
of the Boy Scouts of America. President Gerald Ford is perhaps the best
known Eagle Scout. But he's not alone. There is astronaut Neil Armstron
g,
basketball star and Senator Bill Bradley. ET director Steven Spielberg.
There was also John Kennedy,our first president to have been a Scout. Then
Scoutmaster and President Jimmy Carter and Boy Scout and baseball
superstar Hank Aaron.
The organization strives to develop good traits of character in young people, to instill in them values of good citizenship, to encourage them to
become physically fit young people. This week it celebrates its 75th anniversary. For most of its existence, the Boy Scouts of America has grown rapidly
in membership and in influence in the daily lives Of youngsters.
Over the years, this organization has • made many innovations to keep
abreast of changing times. But above all, to young people it is still fun, as it
goes about its business of teaching ethical values, of building good citizens
from all walks of life, and from all races and creeds.
We take it for granted, like motherhood and apple pie. At 75, many of us
are in our twilight years. Fortunately, not Boy Scouting. So we say a happy
diamond anniversary — this February 8 — to every Tenderfoot Scout and
every Eagle Scout, to the new 7-year-old Tiger Cub, to the more than 40,000
Explorers, nearly half of whom are young women, and to afl the others,
youth and adult, who have had a part in this American institution.

WAL-MART

A Tribute To
Our Boy. Scouts
When Lord Robert Baden-Powell, the Englishman,
conceived the idea of the Boy Scouts and later our
own American, Dan Beard, furthered and promoted the idea here, neither, we suspect, ever
dreamed what world wide fountains of Youth he
was putting into action! Today the Boy Scouts are
the flower of young manhood in every quarter of
the globe. Their deeds are legion. Their clean,
manly characters shine forth from their scrubbed
facetRnd the trim uniforms they wear. How very
proud we fathers and mothers of Boy Scouts
should be! Their merit badges are a symbol of
sincerity, eagerness to serve and pride in their
organization. God bless them all. They'll be
leaders tomorrow!

PEOPL9/BANK
MURRAY

Penny Rd.

KY.

Member FDIC

In banking. PEOPLE still make the difference

Main Office
5th & Main
753-3231

FISHER-PRICE TOYS

Central Center
641 N.
759-9995

on/

753-045

North Branch
North lph & Chestnut
753-3231

South Branch
South 12th s& Story
753-3231

Keel's Vacuum Sales & Service
Bel Air Center

753-2706
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Funding problems kept museum mumbo

BOY SCOUT SD

The

(Cont'd from page 2)
ray's successful fundraising effort, the
museum's future in Murray at times looked
nonexistent.
,
But as in 1922, Murray has managed to come
,up with what it needed for something it wanted
— in spite of disagreements, foot-dragging,
legal haggling, and the financial,realities of
Kentucky.
In item in 'Boys Life'
It began, of course, with Deng — former
President Constantine Curris, the man who
landed the $8 million Curris Center. the
renovated Waterfield Library, and who was the
best or worst thing that ever happened to Murray State, depending on whom one asks. In the
fall of 1979, he spied a notice in the scouting
magazine Boys Life that BSA was moving its
headquarters from New Jersey to Irving,
Texas and would need a new home for its
museum.
The 50,000-square-foot lab school building
needed a use. There were 16 million scouts
within 500 miles of Murray. Negotiations
began.'
The Board of Regents approved a proposal in
March. 1980. plegging "adequate housing and
support" for the museum; and although MSU
was up against major cities such as Detroit. in
october BSA accepted the proposal.
In-August. 1981. a 10-year operating contract
was signed, in which MSU agreed to renovate
the building so it would suitably house BSA's $7
million collection of artifacts, which included 54
Norman Rockwell paintings. A museurn board
of trustees was- appointed in December, 1981,
_ and museum Director Darwin Kelsey was hired
in April. 1982.

,
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It was when Kelsey drew up design plans for.
the museum in the 411 of 1982 that the happy . • horizon of the new museum was first darkened.
Kelsey had been seniorvice president for
research at Old Sturbridge Village in
Ma.Ssachiisetts, a "living history" museum in
which life in the colonial era is recreated. It is
the nation's largest colonial museum, with a
paid staff of 338 persons and attracting 550,000
visitors in 1982.

The funding impasse
Kelsey says he was not given a funding limit
for his plans. Why he wasn't is not clear. Ron
Christopher, who was regents chairman when
the contract was signed, said at the November,
1983 meeting that "$300,000 was discussed informally," but there was no definite figure
"because no one knew exactly what BSA had in
mind....The first concept of what it would
be.. were Darwin Kelsey's plans."
Curris said he would like to be able to spend
$3 to $5 million-Mr-a top-of-the-line museum,
but that he felt $300,000 would provide a better
museum than the one BSA had had. Kelsey and
engineers from the state disagreed: Physical
renovation of the building alone would cost $1.7
million, they said. The exhibit costs were not
expensive compared to those of other national
museums, Kelsey said.

Kelsey did not want the Boy Scour
museum to be a 'spoon museum.'
Kelsey did not want the Boy Scout museum
to be what he called "a spoon museum": rows
upon rows of items in glass cases. He *anted it
to be a "participatory" museum, where
visitors would get physically involved with the
exhibits and gain an understanding of what
scouting was about. That was the kind of
museum necessary to attract 100,000 or more
visitors a year and pay for itself, he said.
His consultants in the design plans were
Michael Sand of Boston, vipo has helped design
exhibits for many museums including the
Smithsonian and the Boston Children's
Museum, and the Paducah architectural firm
of Peck, Flannery, Gream and Warren, which
designed the Curris Center.
The plans called for three levels of museum
development. Tliey cost from $3 to $5 million.
The problem was, MSU had only appropriated $300,000.

BSA executives and Bill Gay, chairman of
the museum trustees and an executive board
member of the Howard Hughes Medical Institute, stood behind the multi-million dollar
plans. As BSA executive Wes Parker later said.
"I don't think you can doubt the credibility of
the recommendations. It's just that when the
recommendations came in, they cost more than
anyone thought they were going to cost — including the Boy Scouts."
But Curris and regents Chairman Richard
Frymire felt the university couldn't put
anything like $3 or $5 million into a museum
that had little to do with educating college
students, When they met with Gay and Scouts
officials in the spring of 1983, the two sides did
not see eye to eye.
After that, the museum was put on the back
burner with the burner turned off. Curris was
on his way out as president, and the regents
didn't want to make any moves until new
President Kala -Stroup came aboard. The
museum was in limbo for months. One university official called it "an inordinate amount of
- foot-dragging" by the MSU administration.

IM NIB

Boy Scouts are encouraged I
to over-come obstacles in I
life and, in turn, to become
confident and self-assurred •
individuals. We're proud to O
applaud the great influence
the Boy Scouts have had I
on tod,ay s youth. I

'After Stroup took office, she met with BSA officials on campus in late October. That first
Meeting made two things clear: MSU wasn't
going to spend any more money, and BSA
wasn't goilfg to put its collection in an inadequate museum.
Stroup said: "Higher education doesn't have
the resources, and our university doesn't have
- the resources or anticipated resources to do
'more." Frymire agreed: Revenues were
limited, and MSU had to put its money into
education.
The BSA's Parker said MSU's proposal was
"not adequate": and though he said BSA was
not looking for a new site, the possibility of the
museum being pulled out of Murray was
becoming very real.
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Fain Insura ce Agency
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The fund drive: phone calls and lost sleep
(Oont'd from pisge 4)

The story that cannot be told is how many
phone calls were made, how many miles
driven, and how many hours sleep lost by
Easley, Kelsey, Don Kelly, Jim Garrison,
Harold Glen Doran, Ed Chrisman and other
members of the fund-raising group over the
next several months. By Dec. 19, they were still
$500,000 short, and that included a verbal commitment from the state. Easley made an appeal for contributions, saying, "I don't know of
any fairy godmother who's going to bail us
out."
They didn't officially make it. By the end of
the day on Dec. 31, they had raised $2.3 million.
By Jan. 16, they had it all. A little tardy, but
BSA executives didn't sound like they were going to be strict constructionists of the revised

The fund-raising drive
Private fund-raising was the only way MSU
could keep the museum. Hence Stroup's
meeting with community leaders two weeks .9 later. She told them MSU did want the
museum, but not to the tune of $3 to $5 million:
"For the university to make that kind of commitment is almost untenable today."
So the steering committee went to work.
Headed by attorney and former judge Sid
Easley, committee members raised more than
$300,000 in a matter of weeks. They hoped that
would show BSA a good-faith effort to raise the
necessary money,
A Dec. 9 meeting of the museum trustees and
local officials was scheduled, but Gay called it
off, reportedly because he doubted the feasibility of the fund-raising effort.
Then, on Jan. 10, 1984, BSA executives met
with MSU officials and agreed to a compromise: If the community could raise $2.5
million, the museum could open as a scaleddown version of Kelsey's scenario, to be further
developed as more funds were raised.

Eagle wins 119
merit badges

Local officials breathed a sigh
of relief. Now all that had to be
done was the raising of $2.5 million

Local offiCials breathed a sigh of relief. Now
all that had to be done was the raising of $2.5
million.
The committee was looking at local, state
and national sources, and banking heavily on
some help from Frankfort. But new Gov. Martha Layne Collins was waging her own funding
battle, trying to wring a $300-plus million tax
hike out of the General Assembly for education
improvements. Local officials saw themselves
getting just a smidgen of that tax increase
money.
The tax hike never got to a vote. It wasn't until June, then, that the fund drive got under
way full tilt. A consulting firm that had helped
the scouts raise $53 million was retained. The
committee still did not have much more than it
had had way back in December.
At the same time. although BSA and MSU
had agreed verbally to the new plan, they had
not signed an agreement. Proposals laden with
legal minutiae traveled back and forth between
Murray and Texas. It wasn't until October that
both sides' executives and lawyers could all
live with the same document.
For the fund-raisers, the document's most
significant item was its requirement that the
$2.5 million be raised by Dec. 31.

Congratulations to the
fund-raising committee!

1P

ARVADA, Colo. (AP)
— A 16-year-old Eagle
Scout became only the
13th Boy Scout in history
to obtain all 119 merit
badges when he received his patches for rabbit
raising and communications during a troop
ceremony.
Kent P."Skip" Downing, a junior at Arvada
West High School, was
awarded the merit
badges, said John
Groman, public relations director for the
Boy Scouts' DenverArea Council.
"Out of 100 million
Scouts, this has only ,
been done 12 times up to
now. It's really amazing," Groman said of
Downing's feat.
. Kent came up through
the ranks of Cub
Scouting and has interests outside of
Scouting. He is on the
high school swimming
team and is in the marching band.
Groman said another
Colorado Eagle Scout is
due to become the 14th
Scout to get all the merit
badges next month. Rob
Yocum, 18, of Castle
Rock will retire from
the Scouting program
when he receives merit
badge 119 from Troop
376, said Groman.

The world of Scouting is filled
with bright promise and worthwhile goals. for our boys. We
greatly respect them, and the
important work that they dol
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" Bank of Murray
11Y1 I "THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Member FDIC

Bel-Air Center

r

753-5005

•

Vanderbilt Chemical Corp.

enny Rd..

lbmorrow's Leaders!

MURRAY CABLEVISION

[

753-4926

agreement. On Jan. 30-„Stroup.and others
traveled to Texas, and came back with the
unofficial word: We've got it.
On today, Feb. 8, then, BSA national officers
officially received the report of a successful
fund drive. The museum is Murray's. Plans for
renovation and development will begin immediately, and it is hoped the museum will
open in the spring of 1986.
Of course, local officials cannot be complacent. There is, atter all, andther $3.5 million to
fbe raised for the museum's further development, as per the revised agreement.
However, given Murray's track record, with
both the museum and Murray State Normal
School, it would appear likely another $3.5
million will be found, somehow.
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Industrial Road
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Scou
What museum's about weeli
signi

The Museum will be
Moreover, BSA has for
housed in an attractive
decades attracted and
50,000 square
feet
served more young peobuilding
originally
ple than any other youth
designed as a laboratory
organization in the free
school for training
world.
teachers.
• Ithpressive as such
Built in 1969, its large
statistics might appear,
open spaces and rugged
other studies reveal
construction are well
vagueness regarding the
suited for a participatory
purpose and programs of
museum. Necessary inScouting. This lack of
terior renovations and
clarity greatly limits
the addition of proper
perceptions of Scouting's
museum environmental
relevance
and
apand security controls
plicability to a broad
presents no
major
spectrum of community
engineering' difficulties.
youth programs. BSA's
Public awareness and
primary task for the
favorable
attitudes —1980s, therefore, is to find
toward Scouting are
effective ways to break
remarkably high. A 1981
through these shells of
Gallup Survey showed
shallow perception. The
some 96 percent of the
new National Museum
public, nationwide, to be
will play a key role in
aware of BSA and, of -developing several Such
these. 92 percent excommunication tools.
A totally surrounding, 360-degree multimedia theater will be among the
pressed
strongly
programming
The
museum's exhibits.
favorable
views.
concepts which underlie
the Museum's- exhibits
and activities are designed to make the Museum
a potent • vehicle for
outreach. Exhibits are
thematic, conceptualized
around the ideas and
values at the heart of
Scouting rather than
Needs A
simple
arrays
of
Seouting...Scodting
memorabilia. PresentaAmerica Needs
tion techniques emphasize doing and participating rather than
passive observation.
Through careful selection of both messages
and media the Museum's
offerings are designed to
be meaningful and appealing to non-Scouts as
well as Scouts, young
4
and old, male and female
— individuals from
every walk of life.
A Scout Is...
Determination of the
Trustworthy, Loyal, Helpful, Friendly, Courteous, Kind, Reverent, Clean,
Museum's messages —
those ideas which are
Cheerful, Thrifty, Brave and Obedient.
most significant and imTkis week, the Boy Scouts celebrate their 73rd Anniversary. You can bet they're proud
portant to communicate
of their record...and justifiably so. Since, its founding, this organization has helped,
to our society in our day
American boys become men, through its program of building character and providing
— will be. derived from
wholesome activities for growing youngsters.
new, ongoing scholarship. Currently the
We salute an outstanding group of boys!
Museum's artifcatual,
archival and library
holdings include more
than 30,000 individual
items. Systematic collections growth and refinement will aid the
Museum's sponsorship of
research by staff and
other
scholars.
Academic anaylsis of the
impact Of Scouting on
American family and

../

West Ky. Rural Eledric
Cooperative Corporation

153-5012

Murray-Mayfield

community life, citizenship and leadership
training, conservation of
natural resources and
similar topics will
receive
sustained
systematic support for
the first time. This opportunity to increase'
basic knowledge of
Scouting's
role
in
American society and to
disseminate it, broadly
through the r'several
media available to the
Museum
is
extraordinary.
The Museum and its
programs are intended
for high public visibility
'both on site in Murray
and in numerous traveling formats. While
Scouting activities are
primarily for Scout,and
frequently perceived as
exclusively so, the
Museum will strongly
promote its programs as
being for "everyone."
Visitor attendance in
Murray is conservatively expected to reach
150,000 per year within a
year or two of opening.
Traveling programs will
be designed to gain access to new audiences in
major museums, corporate headquarters and
commercial malls.
The role of the National Museum within
and for Scouting has
changed' significantly
from that which prevailed prior tcr 1979 in its
former circumstances in
New Jersey. Emphasis
has shifted from artifact
repository
and
memorabilia display to
scholarship and ammunication — in the
famous words of Robert
Smithson, founder of the
Smithsonian Institution,
to the "increase and diffusion of knowledge."
Like Scouting itself,
the Museum's programs
will strive to provoke, to
challenge, and to cause
those who experience
them to feel differently
about themselves and
Scouting.as a result of
their experience. The
Museum's programs will
endeavor to so move people, emotionally and intellectually, that they
will seriously Weigh the
meaning and applicability of Scouting's ideals for
their own lives.

aNIW

Footprints
Southside Shopping Center 753-4383

MURRAY HOME &
AUTO TRUE VALUE
Chostnut St.

753-2571

Buchanan's
Feed & Seed
hedintrial Road

7534378
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Scouting anniversary
week takes on special
significance this year
show how Scouting has
the Future."
Scout Executive Bruce
Tuten of the Four Rivers
changed over the years.
Units will set up their
Plans ,are proceeding
exhibits on Friday night
Council headquartered
for the Pinewood Derby
in Paducah, reports that
March 8. Any work not "
Fun Run Open. Both
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'mayors and county
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Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods...
This Region's Official
Boy Scout & Cub Scout Supplier
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We Congratulate You!
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We Salute the Boy Scouts of this. Area
and their Leaders. We wish them continued success serving our Youth and our

Community.
753-1342

Murray. Ky.

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET,INC.
Hwy. 641 S. Murray

CEDRIC. JO. ERIC AND JANE BENSON

753-2617
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Murray State University & The Boy Scouts Of America Join In
Acknowledging With Deep Appreciation The Following Contributions To
The National Boy Scout Mtoeum In Murray, Kentucky

$500,000 & Over
Commonwealth of Kentucky
Comm. Dev. Grant
James Graham Brown Foundation

$50.000 & Over
Murray Economic Development Corp
Murray Tourism Commission
City of Murray
Calloway County
Bingham Enterprises.
Kentucky Petroleum Jobbers Assoc.
Bank of Murray
Peoples Bank of Murray
Reed Crushed Stone

t.4

$100,000 & Over
Humana

$5,000 & Over
Chuck Wynn
Murray Industrial Foundation
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn
Kopperud Realty
G.T. and Beauton Brandon
Max & Kathryn Carman
Owens Food Market
Jean Ryan
Hutson Chemical

$1.000 & Over
Murray Downtown Merchants Assoc.
Byron Forbus
Radio Station WSJP
Murray Women's Clinic
Murray Insurance Company
Eurie Garland
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
Bank of Benton
Murray Cablevision
Hopkinsville Fed. Say. & Loan
Broeringmeyer Health Awareness Center
Shackleford, Goode 8z Thurman
Murray Surgical Associates
Vanderbilt Chemical

Other Valued Support
Irving M. Bright
Miller & Lampkin
Ted Billington
Harry Lee Waterfield
Carroll-VW Audi
H. T. Carroll
Harold McReynolds
• J.A. -Gregory, Jr.
Mike Holton

$25,000 & Over
Texas Gas Transmission Corp
Ryan Milk Company
Pennwalt Corporation

10,000 & Over
W.T. Young
tizens Fidelity Bank (Louisville)
Paducah-McCracken Co. Tourism Comm.
Marshall County Tourism Comm.
Hawaiian Tropic
Chuck Hoke
Computer Services, Inc.
Crounse Corporation
First Kentucky,Nat. Charitable Fdn.
Ashland Oil
Howard and Ruth Brandon
Alex Campbell
Hilary Boone
Murray Ledger and Times
Paducah Newspapers, Inc.
Anthony Wailer
Citizens Bank & Trust (Paducah)
Bank of Marshall County
Peoples First National Bank (Paducah)
Investors Herita:e Ins. Co.
Sager Glove
Murray Lumber Company
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Houchens Foundation
M. Wayne Bennett & Associates
James M. Byrn
Century 21-Loretta Jobs Realty
Fitts Block'& Ready Mix
James Futrell
Murray Drug Corporation
Murra Home & Auto

Kentucky Hydra-Power'
David Scott Foundation
James W. Cooke
Leonard Vaughn
Purdom Motors, Inc.
Charles Weisberg
Dairy Queen of Murray
. Murray Supply Co.
Lassiter Plaster Co.
Holiday Inn of Murray

McKeel Equipment
Murray Theaters
George Barns
Max Hurt
Richard Crouch
Ralph E. Mills Foundation
Murray Plaza Court
Murray Insurance Center
Bill Hoover
Ed Chrisman
A.H. Kopperud
Steve Zea
Tom Karvounis
Richardson, Howe, Wilson & Cunningham

Holton, Melugin & flaverstock
Bob Cook
Grayson Harrleson
Billy Thurman
C.O. and Lucille Bondurant
L.D. Miller
Tony Hamby
Mr. & Mrs. Robert H. Douglas
1Y. Dunn
Eli and Sally Alexander

Chuck ShuTfett
J. A. Gregory, Sr.
Don and Bonnie Jones
Melvin Henley
Bill Wilson
Hunt Smock
Bailey Binford
John Landrum
Max Parker
Burton young
Bill Adams
Brandeis Machinery Co.

Holland Medical Services
James Bondurant
John and Betty Thompson
Marie Crisp
Headquarters Family Hair Care
C.H. Bourne
Jim Carlin
Bill and Anne Wells
Jerry and Sandra Henry
James and Nancy Kratt

We, Likewise, Express Our Profound Gratitude For
Those Countless
Volunteers Who Worked On Committees, Contacted Donors And
Gave Their
Time In Making This National Museum A Reality
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